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A Note
This catalogue contains material relating to the entirety of Latin America, from
Mexico’s northern frontier, all the way south to the Straits of Magellan. Included
are accounts of the earliest European explorations and conquests, as well as relations with and treatment of native peoples, studies of local languages, ethnology,
and natural history and resources. The development of competing colonial empires
is traced, as is European adventurism, the spread of printing, and the growth of
Latin American independence movements. Among the highlights are the first book
dealing solely with the laws of the Americas (item 24); Dupaix’s study of Mexican
antiquities (item 38); important plate books of Mexico (item 72), Argentina (item
137), and South America (item 130); and three early and highly significant works
produced by the first two printers in the New World, Juan Pablos and Antonio de
Espinosa (items 75, 128, and 59).

Available on request or via our website are our bulletins as well as recent
catalogues 361 Western Americana, 362 Recent Acquisitions in Americana, 363
Still Cold: Travels & Explorations in the Frozen Regions of the Earth, and 365
American Panorana. E-lists, available only on our website, cover a broad range
of topics including theatre, education, mail, the Transcontinental Railroad,
satire, abolition, technology, and horticulture. A portion of our stock may be
viewed on our website as well.
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On the cOver: 72. [Mexico]: Album Pintoresco, de la Republica Mexicana. Mexico. [ca. 1850].

1. [Acarete de Biscay]: A RELATION OF MR. R.M.’S VOYAGE TO

BUENOS-AYRES: AND FROM THENCE BY LAND TO POTOSI.
DEDICATED TO THE HONOURABLE THE COURT OF DIRECTORS OF THE SOUTH-SEA COMPANY. London: Printed by
John Darby, 1716. v,3-117,[2]pp. plus folding engraved map by H. Moll.
12mo. Antique-style speckled calf, spine gilt, leather label. Minor soiling and
foxing. Near fine.

“A reprint of the translation printed in 1698 of the Voyage of Sieur Accarrete to
Buenos Aires, from Thevenot’s Collection, without any acknowledgement of the
source from whence it was taken” – JCB. The original was supposedly Relation des
Voyages dans la Riviere de la Plata (Paris, 1632), although European Americana says
this edition is “very possibly a ghost.” The handsome folding map by Moll is “A
New Map of Part of the Great River de la Plata, of Tucuman....” The dedication
in this edition by Darby is addressed to the directors of the South Sea Company.
In it Darby points to a profitable future in the South American trade:
I don’t doubt but by your wise Direction, under the Patronage of your August
Governour, our Wealth and Commerce will be vastly increas’d: this Way being
evidently the easiest and speediest to convey the Product and Manufactures of
Europe to Chili and Peru, and also the safest to bring Gold and Silver from
thence into this part of the World.

European Americana locates only four copies (DLC, MnU, NNH, RPJCB).

EUROPEAN AMERICANA 716/1. SABIN 42918. PALAU 1690. JCB (1)III:215.
$2250.

History of Mexico from the Conquest to Independence
2. Alaman, D. Lucas: DISERTACIONES SOBRE LA HISTORIA DE
LA REPUBLICA MEGICANA. Mexico. 1844-1849. Three volumes.
[4], vii,[1],270,[2],30,[4],226,8; [4],325,[1],22,[1],138,13,[2]; [4],392,116,[1]
pp., plus thirty-seven plates (one colored), three folding facsimiles, and a
double-page map. Half title in each volume.
Contemporary half green calf and marbled
boards, spines gilt. Boards edgeworn, hinges
rubbed. Scattered light foxing. With the
bookplate of the Bibliotheca Lindesiana on
the front pastedown of each volume. A very
good set.

An important history of Mexico, covering the
years from the first European encounter and
conquest up to the period of Mexican independence. The text is supplemented by appendices
containing valuable documentary information,
as well as the many plates showing important
figures in Mexican history.
Lucas Alaman was a controversial figure in
19th-century Mexico. A scientist, politician,
historian, diplomat, and writer, he was conservative by nature and expressed a nostalgia for
monarchic rule. He was an influential politician in the early years of the Mexican Republic
and favored a strong central government. He
was also instrumental in creating the Mexican
national archives. Along with its comprehensiveness, Alaman’s history is also notable for its favorable view of the Spanish
presence in Mexico.
PALAU 4573. SABIN 580.

$2500.

With Lithographs of Cuba
3. Andueza, J.M. de: ISLA DE CUBA PINTORESCA, HISTORICA,

POLITICA, LITERARIA, MERCANTIL E INDUSTRIAL. RECUERDOS, APUNTES, IMPRESIONES DE DOS EPOCAS. Madrid.
1841. vii,182,[1]pp. plus twelve lithographic plates and folding map. Half
title. Quarto. Contemporary half calf and marbled boards, spine gilt. Some
rubbing and edge wear. Occasional institutional ink stamp, moderate uneven
foxing. Very good.

A scarce illustrated account of Cuba, describing the state of the island’s people,
schools, industries, agriculture, literature, shipping facilities, etc. The enthusiastic
descriptions of people and places are greatly complemented by the twelve fine lithographic views which depict Havana town scenes, prominent buildings, institutions,
churches, main thoroughfares, and the like. According to the introduction, the text
is based on the author’s personal travel experiences in Cuba, as well as on ancient
archives to which he was privy. A most interesting and quite detailed description
of Cuban life and history. The folding map, titled “Costa del Porte,” is not called
for in Palau or other sources, but is nonetheless an interesting depiction of Cuban
port cities.
PALAU 12363. SABIN 1530.

$3000.

4. Antepara, Luis: DEFENSA LEGAL QUE EL CAPITAN LUIS AN-

TEPARA HAVE POR EL GENERAL GRADUADO DE BRIGADA
D. JOSÉ GREGORIO ARANA, EN EL CONSEJO DE GUERRA
QUE HA DE CONOCER EN LA CAUSA QUE SE LE HA FORMADO SOBRE ATRIBUIRSELE EL CRIMEN DE INFIDENCIA.
Mexico. 1827. 77pp. Dbd. Near fine.

The defense set forth by Capt. Luis Antepara against charges of treason brought
against him by Gen. José Gregorio Arana. The charges stemmed from an attempted coup in the turbulent politics of post-Iturbide Mexico. OCLC locates
two copies. Rare.
OCLC 20055285.

$650.

5. Arenales, José Ildefonso Álvarez de: MEMORIA HISTÓRICA SO-

BRE LAS OPERACIONES E INCIDENCIAS DE LA DIVISION
LIBERTADORA, A LAS ÓRDENES DEL GEN. D. JUAN ANTONIO ALVAREZ DE ARENALES, EN SU SEGUNDA COMPAÑA A
LA SIERRA DEL PERU EN 1821. Buenos Aires: Imprenta de la Gaceta
Mercantil, 1832. xv,[2],142,[2],[145]-247,[5]pp. plus lithographic portrait, one
folding table, and two folding maps. [bound with:] Angelis, Pedro de: BIO-

GRAFIA DEL SEÑOR GENERAL ARENALES Y JUICIO SOBRE
LA MEMORIA HISTÓRICA DE SU SEGUNDA CAMPAÑA A
LA SIERRA DEL PERU EN 1821. Buenos Aires: Imprenta de la Independencia, 1832. 17pp. Quarto. Late 19th-century three-quarter morocco
and marbled boards, spine gilt, t.e.g. Boards slightly rubbed. Bookplate of
Maryland Historical Society inscribed “Presented Jose Arenales,” with release
stamp. Titlepage lightly soiled, with Maryland Historical Society stamp. Minor
foxing in margins of portrait, otherwise text is clean and fresh. Short, clean
tear in one folding map (no loss). One map
detached but present. A very good copy.

A history of the military operations under Gen.
Juan Antonio Álvarez de Arenales during the
South American Wars of Independence. Arenales fought in numerous battles and became one
of the key figures in Argentina’s independence
movement. He also played a significant role
in Peru’s independence, fighting under José de
San Martín and eventually attaining the rank of
governor of Northern Peru. He retired in 1822
with the rank of grand marshal. The author, the
son of the general, also served in the military
under San Martín and in the congress of the
province of Salta in Argentina. The work consists of a narrative history and an appendix (pp.
[145]-247), the latter not noted by Sabin. The
appendix reprints numerous documents related
to two military campaigns in the Sierra. Bound
with the Memoria Histórica... is an additional
work on Gen. Arenales, also printed in Buenos Aires in 1832.
SABIN 1930. PALAU 15909; 12494 (Angelis).

$1000.

6. [Argentina]: A NARRATIVE OF THE EXPEDITION TO, AND

THE STORMING OF BUENOS AYRES, BY THE BRITISH
ARMY, COMMANDED BY LIEUTENANT-GENERAL WHITELOCK. By an Officer, Attached to the Expedition. Bath: William
Meyler, 1807. [2],38pp. plus one engraved plan. Modern half roan and boards,

spine gilt. Occasional minor foxing; minor titlepage repair with no loss of
text. A very good copy, with engraved bookplate of P. Francis K.C.B on front
pastedown.

An anonymous straight-forward account of the British attack on Buenos Aires in
1807, written “without any flourishing or prolix declamation on the calamities of
war, the effects of courage, or the pursuit of wealth and fame.” The unidentified
author includes extensive details on the final engagements leading to the defeat of
the British troops under Lieut. Gen. John Whitelocke by the Spanish citizen army
of Creoles and peasants under the command of Santiago de Liniers. The plan and
accompanying printed explanation of the plate assist in visualizing the narrative of
the battle described in the text. Forced to withdraw from Buenos Aires after this
defeat, Whitelocke was court-martialed and cashiered. An intriguing record of the
British engagement in Buenos Aires with an unusual Bath imprint for such a work.
OCLC records only five copies.
SABIN 51805. ALBERICH 1247.

$2750.

7. [Argentina]: AN AUTHENTIC NARRATIVE OF THE PRO-

CEEDINGS OF THE EXPEDITION UNDER THE COMMAND
OF BRIGADIER-GEN. CRAUF URD, UNTIL ITS ARRIVAL
AT MONTE VIDEO; WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE OPERATIONS AGAINST BUENOS AYRES UNDER THE COMMAND
OF LIEUT.-GEN. WHITELOCKE. By an Officer of the Expedition.
London. 1808. viii,216,[1]pp. plus four folding maps. Antique-style threequarter calf and marbled boards. Minor offsetting and foxing on titlepage and
other leaves facing maps. Old library stamps on first two leaves; contemporary
ownership inscription on titlepage. Errata slip pasted to verso of titlepage.
Very good. Untrimmed.

In 1807, Gen. John Whitelocke was sent to the Rio de la Plata with a large force.
His goal was to reinforce British troops already operating there and in Argentina, and
to seize Buenos Aires, a move designed to open up the markets of South America
to British commerce and replace those lost on the Continent by Napoleon’s blockade. Despite his large force, Whitelocke proceeded cautiously and ineptly, further
hampered by bad weather. The assault on Buenos Aires was met by civilian as well
as military resistance, when the British had expected local merchants to welcome
them with open arms. Craufurd commanded a light brigade, which led the attack
on Buenos Aires and successfully achieved its objectives. However, a large part of
the attacking force was cut off and forced to surrender while Whitelocke napped
in his tent, and Craufurd’s brigade was ordered to surrender with the rest of the
British force. Santiago Liniers, the Spanish commander, proposed a truce if the
British would promise to withdraw in two months, but said he could not answer
for the safety of the prisoners if the attack was renewed. Feeling that the object
of the expedition was now untenable, Whitelocke accepted those terms. The British withdrew to Montevideo and then to England, losing what might have been a
foothold in South America. Whitelocke was the subject of the greatest scorn on
returning to England, where he was court-martialed and cashiered. Though this
work is sometimes attributed to Gen. Whitelocke, the accusatory and wounded
tone of the narrative makes that unlikely.
SABIN 103672. PALAU 375051. HALKETT & LAING 1, p.164. DNB (online).
$2000.

First Anthology of Argentinian Poetry
8. [Argentina]: LA LIRA ARGENTINA, Ó COLECCION DE LAS

PIEZAS POÉTICAS, DADAS A LUZ EN BUENOS-AYRES DURANTE LA GUERRA DE SU INDEPENDENCIA. Buenos Aires.
1824. [4],515pp. plus folding plate of engraved music. Four-page index misbound between half title and titlepage. Half title. Contemporary Argentinean
calf, boards and spine gilt. Binding slightly rubbed, corners bumped and worn.
Some corrosion in upper blank margins at beginning and end of text due to
oxidation of old stain, not affecting text. Margins of text lightly dampstained.
Folding plate has small dampstains, and a few small clean tears along folds
with no loss. Rear free endpaper detached but present. Still, a very good copy.

The scarce first edition of the first anthology of Argentinean poetry, a fundamental
work for the study of Argentinean literature in the early independence era. Bound
in Argentina in full gilt-stamped calf, the work is complete with the folding plate of
engraved music and words for the “Cancion Patriotica.” In a preface dated May 25,
1823, the anonymous editor writes that the poetic pieces and simple verse produced
in Buenos Aires during the War of Independence were compiled and published
by the desire to rescue the works of the warriors and patriots from oblivion. The
anthology contains numerous types of verse including songs, cantos, odes, hymns,
marches, inscriptions, “cielitos,” “octavas,” “decimas,” “letrillas,” and sonnets.

A scarce copy of this foundation work for Argentinean literature, in a contemporary, finely gilt Argentinean binding. OCLC records three copies in the United
States, plus Oxford and the National Library of Chile.
PALAU 138683. SABIN 41409. OCLC 23181793, 54270578.

9. [Argentina]: MANIFIESTO DE

LA COMISION DE NEGOCIOS
CONST I T UCIONALES DEL
CONGRESO GENERAL CONSTITUYENTE DE LAS PROVINCIAS UNIDAS DEL RIO DE LA
PLATA, PRESENTADO JUNTO
CON EL PROYECTO DE CONSTITUCION Á QUE SE REFIERE
[caption title]. [Buenos Aires]: Imprenta Argentina, 1826. 12pp. Small quarto.
20th-century three-quarter morocco over
marbled boards, spine gilt. Edges and
spine lightly worn, upper outer joint
moderately worn. Contemporary number
inscription in top margin of first page
of text. Lower right corners of first two
leaves chipped. Moderate age-toning and
foxing. A good copy.

$2500.

An extremely rare tract concerning the development of the Argentine constitution
in the early republican period of that nation. In April 1819 a constitution was
approved establishing a congress with two legislative branches and an elected chief
executive. Due to the local political situation, however, that constitution was not
fully enacted. A new constitution, promoting a centralized system of government,
was eventually drafted in 1826. This manifesto of the government’s constitutional
commission, presented to the Argentine representatives, reviews various aspects of
the 1819 Constitution and proposes changes to be effected in the new document.
An extremely rare publication concerned with the early constitutional period
in Argentina. OCLC locates only a single copy in the national Library of Chile.
PALAU 148972. OCLC 55255075.

$2500.

Significant Study of South American
Natural History and Geography
10. Azara, Felix de: VOYAGES DANS L’AMÉRIQUE MÉRIDIONALE,

PAR DON FÉLIX DE AZARA...DEPUIS 1781 JUSQU’EN 1801....
Paris. 1809. Four volumes of text plus atlas. lx,389; [4],562pp. plus three folding tables; [4],ii,479; [4],380pp. Atlas: [4]pp. plus twenty-five maps and plates.
Octavo text volumes: Contemporary tree calf, ornately gilt, leather labels.
Minor wear to bindings, some minor scattered foxing. Folio atlas: Original
blue paper boards, printed paper label. Slight splitting to paper on lower spine,
corners slightly bumped. Internally clean and fresh, near fine. A very good set.

An important work by Spanish naturalist Felix de Azara (1746-1821). Azara, a
military officer, was part of a delegation to settle the boundary dispute between
Spain and Portugal in the Rio de la Plata region. He was in the region for twenty
years, from 1781 to 1801, documenting the wildlife, natives, and geography of the
area. This work is the culmination of his time there, published upon his return to
Europe. The handsome atlas includes animal plates, views, and several large maps.
PALAU 20975. SABIN 2541.

$12,000.

11. Barba, Alvaro Alonso: ARTE DE LOS METALES, EN QUE SE

ENSEÑA EL VERDADERO BENEFICIO DE LOS DE ORO Y
PLATA POR AZOGUE, EL MODO DE FUNDIRLOS TODOS, Y
COMO SE HAN DE REFINAR Y APARTAR UNOS DE OTROS.
Lima: Imprenta de los Huerfanos, 1817. [4],271,[7]pp. Several errors in pagination. Small quarto. Contemporary limp vellum. Vellum lightly soiled. Dampstaining to first two leaves, some minor soiling. Ex-library with faint stamps
on lower portion of titlepage and final blank, both obscured by stains. Still a
very good copy.

The first Latin American and only Lima printing of this celebrated treatise on mining and
metallurgy. First published in Madrid in 1640,
this is the first significant work on the subject
in Spanish, and the first work on mining in the
Americas. Alvaro Alonso Barba (1569-1662),
of Andalusian origin, took orders and departed
for South America in 1588. He was pastor in
Potosi, Peru, the center of an important mining region, where he could observe all the latest
technological developments in the field of mining. While in Peru he studied mineralogy and
the art of extracting and testing the silver, so
abundant in Potosi. Upon publication his book
was an immediate success and was subsequently
published in English, French, and German.
MEDINA, LIMA 3325. VARGAS UGARTE
4361. PALAU 23626.

$4000.

Spanish Navigational Manual
12. Barreda, Francisco de: EL MARINERO INSTRUIDO EN EL ARTE

DE NAVEGACION SPECULATIVO, Y PRACTICO, SEGUN EL
MÉTODO, CON QUE SE ENSEÑA À LOS CELEGIALES DEL
REAL SEMINARIO DE SR. SAN TELMO, EXTRA MUROS DE
LA CIUDAD DE SEVILLA...DEDICADO AL SR. SAN PEDRO

GONZALEZ TELMO, SINGULAR PATRON DE LOS NAVEGANTES. [Seville. 1766]. [30],411,[1],[86]pp. plus seven folding engraved
plates and frontispiece. 16mo. Later marbled calf, gilt ruled, leather label, all
edges painted yellow. Light wear to edges and spine extremities. Internally
clean. Very good plus.

The rare first edition of this mid-18th-century Spanish navigation manual, with
an eighty-six-page table of latitudes and longitudes for coastal locations in Spain
and throughout Spanish America. The work includes both theoretical and practical information for mariners based on the courses taught by Barreda at the Royal
Seminary of San Telmo and his additional service for the Carrera de Indias and
the Universidad de Mareantes. Astronomy, geography, climatology, cartography,
and other sciences are discussed, particularly in relation to the practical aspects of
navigation. The seven folding engraved plates, consisting of fifty separate numbered
figures, supplement the information provided in the text.
Marinero Instruido is dedicated to Pedro Gonzalez Telmo, the Patron Saint of
mariners. In his honor, the volume includes a finely engraved illustration of the
Saint (with a ship in his left hand, a candle in his right hand) and a five-page dedication in verse which ends in an acrostic with the first letter of each line spelling out
the phrase “A S S PedrO GOnsalez telmO.” A final touch of expressive Spanish
typography is found at the end of the text where the concluding phrase “laus deO”
is set in various permutations, forward and backward, in the shape of a diamond.
A rare mid-18th-century Spanish maritime manual. Only three copies are located
in North America, at the University of Montreal, National Library of Mexico, and
John Carter Brown Library. This first edition was followed by second and third
editions printed in 1786 and 1796, respectively.
PALAU 24607. CRONE 558. ENSAYO DE BIBLIOGRAFÍA MARÍTIMA ESPAÑOLA 252.
$6000.

13. Bellin, Jacques Nicolas: OBSERVATIONS SUR LA CONSTRUC-

TION DE LA CARTE DE L’OCEAN MERIDIONAL, POUR
SERVIR VAISSEAUX DU ROY, DRESSÉE AU DÉPOST DES
CARTES, PLANS & JOURNAUX DE LA MARINE, PAR ORDRE DE M. LE COMTE DE MAUREPAS, 1739. [Paris]: Jacques
Guerin, [1739]. 18pp. Quarto. Contemporary plain blue boards. Occasional
light dampstaining. A very good copy. In a half morocco box.

The very rare first edition of Bellin’s extensive account of his map of the “Ocean
Meridional.” The work includes lengthy
separate analyses of the coasts of Africa
and South America as recorded on the
map. In addition to geographic locations, observations made in the regions
by various explorers are cited.
The cartographer, Bellin, was employed for more than five decades in the
French Hydrographic Service, where he
served as the first Ingénieur Hydrographe de la Marine. Commissioned to
develop new surveys of the coasts of
France and then the known coasts of the
world, these were published, respectively,
as Le Neptune Français in 1735 and the
Hydrographie Française between 1756 and
1765. Bellin also published a Petit Atlas
Maritime with 580 charts and plans of
harbors, issued in five volumes in 1764. The present work was later published as
one of thirty reprinted pamphlets in the author’s Recueil des Memoires Qui ont Été
Publiés avec les Cartes Hydrographiques (Paris, ca. 1767). Extremely rare; European
Americana locates copies (with a variant imprint) only at LC and JCB.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 739/24 (different publisher). SABIN 4556 (note). $5000.

Firsthand Observations of the New World
14. Benzoni, Girolamo: NOVAE NOVI ORBIS HISTORIÆ, ID EST,

RERUM AB HISPANIS IN INDIA OCCIDENTALI HACTENUS
GESTARUM...LIBRI TRES, URBANI CALVETONIS OPERA...EX
ITALICIS...LATINI FACTI...HIS AB EODEM ADJUNCTA EST,
DE GALLORUM IN FLORIDAM EXPEDITIONE, & INSIGNI
HISPANORUM IN EOS SÆVITIÆ EXEMPLO, BREVIS HISTORIA. [Geneva]: Eustatium Vignon, 1578. [32],480,[12]pp. Lacks errata leaf.
Later mottled calf, gilt leather label. Titlepage lightly soiled, contemporary

inscriptions, small portion of top corner torn away on first two leaves. Top
edge trimmed closely, affecting running title and page numbers on some leaves.
Internally fresh and clean. Very good, with the armorial bookplate of the
Marquess of Tweeddale on front pastedown.

First Latin edition of Benzoni’s important early
account of the New World, translated from the
first edition printed in Italian in 1565. Benzoni’s history is the first significant work on the
Americas based on firsthand observations by a
non-Spaniard, and was one of the most widely
disseminated texts of its day. This edition also
includes the Latin translation of Nicolas Le Chailleux’s Discours de l’Histoire de la Floride, an account
of the French expedition to Florida in the mid16th century, first published in Dieppe in 1565.
Born in Milan, Benzoni spent fourteen years
travelling through the Americas, beginning in
1541. He was familiar with the Antilles, Guatemala, and the west coast of South America, and
provides descriptions of these regions, as well as
a history of the New World from the arrival of
Columbus to the conquest of Peru. The work is
also notable for containing an early account of the
use of tobacco. Engaged in commerce, Benzoni
quickly developed an intense enmity for the Spanish and their administration, and
he treats them quite unfavorably in his text. He denounces the Spanish for their
treatment of the Indians (in contrast, a good portion of the text describes Indian
life before it became corrupted by European contact), and the author is also critical
of the Spanish for their importation of slaves to America.
“[The work] contains interesting details about the countries he visited, but abounds
in errors and often in intentional misstatements. What Benzoni states about the
Antilles is a clumsy rehash of Las Casas. His reports on the conquests of Mexico
and Peru bristle with errors” – Catholic Encyclopedia. Despite these inaccuracies,
the wide distribution of his book made Benzoni the single most influential figure
in describing the New World to Europe in the mid-16th century. His work went
through many printings, though Arents notes that “it appears never to have been
permitted to circulate in Spain.” Its final and perhaps most influential version was
as parts IV-VI of De Bry’s Grand Voyages, where its anti-Spanish slant helped to
advance the “Black Legend” of Spanish depravity in the New World.
An important early firsthand account of the Americas, here in its first Latin
edition.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 578/3. SABIN 4792. MEDINA, BHA 250. ADAMS B685.
ARENTS 25. JCB (3)I:268. THE CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA (online).
$7500.

15. Bierfreund, F.L.: REVOLUTIONEN I DET SPANSKE AMERIKA

MED EN KORT FREMSTILLING AF DETTE LANDS OPDAGELSE OG HISTORIE FRA DENNE TIDSPUNSKT INDTIL
REVOLUTIONEN. Odense. 1820. [2],492,[5]pp. Original printed wrappers. Wrappers a bit soiled, worn along spine. Occasional slight worming in
inner margin of leaves, not affecting text. A very good copy. Untrimmed.

First and only edition of this Danish history of the revolutions which convulsed
South America in the first two decades of the 19th century. The first three chapters
give an overview of the initial three hundred years of Spanish domination of the
continent, while the rest (and the bulk of the text) are comprised of a year-by-year
history of events, beginning in 1810. Not in Palau. OCLC locates only six copies. Scarce.
SABIN 5265. OCLC 13735133.

$500.

Bolívar Resigns as President of Gran Columbia – But Not Really
16. Bolívar, Simón: A.S.E. EL PRESIDENT DE LA HONORABLE

CAMARA DEL SENADO. EXCMO. SEÑOR. EN NINGUNA
CIRCUNSTANCIA ERA TAN NECESARIA Á LA REPÚBLICA
LA AUGUSTA AUTORIDAD DEL COONGRESO, COMO EN
ESTA ÉPOCA EN QUE LOS DISTURBIOS INTERNOS...[caption
title and part of first line of text]. Caracas. February 6, 1827. [2]pp. plus
integral blank. Folio. Old fold; slight separation at fold. Light creasing. Very
good. In a half morocco box.

In this apparently unique broadsheet, Simón Bolívar tenders his resignation as
president of Gran Colombia to the Congress in Caracas, Venezuela. By 1827 internal conflicts and political pressures were threatening the stability of the Republic
Bolívar had created, Gran Colombia (present-day Panama, Colombia, Ecuador,
Venezuela, and parts of Peru). In an attempt to pacify dissenters and preserve the
fragile federation, Bolívar addressed the Congress, offering to step aside and assuring
the people that he had no plans to declare himself as absolute ruler.
In this address Bolívar points to the fact that Gran Colombia is in an advantageous position, recognized by the United States and with Great Britain threatening
war with Spain. Despite a rosy outlook, he notes that suspicions that El Libertador
will exert himself as a tyrannical dictator continue to plague the political environment. Thus – in the tradition of George Washington – he is resigning from office. He writes (in translation): “In vain do I invoke the example of Washington
to defend myself....” Though he is not innocent of ambition, Bolívar wishes to
“remove my fellow citizens from the claws of this fury, and free them from uneasiness.” Declaring his renunciation to be irrevocable, he writes: “My sword and my
heart will nevertheless be for Colombia; and with my last breath I will ask heaven
to grant her happiness.”

Despite this declaration, the Congress refused to accept Bolívar’s resignation.
Unable to settle on a new constitution and form of government, the Constitutional
Convention of 1828 fell apart, and Bolívar proclaimed himself dictator for life on
August 27. Intended to be a temporary measure to stabilize the government, this
move resulted in an assassination attempt just a month later. Bolívar died two
years later of tuberculosis.
Not located in any of the usual sources, including Palau and OCLC. An important piece of South American history.
$17,500.
17. Borein, Edward: [ORIGINAL PENCIL SKETCH OF A GROUP OF
MEXICAN MEN]. Amica, Mexico. 1898. Pencil sketch, 6½ x 9½ inches
(visible size within the mat). Framed and matted. Near fine. Not examined
out of frame.

A fine pencil sketch by acclaimed Western artist Edward Borein, done early in his career. The drawing shows five Mexican men, seated and standing, wearing ponchos and sombreros. It was likely done by the young artist as a figure sketch. It dates to Borein’s first sojourn to Mexico. He was

working as a vaquero on a ranch in Malibu and creating art on the side, when the
ranch owner financed a trip for him to Mexico. Borein went there in 1897 and
remained in Mexico until 1899. The town of Amica is in the province of Jalisco
and is located just northwest of Mexico City. Signed in pencil by Borein along
the lower left edge.
John Edward Borein (1872-1945) was born and raised in California. He worked
on ranches as a young man before attending art school in San Francisco, and returned
to ranching in the 1890s. He left ranching behind at the turn of the century to
concentrate exclusively on art, and rose to the front ranks of Western illustrators.
An attractive, early image by an influential Western artist.
$1750.

A Major Archive of Early Buenos Aires Imprints
18. [Buenos Aires Imprints]: [BOUND COLLECTION OF 224 SOUTH

AMERICAN IMPRINTS, INCLUDING 218 INDIVIDUAL TITLES PRINTED IN BUENOS AIRES BETWEEN 1807 AND
1809]. Buenos Aires. 1807-1809. Three bound volumes, plus nine unbound
or disbound pamphlets, for a total of 224 separate imprints (including one Rio
de Janeiro imprint, two Spanish imprints, and two Buenos Aires duplicates).
All items but one (the Rio de Janeiro imprint at the beginning of the first
volume, printed in Portuguese and French) printed in Spanish. Small quarto.
Contemporary vellum, original leather ties, contemporary ink manuscript titles
on spines. Vellum slightly soiled. In fine condition.

An extraordinary archive of Buenos Aires imprints, composed primarily of newsletters printed at the Imprenta Niños Expòsitos between June 1807 and November
1809. The collection represents over one quarter of the entire recorded output of
the Buenos Aires press during this period and constitutes a major archive of news
stories extracted from Spanish, Portuguese, English, and Brazilian sources and

printed for Argentine readers during a pivotal period in the region’s history. The
news accounts, together with a significant number of manifestos, poems, proclamations, and decrees, cover the invasions and defeats of the British at Montevideo
and Buenos Aires in 1807, the collapse of the Spanish monarchy in 1808, Spanish
efforts against Napoleonic rule, and the battles and effects of the Napoleonic wars
in Europe and the Americas – crucial events in the formation of Argentine selfdetermination and eventual independence from Spain. The first and third volumes
of the collection are largely devoted to newsletters, while the second volume contains
a number of separate pamphlets, manifestos, and political statements.
Virtually all of the imprints in the collection are listed in Guillermo Furlong’s
authoritative Historia y Bibliografía de las Primeras Imprentas Rioplatenses. Exceptions
include an anti-Napoleonic manifesto printed in Rio de Janeiro (Volume 1, item
1); two pamphlets printed for the Spanish government-in-exile at Cadiz (Volume
2, items 84 and 89); and two items not bearing a publisher’s imprint, but for which
context, paper, and printing style all suggest a Buenos Aires origin (Volume 1, item
56 and Volume 3, item 71).
A detailed list of the imprints is available upon request.
$65,000.

An Englishman’s Travels in 1820s Mexico
19. Bullock, William: SIX MONTHS’ RESIDENCE AND TRAVELS IN

MEXICO; CONTAINING REMARKS ON THE PRESENT STATE
OF NEW SPAIN.... London. 1824. xii,532pp. plus fifteen plates (four
colored), two folding maps, and folding table. Folding frontis. Modern half

morocco and paper boards, morocco label,
gilt. Slight offsetting on maps and plates,
but generally a clean, very good copy.

Sabin states that Bullock was “the first English
traveller in Mexico since Father Gage in 1640.”
He arrived there in 1823, landing at Veracruz,
ascended to Mexico City, and spent most of his
visit in the city or its immediate surroundings
in the valley of Mexico. The text details much
of contemporary Mexican life, while the fine
plates, based on Bullock’s own drawings, show
natives and landscapes. Particularly striking
is the panoramic view of the valley of Mexico,
which serves as a folding frontispiece. The two
folding maps show the city of Mexico as it was
when Bullock visited it, and ancient Mexico
City. The attractive colored plates show Mexican dress.
SABIN 9140. ABBEY 666.

$1250.

With the Rare Map
20. [Byron, John]: Ortega, Casimiro de Gomez: VIAGE DEL COMAN-

DANTE BYRON AL REDEDOR DEL MUNDO, HECHO ULTIMAMENTE DE ORDEN DEL ALMIRANTAZGO DE INGLATERRA.... [bound with, as issued:] RESUMEN HISTORICO DEL
PRIMER VIAGE HECHO AL REDEDOR DEL MUNDO, EMPRENDIDO POR HERNANDO DE MAGALLANES, Y LLEVADO FELIZMENTE A TERMINO POR EL FAMOSO CAPITAN
ESPANOL JUAN SEBASTIAN DEL CANO. Madrid: En la Imprenta
Real de la Gazeta, 1769. [16],176; [12],55pp., plus folding map colored in
outline. Frontis. Small quarto. Contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt, raised
bands. Upper hinge expertly repaired. Remarkably clean internally. A fine copy.

The second Spanish edition, produced the same year as the first, and following the
London edition of 1767. The Spanish editions were the first to contain the much
sought-after map of the Straits of Magellan, making them far more desirable than
other editions. Also new to this second Spanish edition is the account of Magellan’s circumnavigation of 1519-22, completed by Capt. Juan Sebastian del Cano.
Del Cano took command of the Vittoria after Magellan’s death in the Philippines,
thereby becoming the first sea captain to complete a circumnavigation.
One of the most celebrated of all voyages, Byron’s adventure in the Dolphin
began as a voyage of discovery and ended as a record-setting twenty-two-month

circumnavigation. The entire crew was led to believe their destination was the
East Indies, and it was not until the ship had left Rio (where it was refitted) that
the true mission was revealed: a voyage of discovery to the South Seas. To avoid
mutiny, Byron granted his men double pay, and with renewed enthusiasm they set
course for the Pacific. During the voyage Byron claimed the Falkland Islands for
Great Britain. His account of the Straits of Magellan is one of the best to that
time, further illuminated by the map that accompanies this edition.
“Byron passed through the Straits without incident. Having reached the Pacific
he succeeded in discovering islands and coral reefs, and returned to England without losing one member of his crew, a rare event in those days. This account of the
voyage became famous because of its description of Patagonian giants [pictured in
the frontispiece]. These giants were first observed by the crew of Magellan’s fleet,
and other authors refer to them, but as the travellers of the nineteenth century were
unable to encounter them, their existence came to be considered a fable or optical
illusion. What impresses the reader of Byron’s book [sic], however, is the tone of
veracity in the description of these very tall men whom the crew observed at close
range, and with whom they had some contact” – Borba de Moraes.
Extremely rare.
BORBA DE MORAES, p.138. SABIN 9733, 57672. HILL 232, 233 (ref ). PALAU 38230.
HOWGEGO B200.
$8500.

“...arguments for trade with independent Indians...”
21. Campillo y Cosio, Jose del: NUEVO SISTEMA DE GOBIERNO

ECONOMICO PARA LA AMERICA: CON LOS MALES Y DAÑOS QUE LA CAUSA EL QUE HOY TIENE, DE LOS QUE PARTICIPA COPIOSAMENTE ESPAÑA; Y REMEDIOS UNIVERSALES PARA QUE LA PRIMERA TENGA CONSIDERABLES
VENTAJAS, Y LA SEGUNDA MAYORES INTERESES. Madrid.
1789. 297pp. Contemporary calf, spine gilt, leather label. Lightly rubbed at
extremities. Bookplates of Luis Montt and Alberto Parreño on front pastedown and flyleaf. Faint library blindstamp on titlepage. Minor scattered foxing. Very good.

A new economic plan to revive the failing fortunes of the Spanish empire in America,
in which the author asserts that greater freedom needs to be given to Spain’s colonies
if they are to profit from them in the same way as Britain and France profit from
their respective colonies. Although published in 1789, this work was written much
earlier and seems to have circulated widely in manuscript form. Campillo y Cosio
(1693-1743) was Spain’s Minister of Finance and War from 1741 to 1743; this work
would be highly influential on Spanish economic policy in the later part of the 18th
century. “Nowhere in Spanish thought were arguments for trade with independent
Indians articulated more clearly than in the well-known Nuevo Sistema... a master
plan to revive the economy of the empire....Part of it was apparently plagiarized and
published in 1779 as the second half of a book entitled the Proyecto Economico, by
the Spanish economist and ilustrado Bernardo Ward....Many Bourbon administrators referred explicitly to it, as did Viedma, when he noted in 1784 that the Indian
threat on the pampa would diminish if Pampas were treated with friendship and
trade as the French did ‘with similar savages, and as Mr. [Bernardo] Ward recommends with good reason in his Proyecto Economico” – Weber.
“Written in 1748, but never printed until 1789, probably on account of the
unpleasant truths it contains relating to the treatment of the unfortunate Indians”
– Sabin. An important piece of New World economics in Spanish America, as well
as an enlightened Spanish view on dealing with indigenous populations.
PALAU 41265. MEDINA, BHA 5341. SABIN 10314. David Weber, Barbaros: Spaniards
and Their Savages in the Age of Enlightenment (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005),
pp.181-82.
$2250.

Among Catlin’s Rarest Lithographs
22. Catlin, George: CATLIN THE CELEBRATED INDIAN TRAVEL-

LER AND ARTIST, FIRING HIS COLT’S REPEATING RIFLE
BEFORE A TRIBE OF CARIB INDIANS IN SOUTH AMERICA.
London: Day & Son, [ca. 1855-1860]. Hand-finished color-printed lithograph,
drawn on stone by J. M’Gahey of Chester after George Catlin, printed by Day
& Son, within a lithographed thin single-line border printed in ochre, with

lithographed title printed in black beneath. Sheet size: 14¾ x 19 inches. A
few repaired tears. Very good.

An excellent and rare color lithograph featuring George Catlin firing a Colt repeating
rifle. When the United States Senate rejected an 1852 bill proposing the purchase
for the nation of George Catlin’s “Indian Gallery,” the artist was bankrupted and
lost virtually all of the paintings and drawings he had used in his exhibitions. In
order to raise funds, Catlin proposed an expedition to market Samuel Colt’s firearms. Colt was eager to publicize his new revolving pistols and rifles and to have
them adopted by the United States Army, and he commissioned Catlin to “paint a
series of twelve pictures showing Colts being employed in the field. The terms of
their agreement are unclear, but Catlin completed the order by 1857, and the Colt
Patent Fire-Arms Manufacturing Company subsequently used the paintings in its
advertising” (Dippie). “Six of the paintings were turned into lithographs, but few
sets seem to have been made” – America Pictured to the Life.
The set of lithographs, all drawn in Catlin’s distinctive style, show the artist
using Colt firearms in the wilds of both North and South America. The plates
were printed in London by Day & Son, the best known British lithographic printers of the period. Catlin’s images were drawn on stone by J. M’Gahey of Chester,

England. These prints are not in any of the standard bibliographies, and the only
other recorded holdings are in the Colt Firearms Collection (Connecticut State
Library in Hartford), the Amon Carter Museum, Yale University (the Paul Mellon
set), and the Wadsworth Athenaeum.
The text beneath the image reads:
It having been reported by one of my party that I had a Medicine Gun, which
would fire all day without reloading, the Men, Women & Children, assembled
in front of the Chief ’s Lodge to get a sight of it, – when I found it necessary
to make an exhibition – and arranged a target at a suitable distance whe[re I
to]ok my position / in front of the crowd rapidly discharging all the chambers,
and cocked the piece for a continuation, but the chief advanced and assured me
they were all satisfied, and I had better save my powder and balls, as I might
want them, on a very long journey.
REESE & MILES, AMERICA PICTURED TO THE LIFE 69. Dippie, Catlin and His
Contemporaries: The Politics of Patronage (1990).
$13,500.

Demise of the Union of Central America
23. [Central American Union]: [Milla, Jose D.]: OBSERVACIONES

SOBRE EL DISCURSO PRONUNCIADO POR EL BACHILLER
JOSE D. MILLA, EN EL ANIVERSARIO DE LA INDEPENDENCIA DE CENTRO-AMERICA [wrapper title]. Guatemala: Imprenta de
la Aurora, 1846. 11pp. Original printed wrappers. Small closed tear in front
wrapper, wrappers a bit soiled and wrinkled. Very good.

A rare pamphlet carrying on the debate in the aftermath of the demise of the Federal
Republic of Central America. The Central American state was formed in 1823,
and was a federation consisting of Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua,
and Costa Rica. Political liberals in the region hoped the state would evolve into
a modern, democratic nation, enriched by trans-isthmian trade. Opposed by conservatives, the federation fell into civil war in the late 1830s, and dissolved in the
early 1840s. Jose Milla y Vidaurre, a prominent Guatemalan man of letters, made a
discourse on the fate of the Federal Republic, which is answered in this anonymous
pamphlet, attributed only to “un Militar.” Apparently not in Palau. OCLC locates
only a single copy, at the University of Texas. Rare.
OCLC 20039117.

$750.

The First Book Devoted Solely to the Laws of the Americas
2 4 . [ C h a r l e s V ] : [ S p a n i s h L a w ] : LEY E S Y O RD ENA N Ç A S

NUEUAME[N]TE HECHAS POR SU MAGESTAD PA[RA] LA
GOUERNACIO DE LAS INDIAS Y BUEN TRATAMIENTO Y
CONSERUACIO DE LOS INDIOS; QUE SE HAN DE GUARDAR

EN EL CONSEJO Y AUDIE[N]CIAS REALES Q[UE] EN ELLAS
RESIDEN; Y POR TODOS LOS OTROS GOUERNADORES
JUEZES Y PERSONAS PARTICULARES DELLAS. Alcala de Henares: Joan de Brocar, 1543. [26]pp. Folio. Brown morocco in antique style,
boards ornately tooled in blind, spine gilt with raised bands, edges sprinkled
red. Title-leaf and two leaves with repaired paper loss, not affecting text or
images. Trimmed contemporary manuscript annotations. Minor dampstaining,
otherwise a very good copy. In a marbled slipcase.

The first book to deal solely with laws of the Americas, containing proclamations of
Spanish king Charles V regarding the treatment of Indians and the land claims of

the Conquistadores in Spanish American colonial possessions. The monarch issued
these orders primarily on the advice of Bartolome de las Casas, who urged Charles
to ensure better treatment of the native populations in the Indies and to end the
cruel practices of the Conquest. In his biography of Las Casas, Lewis Hanke writes:
In 1514 he experienced a radical change of heart, came
to feel that the Indians had been unjustly treated by
his countrymen, and determined to dedicate the remainder of his days to their defense. He then became
the renowned champion of the Indians, and for half a
century was one of the dominating figures of the most
exciting and glorious period Spain has ever known.

According to Medina and Harrisse, the Spanish king
composed the laws in 1542 and 1543 in response to a
book written and circulated in manuscript in 1542 by
Las Casas entitled Diez y Seis Remedios Contra la Peste
que Destruye las Indias. The laws also attempted to place
limits on the lands personally claimed and operated
as encomiendas by the Spanish explorers, though the
outrage at this restriction was such that the measures
were soon revised. Extremely rare. European Americana locates only six copies (Huntington, Library of
Congress, Lilly Library, New York Public, John Carter
Brown, British Library).
A foundation work of American law and Native
American studies.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 543/18. SABIN 40902. CHURCH 80. MEDINA, BHA
120. HARRISSE BAV 247. HANKE, p.2.
$125,000.

In a Presentation Binding
25. Cherry, Cummings: CINCINNATI & SONORA MINING ASSO-

CIATION. GEOLOGICAL REPORT AND MAP OF THE SAN
JUAN DEL RIO RANCHE, IN SONORA, MEXICO. ALSO REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE, STATISTICS OF SILVER
MINING, TRANSCRIPT OF TITLE, &c. Cincinnati: Wrightson &
Co., 1866. 86pp. plus two folding maps. Presentation binding of dark blue
morocco with red inlays, boards paneled and tooled in gilt, spine gilt, gilt
inner dentelles, a.e.g. Boards scuffed and bowed, front joint weak. Internally
very clean and very good.

A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper: “Senor M. Romero.
Minister of the Mexican Republic. Washington DC. With the compliments of the
Cincinnati & Sonora Land and Mining Association, Sept. 14, 1866.” Cherry was

a mining engineer who produced several reports
on mineral deposits in various areas of the United
States, and who authored other works for the Cincinnati and Sonora Mining Association (see Sabin,
Howes, and the Streeter sale, all of whom list other
works, but not the present title). Cherry’s report
is illustrative of a post-Civil War boomlet of interest in the mineral wealth of the Sonora region of
northern Mexico (doubtless aided by a rumor that
the United States might annex it). Cherry writes
glowingly of the potential mineral wealth of the area
while downplaying the threat from hostile Apaches,
objections from the Mexican government, and a
shortage of labor. The geological report is quite
thorough, and the maps show a portion of “Cherry’s
Traveling Military Map of Sonora” and the Ranche
San Juan del Rio. OCLC locates ten copies. Scarce.
OCLC 3502151.

$2750.

Rebuilding Chile’s Mint After a Devastating Earthquake
26. [Chile]: DON PHELIPE...POR QUANTO EN ATENCION À LAS

REPETIDAS INSTANCIAS QUE ME HA HECHO EL CONCEJO, JUSTICIA, Y REGIMIENTO DE LA CIUDAD DE SANTIAGO, CAPITAL DEL REYNO DE
CHILE, SOBRE QUE LA CONCEDIESSE EL CUÑO DE DOBLONES, À FIN DE CONSEGUIR
POR ESTE MEDIO EL ALIVIO
DE LAS RUÌNAS DE EDIFICIOS, QUE PADECIÒ AQUEL
REYNO, CON EL TERREMOTO
DEL AÑO DE MIL SETECIENTOS Y TREINTA...[caption title].
[Madrid. 1744]. 6 leaves. Folio. Dbd.
Contemporary manuscript annotations
at top of first page and in margins of
text. Old folds. Moderate dampstaining
in top margins. A good copy.

A rare printed decree by Philip V, King of
Spain, regarding the reconstruction of the
Casa de Moneda in Santiago following the
earthquake that devastated that city in 1730.

Detailed orders concerning the construction and operation of the Casa de Moneda
and related matters regarding the processing of gold are also provided. It is noted
that the reconstruction of the Santiago mint will ensure that the gold will not need
to be sent to Lima for processing, as was the case after the earthquake. Dated
October 1, 1743, the decree was printed in Madrid for distribution to officials in
the Council of the Indies and in Santiago. A printed note (dated Madrid, March
22, 1744) at the bottom of the text indicates that the text is a copy of the original,
which remains with the Secretary of Peru. Not in European Americana. OCLC
records only a single copy, at the Chilean National Library.
MEDINA, BHC 365. OCLC 55278441.

$3250.

Patriotic Song of Chilean Independence
27. [Chile]: CANCION PATRIOTICA QUE SE CANTA HOY 12 DEL

PRESENTE EN EN SELEBRACION DEL ANIVERSARIO DE
NUESTRA REGENERACION POLITICA, SACADA POR LOS
PROFESORES ITALIANOS Y DEDICADA LA LETRA À S.E. EL
SUPREMO DIRECTOR [caption title]. [Santiago? 1819]. Broadside,
approximately 10¾ x 8 inches. In Spanish and Italian. Small numerical ink
inscription following first line. Some foxing and light staining. Very good.

A curious and unrecorded imprint celebrating the anniversary of Chile’s independence
with a patriotic song in Italian. The song, dedicated by a group of Italian professors
to Chile’s Supreme Director Bernardo O’Higgins, is printed in parallel columns
in Italian and Spanish. During the first years of independence, it was common in
Chile to contract foreign professors for the teaching of various discipline – in this
$900.
case, probably literature.

The Primary Account
of the History of Peru Before the Conquest
28. Cieza de León, Pedro de: LA CHRONICA DEL PERU, NUEVA-

MENTE ESCRITA, POR PEDRO DE CIEÇA DE LEON, VEZINO
DE SEVILLA. Antwerp: Martin Nucio, 1554. [8],204 leaves, with forty-one
woodcuts in the text. Woodcut vignette on titlepage. 12mo. Contemporary
limp vellum, lacking ties. Vellum attached to text block with ties through
foredges of pastedowns only. Slight age toning, occasional dampstaining, minor
soiling on leaf 55. A very good copy. In a half morocco and cloth box.

One of two 1554 Antwerp editions of Cieza de León’s highly regarded history of
Peru, and the earliest obtainable edition, following the first edition printed in Seville the previous year. The author, the foremost soldier-chronicler of the conquest,
served under Pedro de La Gasca in his campaign against Gonzalo Pizarro during
the civil war in Peru in the years following the conquest. “After the end of the civil

war, he travelled extensively throughout Peru in order to collect information on both
the conquest and the Inca world, with the clear intent of writing the first major
history of Peru. When he returned to Spain in 1550, he managed to publish only
the first part of his work...a thorough description of the land and people of Peru.
It includes both the cities founded by the Spaniards, such as Lima and Quito, and
the first documented descriptions of Inca cities and their customs. His wealth of
information is the result of personal observation, the scrutiny of reports and official
papers, and oral reports from Quechua Indians” – Delgado-Gomez.
Considered the earliest history of the entire viceroyalty of Peru, La Chronica...
is illustrated with forty-one half-page woodcuts, several of which appear multiple
times. In addition to numerous images of building activities, possibly derived from
earlier works on European architecture and monuments, the illustrations include
images of the devil, indigenous animals, the former Inca capital of Cuzco, Lake
Titicaca, and Potosí. “A European vision of America sometimes enhanced by
fantastic elements. In one of them, the devil, believed to be hard at work in the
New World, is shown as he keeps the inhabitants from leading a virtuous Christian

life, and in another, Lake Titicaca, located on the desolate Andean altiplano, looks
curiously like a canal in the city of Venice. The illustration of the Cerro de Potosí,
the fabled ‘silver mountain’ of the Indies is an exception. Because it was based on
an original drawing done by the chronicler himself, it more accurately depicts the
real place” – Johnson.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 554/15. SABIN 13045. MEDINA, BHA 161. FIELD 314
(1553 ed). JOHNSON, THE BOOK IN THE AMERICAS 32 (1553 ed). DELGADOGOMEZ, SPANISH HISTORICAL WRITING ABOUT THE NEW WORLD 26 (1553
ed).
$32,500.

With the Rare Folding Map
29. Cockburn, John: A JOURNEY OVER LAND, FROM THE GULF

OF HONDURAS TO THE GREAT SOUTH-SEA. PERFORMED
BY...AND FIVE OTHER ENGLISHMEN...WHO WERE TAKEN
BY A SPANISH GUARDA-COSTA...AND SET ON SHOAR AT A
PLACE CALLED PORTO-CAVALO...CONTAINING, VARIETY
OF EXTRAORDINARY DISTRESSES AND ADVENTURES, AND
SOME NEW AND USEFUL DISCOVERIES OF THE INLAND
OF THOSE ALMOST UNKNOWN PARTS OF AMERICA: AS
ALSO, AN EXACT ACCOUNT OF THE MANNERS, CUSTOMS,

AND BEHAVIOUR OF THE SEVERAL INDIANS...TO WHICH
IS ADDED...A BRIEF DISCOVERYE OF SOME THINGS BEST
WORTH NOTEINGE IN THE TRAVELLS OF NICHOLAS
WITHINGTON, A FACTOR IN THE EAST-INDIASE. London:
Printed for C. Rivington, 1735. viii,349,[3]pp. plus folding frontispiece map.
Contemporary calf, rebacked in modern calf to style, raised bands, gilt leather
label. Contemporary ownership inscription (“Geo. B. Whitney”) on titlepage.
Some damp-staining in bottom right corner of text. Good plus.

The first edition, with the rare folding map, of this frequently printed, highly
important narrative which for many years was assumed to be fictional due to the
severity of the “extraordinary distresses and adventures.” The map depicts Central
America and the Isthmus of Panama. “Cockburn and several other pirates were set
ashore...at Puerto Caballos in 1730. After escaping from jail in San Pedro Sula, they
crossed the Isthmus to San Salvador and thence traveled to Panama overland....The
account is valuable, as few foreign observers visited Central America in the early
eighteenth century” – Griffin. The Withington narrative, with its own titlepage,
makes up the final eighty-five pages of this volume.
FIELD 336. GRIFFIN 2530 (ref ). SABIN 14095.

$3250.

30. [Colombia]: CONSTITUTION DE LA RÉPUBLIQUE DE COLOMBIA. [Paris]: de l’imprimerie de Moreau, 1822. [4],iv,175,[1]pp. Contemporary tree calf, spine gilt, gilt morocco label. Binding slightly rubbed.
Occasional minor soiling. A fine copy.

The first Paris edition of the constitution of the republic of Gran Colombia, following the first Spanish edition printed in Caracas the same year. In 1822, French and
Dutch editions were also published in Philadelphia and Amsterdam, respectively.
The formation of the new republic, which included Venezuela, New Granada,
and Quito, was followed abroad with much interest, and the new government also
wished to secure international support. This French edition includes a letter by
the republic’s envoy to foreign governments requesting diplomatic recognition. A
message from President James Monroe to Congress regarding the new republic and
dated March 8, 1822 is also included.
SABIN 14574. OCLC 20375281.

$1000.

“The most complete statement
of navigational science to date” – PMM
31. Cortes, Martin: BREVE COMPENDIO DE LA SPHERA Y DE

LA ARTE DE NAVEGAR CON NUEVOS INSTRUMENTOS Y
REGLAS EXEMPLIFICADO CON MUY SUBTILES DEMONSTRACIONES. Seville: Anton Alvarez, 1551. 95,[3] leaves. Several woodcut
illustrations, initials, and charts throughout the text, including a full-page

woodcut map, “Nuevo Mundo,” on the recto of leaf 67. Folio. Antique-style
calf, gilt, edges sprinkled red. Titlepage in facsimile; restoration to initial and
final three leaves, somewhat affecting text; one volvelle retaining parts. Tooled
in gilt and blind. A few short closed tears, several small areas of paper loss
from volvelle parts torn away. Some dampstaining and tanning. Good plus.

First edition of this groundbreaking early work on navigation, with mention of
discoveries in the Americas and the East, and featuring an extremely important
map of the New World.
Martin Cortes (1532-89) was a cosmographer descended from a prominent Aragon
family. His book is a great advancement over Pedro Medina’s better-known Arte de
Navegar (1545), and it was Cortes who inspired William Bourne to write Regiment
of the Sea (1574), the first printed original treatise on navigation by an Englishman.

Cortes’ work is divided into three parts: an initial section on the cosmos, the size
of the earth, and geographical climates; a second section on the courses of the sun
and moon, the seasons, tides, and weather; and a practical manual on navigation and
the construction of navigational instruments. The text includes a table of the sun’s
declination for four years, and another of the distance between meridians at every
degree of latitude. “His instructions for making charts and for plotting courses of
ships on them were widely followed. Most important of all, he first understood
and described the magnetic variation of the compass, suggesting that the magnetic
pole and the true pole of the earth were not the same” – PMM. Cortes’ work was
translated into English in 1561 and became a fundamentally important work for
British navigators as Great Britain became the world’s dominant ocean-going power.
Cortes’ navigational guide was the most important single treatise on navigation published in the 16th century, hence its inclusion in Printing and the Mind of
Man. As such, it was a vital tool to European navigators in the East as well as the
West, as Spanish and Portuguese sailors achieved feats of navigation to both the
East and West Indies.
The map of “Nuevo Mundo” that Cortes included with his treatise first appeared
in Medina’s Arte de Navigar in 1545. Burden notes that the map is based on firsthand knowledge, as Medina travelled with Cortes. The map shows the east coast
of the Americas from Canada to just below the bulge
of South America, with the mouth of the Mississippi
River clearly visible. “The map depicts the trade
routes to and from Spain and her possessions by the
use of ships heading south-westerly on the outward
bound journey and returning via the Gulf Stream to
the north-east. The Papal demarcation line dividing
the Americas between Portugal (the land to its east)
and Spain (to its west) runs vividly through the map,
illustrating for the first time the future influence that
the former was to have over the country we know of as
Brazil. Central America and particularly the Isthmus
of Panama are shown remarkably accurately, and the
Yucatan is shown correctly as a peninsula....A clearly
identifiable Gulf of St. Lawrence begins to take shape
following the voyages of Jacques Cartier” – Burden.
The text includes early and significant information
about American places, including Brazil, Peru, and
Rio de la Plata, among others.
This copy has the titlepage in facsimile and restoration to its initial and final leaves, but is still a sound copy of this landmark work
on navigation, with an important early map of the Americas.
PRINTING AND THE MIND OF MAN 76. SABIN 16966. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 551/16. BORBA DE MORAES, p.219. BURDEN 14 (Medina printing of the map).
JCB (3)1:163. MEDINA, BHA 145. PALAU 63378.
$135,000.

With a Landmark Map of the Valley of Mexico
32. Cuevas Aguirre y Espinosa, Joseph Francisco de: EXTRACTO DE

LOS AUTOS DE DILIGENCIAS, Y RECONOCIMIENTOS DE
LOS RIOS, LAGUNAS, VERTIENTES, Y DESAGUES DE LA
CAPITAL MEXICO, Y SU VALLE. Mexico: Viuda de D. Joseph Bernardo de Hogal, 1748. [2],71pp. including printed sidenotes, plus folding
map, 15½ x 17½ inches. Titlepage printed in red and black. Folio. Contemporary limp vellum with remnants of ties. Some wear to covers. Occasional
manuscript annotations in a contemporary hand. Minor foxing and toning,
eight-inch closed tear in map neatly repaired on verso; one-inch closed tear
at top of pp.3-4 (no text affected). Very good.

A groundbreaking study on the Mexican capital region’s serious problems with
drainage and flooding, featuring a remarkable map of the Valley of Mexico.
Drainage in the Valley of Mexico had been a concern well before the Spanish
arrived, and the indigenous people had developed a series of dikes and causeways
to mitigate flooding around Lake Texcoco. When Cortes failed to restore the dikes
destroyed by military maneuvers during the Conquest, flooding was even worse,
and local Spanish officials experimented with several flood control projects as early
as 1553, including draining Texcoco, but problems remained. Over the next two

centuries, ongoing public works projects attempted to address drainage issues with
limited success. This work contains a compilation of the investigations, surveys, and
projects undertaken by various authorities relating to the “Desague” (the ongoing
drainage project) up until the time of publication, and sets forth recommendations
to deal with the problem once and for all.
Cuevas was a lawyer for the Real Audiencia and Regidor for the city, and had
been ordered by the Viceroy to accompany the engineers and superintendent on
their survey and to provide a report of the findings. Accompanying the text is the
first appearance in print of the remarkable map engraved by Antonio Moreno after
a late 17th-century map created by Carlos de Siguenza y Gongora (1645-1700).
Siguenza was a historian, priest, mathematician, astronomer, poet, philosopher,
professor, and royal geographer for New Spain; in short, “perhaps the most remarkable man born in Mexico during the viceregal period” (Wagner, Spanish Southwest
63). The map, a landmark in Mexican cartography, depicts “Laguna de Tescuco”
(Texcoco), the great lake that once surrounded the City, as well as numerous place
names, and the major lakes and rivers of the region. The printer of this volume
was the widow of master printer Jose Bernardo de Hogal (d.1741). Hogal himself
arrived in Mexico in 1720, and in 1727 the Ayuntamiento conferred upon him the
title of Impresor Mayor. His widow clearly continued his tradition of precision
and elegance in printing.
“This book is of the utmost typographical and historical importance” – Stevens.
MEDINA, MEXICO 3887. PALAU 66220. STEVENS, HISTORICAL NUGGETS I,
792. LEON I, 470. SABIN 17848. LeCLERC 1112. JCB III(1):870.
$12,500.

Betrayed by Bolívar
33. De la Torre, Miguel: MANIFIESTO QUE PARA SATISFACER AL

MUNDO ENTERO DE LA CONDUCTA FRANCA Y EXCESIVAMENTE GENEROSA TENIDA POR EL GOBIERNO ESPAÑOL
CON EL GEFE DE LOS DISIDENTES DE VENEZUELA. Madrid:
Imprenta de Espinosa, 1821. [2],51-89pp. Contemporary tree calf, spine gilt,
gilt morocco label, raised bands. Marginal hole in titlepage, with early paper
repair, not affecting text. Minor worming in gutter of last several leaves, causing separation of terminal two leaves and free endpaper from binding. About
very good.

A manifesto by Gen. Don Miguel de la Torre, commander of the Spanish forces
in Venezuela, declaring the honorable nature of the Spanish government’s conduct
toward Simón Bolívar during the 1820-21 armistice and expressing shock at Bolívar’s
breaking of the armistice treaty in March 1821. In 1820, in the aftermath of the
Napoleonic Wars and in the midst of the South American Wars of Independence
led by Simón Bolívar, Spanish liberals forced King Ferdinand the VII to accept
the Constitution of 1812, which Ferdinand had repudiated shortly after his restoration to the throne in 1814. Under royal mandate Spanish commander Gen.

Pablo Morillo put the Constitution into force in the South American colonies in
the summer of 1820, declared a “junta pacificadora,” and began negotiating with
Bolívar. On November 25, 1820, Bolívar and Morillo met and signed two treaties,
one declaring a six-month suspension of hostilities, the other establishing regulations of war. By his own request, Morillo was recalled to Spain in December, and
his authority was transferred to Miguel de la Torre. Less than four months after
the signing of the armistice, Bolívar wrote to Torre informing him that he would
recommence military action at the expiration of thirty days.
In the present volume Torre reproduces and comments extensively on correspondence between Bolívar, Morillo, and himself from December 11, 1820 to March
23, 1821. He includes Bolívar’s March 10 letter informing Torre of his plans to
break the armistice, and writes in horror at its unexpectedness, “incoheren[ce],” and
disastrous implications for the Spanish army – “never,” he laments, “were reason
and good faith so distant” (p.84). By the time the text was printed in Madrid,
it is likely that Bolívar had already advanced on Torre in Carabobo, routing the
outnumbered Spanish forces with the help of the British Legion on June 24 and
effectively winning the war for control of Venezuela.
Palau notes that this is the second part of a larger work, Manifiestos de la Corrspondencia que Ha Mediado Entre los Generales... (Palau 335518), but was issued with
a separate titlepage, which is present here. Neither this title nor Manifiestos... is
located by OCLC. Very rare, and an important record of diplomatic relations between Spain and Simón Bolívar, including significant details about Bolívar often
lost to popular history.
PALAU 335517.

$2250.

34. Diaz Calvillo, Juan Bautista: SERMON QUE EN EL ANIVERSARIO

SOLEMNE DE GRACIAS A MARIA SANTISIMA DE LOS REMEDIOS, CELEBRADO EN ESTA SANTA IGLESIA CATEDRAL
EL DIA 30 DE OCTUBRE DE 1811 POR LA VICTORIA DEL
MONTE DE LAS CRUCES.... Mexico: Arizpe, 1811-1812. 269pp. plus
one engraved plate. Small quarto. Contemporary half calf and paper boards,
gilt leather label. Boards rubbed, minor chipping to extremities. Internally
bright and clean. Very good.

A scarce work which deals with the Mexican War of Independence and the Battle
of Monte Cruces, including a sermon delivered on the first anniversary of the victory over insurgent troops, which the author attributes to divine intervention. “An
extraordinary volume of considerable historical interest. According to this pious
author, Our Lady of Mexico, between 1808 and 1812, seems not only to have taken
an active interest in the spiritual welfare of the faithful, but seems to have done her
best to thwart the schemes of the rebels and republicans in the various provinces of
Mexico. She set her face firmly against the spirit of Mexican independency, and
became quite a politician, but always attached to the royal party. The pious political frauds contained in this volume must ever give it a prominent place among the

books relating to the history of the Mexican Revolution” – Henry Stevens (quoted
in Sabin).
SABIN 19974. PALAU 72318.

$500.

The First English Edition of a Classic
35. Díaz del Castillo, Bernal: THE TRUE HISTORY OF THE CONQUEST OF MEXICO...WRITTEN IN THE YEAR 1568. London:
Printed for J. Wright, 1800. viii,514pp. plus engraved plan and errata leaf.
Quarto. Antique half calf and marbled boards. Very good.

First English edition of the classic account of the Spanish conquest of Mexico, written by one of Cortes’ officers, here translated from the original Spanish by Maurice
Keatinge. With a handsome frontispiece plan of the city and lake of Mexico.
SABIN 18884. PALAU 72373. FIELD 425. ESTC T145951.

$1500.

Designed for the Conquering Americans
36. Disturnell, J.: MAP OF THE VALLEY OF MEXICO, AND THE
SURROUNDING MOUNTAINS. New York. 1847. Folding pocket map,
handcolored, 17½ x 22 inches. In original 12mo. cloth cover. Cover lightly
rubbed at extremities. Minor soiling to map. A few small holes at corner
folds. Very good.

A map of the Valley of Mexico, with an inset showing the route between Vera Cruz,
Alvarado, and Puebla. Canals, roads, and bodies of water have been handcolored.
Size would seem to indicate that this pocket edition is a slightly larger variant edition of the map discussed by Phillips and Rumsey: “Phillips attributes this to J.G.
Bruff, although his name is not listed on the map. This is a detailed map of the
Valley of Mexico with some of its information and profile taken from the larger
Disturnell ‘Treaty Map’” (Rumsey). Not in Wheat. Scarce.
RUMSEY 4530 (ref ). PHILLIPS, MAPS, p.410 (ref ).

$3000.

Colombia in the Years of the Independence Movement
37. Duane, William: A VISIT TO COLOMBIA, IN THE YEARS 1822

& 1823, BY LAGUAYRA AND CARACAS, OVER THE CORDILLERA TO BOGOTA, AND THENCE BY THE MAGDALENA TO
CARTAGENA. Philadelphia: Printed by Thomas H. Palmer, for the author,
1826. 632pp. plus two plates. Contemporary calf, gilt morocco label. Calf
rubbed and scuffed. Titlepage a bit dusty, some offsetting from the second
plate, scattered foxing. Overall, a very good copy.

An interesting and thorough description of Colombia in the midst of the Latin
American independence movements, by William Duane, the famed publisher of
the Philadelphia Aurora. Duane had been interested in Latin American affairs for

decades, and was asked by several business associates to assist in settling claims
against the government. He travelled to Colombia in 1822-23 and produced this
lengthy work on the country, including discussions of its culture, geography, religion,
trade, society, economics, governmental structure, natural history, and people. The
result is an excellent examination of the country by an astute observer. The attractive
aquatint plates, which show the Pass of La Cabrera and the Falls of Taquendama,
are from sketches by Duane and were drawn by Thomas Birch, famous for this
work with his father, William, on the pioneering American color plate book, The
City of Philadelphia. The appendix prints the constitutions of Colombia. Relatively
scarce on the market.
SABIN 20994. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 24368. PALAU 76275. NAYLOR 80.
$1850.

A Landmark Study of Mexican Antiquities,
Beautifully Illustrated
38. [Dupaix, Guillermo, and Jose Luciano Castaneda]: Baradere, Jean-

Henri, editors: ANTIQUITÉS MEXICAINES. RELATION DES
TROIS EXPÉDITIONS DU CAPITAINE DUPAIX, ORDONNÉES
EN 1805, 1806, ET 1807, POUR LA RECHERCHE DES ANTIQUITÉS DU PAYS, NOTAMMENT CELLES DE MITLA ET DE
PALENQUE; ACCOMPAGNÉE DES DESSINS DE CASTAÑEDA,
MEMBRE DES TROIS EXPÉDITIONS ET DESSINATEUR DU

MUSÉE DE MEXICO, ET D’UNE CARTE DU PAYS EXPLORÉ....
Paris: Au Bureau des Antiquités Mexicaine, Imprimerie de Jules Didot L’aine,
1834. Two text volumes plus atlas volume. Text: [4],xiv,[2],20,56,40,88;
82,224,[4]pp., printed in double columns in first volume. Atlas: [23]pp. (interspersed throughout as section titles), plus 167 plates (one double-page) on
162 leaves, with many plates containing more than one image (some 265 numbered images in all). Lacks the called-for map, as is seemingly always the case.
Half title in both text volumes. Tall folios, 21½ x 14½ inches. Modern threequarter calf and marbled boards in antique style, raised bands, gilt morocco
labels. Occasional very light foxing in the text, a few text leaves moderately
tanned, faint old tideline in outer margin of several leaves in second volume.
Some foxing toward rear of atlas volume. On the whole very clean and fresh
internally. Very good. All volumes untrimmed.

A celebrated, beautiful, and highly important study of the antiquities of Mexico,
featuring outstanding images of archaeological sites and artifacts, among the earliest ever published.
The illustrations, drawn by expedition member Jose Luciano Castaneda, are
among the most attractive and influential images of Mesoamerican antiquities ever

executed. Many of the plates were later used by Kingsborough in his landmark
study, which is certainly a testament to the quality of Castaneda’s work, and to the
lithographic talents of the Engelmann firm, which printed the illustrations. The
plates show the ruins, monuments, and antiquities of Mexico and Mesoamerica,
as well as images of artifacts and plans of buildings. They are the first significant
published views of Mayan architecture, and Edison calls this work “a cornerstone for
the French scientific construction of ancient Mexico during the coming decades.”
Guillermo Dupaix (1748 or 1750-1817), an officer in the Austrian dragoons,
first visited Mexico in 1791, and retired from service in 1800. A few years afterwards he was charged by the Spanish King Charles IV to explore and document all
the monuments of Mexico and New Spain still existing from the years before the
Spanish conquest. The Dupaix expedition lasted from 1805 to 1807, and it was
only the second such expedition, following that of Antonio del Rio in 1787. “Between 1805 and 1807, Dupaix and Castaneda trekked across the Valley of Mexico,
Oaxaca, and a portion of the Mayan lowlands to locate and record the ruins of the
pre-Columbian cities of Mexico. Dense forests, steep mountains, oppressive heat,
swarms of insects, lingering sickness, and bands of robbers were among the many
obstacles these explorers had to overcome in order to visit Xochicalco, Cholula,
Mitla, Oaxaca and other ancient sites” – Koch. Dupaix’s reports and Castaneda’s
illustrations lay unpublished for more than two decades in Mexican archives – partly
due to the growing support in Mexico for independence from Spain – until they
were delivered to Abbe Jean-Henri Baradere, who arranged for their publication.
Dupaix’s explorations and assessments of the culture and accomplishments of
ancient Mexico are still praised by modern scholars. The text also includes an essay
by American Consul to France and noted antiquarian, David Bailie Warden, on
the ancient populations of the Americas, a preliminary discourse by Charles Farcy,
a comparison of ancient American monuments to those of Egypt by Alexandre
Lenoir, and notes by Baradere. In fact, the text of the second volume expands the
study beyond Mexico, with much on the aboriginal history of North and South
America and European colonies therein. “Almost an indispensable supplement to
Humboldt’s Voyage dans l’Amérique, as it contains many interesting discoveries not
in the latter work” – Sabin.
The plates are drawn after the original work of Castaneda, and were lithographed
by the Engelmann firm, which is noted for the high quality of its work. In this
set the plates are printed on India proof paper, measuring approximately 15 x 9¾
inches, and are affixed to leaves that are uniform in height with the text volumes.
This work was published with the plates in three versions: colored, uncolored, and
on India proof paper (as here). The India proof paper format is preferred, due to
the high quality of printing of the lithographs on India proof. The text is handsomely printed by the Didot firm, and the atlas leaves and many of the text leaves
have, in the lower margin, an embossed stamp depicting the Mexican coat of arms
(an eagle on a cactus with a serpent in its beak). The three expeditions described
in the first volume are all separately paginated, as are the other various sections in
the two text volumes. The text in the first volume is printed in double columns, in

Spanish and French. A map is called for on the titlepage, but it seems quite likely
that that map was not ready in time for the 1834 publication, and that it appears
only in the 1844 edition of this work.
A monumental and path-breaking study of the ancient cultures of Mexico, with
beautiful and influential illustrations.
PALAU 13069. SABIN 40038. PILLING, PROOF-SHEETS (Warden) 4082. LeCLERC
1065. FIELD 468. Peter O. Koch, John Lloyd Stephens and Frederick Catherwood: Pioneers of
Mayan Archaeology, p.94. Paul N. Edison, “Colonial Prospecting in Independent Mexico: Abbe
Baradere’s Antiquités Mexicaines (1834-1836)” in Journal of the Western Society for French History
(Vol. 32, 2004), pp.195-215.
$28,500.

Guide to Mining in Post-Independence Mexico
39. Duport, St. Clair: DE LA PRODUCTION DES MÉTAUX PRE-

CIEUX AU MEXIQUE, CONSIDÉRÉE DANS SES RAPPORTS
AVEC LA GÉOLOGIE, LA MÉTALLURGIE ET L’ÉCONOMIE
POLITIQUE. Paris: Chez Firmin Didot Freres, 1843. viii,xiii,429pp. plus
four folding plates (one colored), and folding map. Contemporary half calf
and marbled boards, spine gilt. Some very minor foxing. A very good copy
in a handsome binding.

A detailed study of the mining of precious metals in Mexico by a man who worked
in the field, and who states he has lived in Mexico without interruption since 1826.
The handsome folding plates show mining processes, a plan of the Hacienda Fresnillo, and a vertical section (colored) of the mines of Guadalupe y Calvo. The map
shows most of Mexico, with principal mining regions noted.
SABIN 21391. PALAU 77370.

$750.

40. [Errazuriz y Aldunate, Xavier]: MANIFESTO DEL ALCALDE OR-

DINARIO DE ESTA CIUDAD DE SANTIAGO DE CHILE...[caption title]. [Buenos Aires: Niños Expòsitos, April 20, 1811]. 7pp. on folded
sheets. Small piece excised from last leaf, affecting two words. Internally clean.
Very good. In a half morocco box.

A concise summary of a short-lived rebellion that occurred in Santiago on April 1,
1811. Chile, newly independent the previous year, would struggle for the next three
years to establish a solid government. Similar Argentine imprints are extremely
rare. OCLC locates only one copy.
OCLC 29506741.

$1000.

Elements of Diplomacy, by the Spanish Consul in Yucatan
41. Ferrer y Valls, Gerónimo: [AUTOGRAPH MANUSCRIP T OF

TraTado

elemenTal Teórico - pracTico de los

en paises eTrangeros, presenTado al

cónsules de españa
minisTerio de esTado, por el

cónsul

de s. m. en el e sTado de Y ucaTan ]. [Campeche. 1842-1843].
[59]pp. plus a quarto bifolium bearing the title bound at beginning of text.
Folio. Modern three-quarter red morocco and cloth, gilt. Boards bowed, light
rubbing to corners and spine ends. Central horizontal crease throughout, else
clean. Near fine.

An extensive unpublished manuscript manual of diplomacy written for the use of
Spanish consuls and commercial agents stationed in foreign countries, by Gerónimo
Ferrer y Valls (1797-1851), then the Spanish consul and commercial agent in
Campeche, Yucatan, and addressed to Antonio González y González (1792-1876),
then in his second term as Spain’s Prime Minister.
Ferrer y Valls explains that he wrote this treatise for the benefit of his consular
colleagues and trade agents, having himself profited from Agustín de Letamendi’s
Atribuciones Consulares (1835). Arranged in thirty-six chapters, the text includes
examples drawn from the author’s own experience in Campeche. Following a
discussion of commerce in general and the history of Spanish consulates, Ferrer y
Valls examines the skills required by a consul and vice consul, arguing that such a

figure should also undertake the role of the commercial agent. Consular documents
are examined: the bill of health for the port for which the consul was responsible,
the authentication of documents, the notification of petitions, and the books to
be kept. These include a letter book of ministerial correspondence and another of
correspondence with authorities within the country; a register of passports issued
by the consul; a log of the entry and exit of ships; a book of certificates stating
the origin of goods; a register of Spanish citizens resident in the country; and a
book of sea protests, proxies, deeds, wills, and other public acts. Discussion of the
jurisdiction of Spanish consuls is followed by a description of consular services and
fees, with a table of tariffs. A particularly interesting example of a consular report
given here is a table for the first quarter of 1842 recording imports and exports
flowing through the port of Campeche by Spanish merchant vessels. The treatise
ends with a short chapter on inventories, listing, as an example, the papers, books,
and effects in the consulate at Campeche.
At the time of writing this treatise, Ferrer y Valls was already an established
author, having published, among other works, the similarly titled Tratado Elemental
Teórico-Práctico de Relaciones Comerciales... in 1833, and edited a periodical entitled
Tecnológico Nacional de Agricultura, Artes Industriales, Ciencias, Comercio y Literatura
in 1834. That Ferrer y Valls also intended to publish this manuscript is clear: not
only is it a fair copy, with only a few corrections and cross-outs, but it contains a
copy of a letter from the author, and Prime Minister Antonio González y González’s
reply, regarding its printing. The author estimates the cost of printing and paper
for 500 copies at no more than 150 pesos, and states that if the government cannot meet the expense, he would, with González’s approval, arrange the printing
himself. In an interesting aside, Ferrer y Valls requests transfer to the new consulate in Montevideo, as the climate in Campeche is not congenial to his health.
González’s reply must have come as a disappointment on both accounts: it would
not be appropriate for his ministry to publish the Tratado, as it might give the work
an authority which only government-issued instructions could have on such matters;
as for the transfer, no definite decision had yet been made on the establishment
of a consulate in Montevideo. That Ferrer y Valls continued to write, however, is
clear from the publication of his Cartas Históricas, Filosóficas, Estadísticas, Agrícolas,
Industriales y Mercantiles in 1846.
The text of the Tratado is followed by a copy of a letter from Ferrer y Valls,
dated December 26, 1842, to the Secretary of the Office of the Ministry of State
in Madrid, enclosing an appendix, and the Secretary’s reply of March 10, 1843.
The appendix includes a “Copy of the case relative to the dispatch of passports
to Spanish subjects by the commercial agent of Spain in Yucatan promoted by
the government of the said state on 2 November 1841 and ended in favour of the
representative of her majesty on 14 October 1842”; “A verbal claim made by the
commercial agent of Spain in Yucatan on 18 October 1842 to the commander of
the first division of operations for excluding the Spanish subject Juan Gual from
the armed services”; and “A preventive communication directed by the commercial
agent of Spain in Yucatan to the general in chief of the Mexican expeditionary

troops and naval forces of the same state” of November 1842. A marvelous inside
view of Spanish diplomatic relations, written in Mexico in the mid-19th century.
$4750.

42. Francia, Ignacio de: ESCUELA DE CHRISTO, AULA DE DE-

SENGANOS, DONDE SE APRENDE LA CIENCIA DE LOS
SANTOS, QUE CONSISTE EN AMAR Y SERVIR DEVERAS A
DIOS.... Lima: Ymprenta nueva de la Calle de Palacio, 1721. [24],280,[1]pp.,
with numerous errors in pagination. Small quarto. Later vellum, spine lettered
in ink. Small tear in vellum near foot of spine. Moderate soiling to titlepage;
paper loss around edges repaired. A few other leaves similarly repaired or
reinforced around edges. Light to moderate soiling throughout. Good.

A religious work by Ignacio de Francia, professor at the University of San Marcos
in Lima. Francia was a native of Lima. In the last days of his life he wrote four
volumes of Reflecciones which made various points of theology and philosophy with
great strength and clarity.
MEDINA, LIMA 787. VARGAS UGARTE 1251. OCLC 79378552.

$2500.

Cayenne Imprint
43. [French Guiana]: PROJET D’ORDONNANCE ROYALE CON-

CERNANT L’ÉSTABLISSEMENT A LA GUYANE FRANÇAISE
D’UNE CAISSE DE PRÈTS EN BILLETS SUR HYPOTHÈQUES.
A Cayenne: L’Imprimerie du Gouvernement, 1828. 54pp. Slim quarto. Contemporary plain wrappers. Internally clean and bright. Near fine.

A collection of proposed French administrative documents concerning the establishment of a mortgage and loan office in French Guiana. The various articles
are geared toward liberal loan regulations to encourage agricultural development,
including the allowance of slaves as collateral. Since the restoration of the region
to French authority in 1817 via the Treaty of Vienna, the promotion of an agrarian
economy was a primary concern, though the subsequent designation of Cayenne
as a penal colony significantly reduced the territory’s appeal. Like most Cayenne
imprints of this era, the present document is quite rare. Not on OCLC. $2000.

On the Alienation of the Towns Surrounding Buenos Aires
44. [Funes, Dean]: UN HABITANTE DE ESTA CIUDAD A LOS HA-

BITANTES DE LA PROVINCIA DE BUENOS AYRES [caption
title]. [Buenos Aires: Niños Expòsitos, May 8, 1811]. [3]pp. Self-wrappers.
Minor staining. Old library stamp on recto of first leaf and verso of last leaf.
Very good.

A charged political pamphlet lamenting conditions in Buenos Aires, particularly the
alienation of the surrounding towns from the bustling port city. The independence
movement in Buenos Aires had stalled with the installation of an executive triumvirate led by Bernardino Rivadavia in 1811. Though the triumvirate’s centralist
policies benefited the city, the surrounding towns were quickly marginalized. In
the present pamphlet Funes (identified as the author by OCLC) does not recognize
the legitimacy of the government and encourages a regime change. Such early
Argentine imprints are extremely rare. OCLC locates only two copies, at Yale and
the Bancroft Library.
Jay Kinsbruner, Independence in Spanish America (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1994), p.59. OCLC 14769931.
$600.

Earliest History of Argentina by a Native Author
45. Funes, Gregorio: ENSAYO DE LA HISTORIA CIVIL DE BUENOS
AIRES, TUCUMAN Y PARAGUAY. Buenos Aires: Imprenta Bonaerense,
1856. Two volumes. 23,vii,391,6; 472,5pp., plus frontispiece portrait in first
volume. Quarto. Contemporary leather, spine and boards gilt. Outer joints
rubbed and tender, spines worn, spine of first volume chipped. Contemporary
ownership inscription on p.[3] of first volume, contemporary annotation on
p.23. Internally very good, with some minor occasional soiling and foxing.

The second edition of the earliest history of Argentina written by a native author.
First published in 1816-17 in three volumes, this important history of Buenos Aires
and the surrounding area is based on original documents. Funes was a major figure
in the revolution in Argentina, and the publisher of one of the earliest newspapers
issued regularly in the region. This edition includes a nineteen-page biography of
Funes, signed in print by “un amigo de los servidores de la Patria.” An annotation
in a contemporary hand at the end of the article indicates that Mariano Lozano is
the author of the biographical introduction.
PALAU 95861. SABIN 26211.

$500.

The History of Peru by a Half-Inca Prince
46. Garcilaso de la Vega, “El Inca”: PRIMERA PARTE DE LOS COM-

MENTARIOS REALES, QUE TRATAN DEL ORIGEN DE LOS
YNCAS, REYES QUE FUERON DEL PERU, DE SU IDOLATRIA,
LEYES, Y GOVIERNO EN PAZ Y EN GUERRA.... Lisbon: Pedro
Crasbeeck, 1609. [10],264 leaves plus engraved plate. Small folio. Contemporary vellum, manuscript spine title, remnants of pigskin ties. Minor foxing
and soiling, some light dampstaining to top edge. Very good.

First edition of the “Royal Commentaries” of the great half-Spanish, half-Inca
historian, Garcilaso de la Vega. El Inca was the foremost historian of early Peru,
and his works are the basis of our knowledge of Incan history. Born in Cuzco, the

son of a Spanish nobleman and an Indian princess, he was a second cousin to the
last Incan rulers of Peru. He left Peru as a youth and lived in Spain the rest of his
life. The Primera Parte... deals entirely with the Incan empire and the conquest of
Peru. The Spanish critic, Menendez y Pelayo, called it “the most genuinely American book that has ever been written, perhaps the only one in which a reflection of
the soul of the conquered raced has survived.” Garcilaso de la Vega continued his
history of Peru with his Historia General..., published in 1616.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 609/44. MEDINA, BHA 549. PALAU 354788. SABIN
98757.
$17,500.

A Classic Peruvian History
47. Garcilaso de la Vega, “El Inca”: HISTORIA GENERAL DEL PERV

TRATA EL DESCVBRIMIENTO DEL; Y COMO LO GANARON
LOS ESPAÑOLES. LAS GUERRAS CIUILES QUE HUUO ENTRE PIÇARROS, Y ALMAGROS, SOBRE LA PARTIJA DE

LA TIERRA. CASTIGO Y LEUANTAMIETO DE TIRANOS: Y
OTROS SUCESSOS PARTICULARES QUE EN LA HISTORIA
SE CONTIENEN. ESCRITA POR EL YNCA GARCILASSO DE
LA VEGA. [Cordova: Por la viuda de Andres Barrera, y à su costa, 1617].
Large woodcut vignette on titlepage. Folio. Contemporary limp vellum. Some
minor worming with occasional loss, title-leaf shaved with loss of imprint, a
few other leaves shaved with loss of catchwords. Very good.

An unsophisticated copy of El Inca’s history of Peru, a fundamental history of early
America, here in its second issue, differing from the first only in its variant titlepage.
The second issue of the second part of Garcilaso de la Vega’s famous Historia
General... or “Royal Commentaries” which had been published first, a few months
earlier in Cordova, in 1616. This issue includes the same text block as the first, with
only a variant titlepage with a different and larger vignette of the Virgin, and the
words “y à su costa” added to the imprint. The first issue is virtually unobtainable
and is known in only two copies (at the Bibliothèque Nationale and the John Carter

Brown Library). The text and titlepage for the first issue were probably printed in
late 1616, indeed the errata leaf includes the date “12. de Novembre de 1616,” and
the JCB copy contains both the 1616 and 1617 titlepages. For the present second
issue, the 1616 titlepage was cancelled and a new reset titlepage dated 1617 was
added to the original printing of the text.
The two parts of Garcilaso de la Vega’s history are actually considered to be two
separate but complementary works, which were originally published separately. This
second “part” is largely concerned with the period between the Spanish conquest
and the civil war in the area. The critic, Menendez y Pelayo, called the Historia
General “the most genuinely American book that has ever been written, and perhaps
the only one in which a reflection of the soul of the conquered races has survived.”
“Like the first part, the second is a commentary rather than a history, for...’El
Inca’ quotes largely from other writers...always carefully indicating the quotations
and naming the authors. But his memory was well stored with anecdotes that he
had heard when a boy; and with these he enlivens the narrative” – Winsor, p.569.
Garcilaso de la Vega, known as “El Inca,” was born in Peru and spent his formative
years there, living out his later life in Spain. His father was a Spanish conquistador
and a participant in the events that his son chronicles, while his mother was an Inca
princess born in Cuzco. “He was a gentleman of refinement and possessed of much
learning, speaking Spanish and Quichua from infancy. A descendant of the proud
race of the Incas, he was a most industrious and careful historian of the evil fortunes
of his race, as well as a chronicler of the victories of the conquerors” – Maggs. His
contemporary record of the early Spanish period in Peru is most valuable, as it is
based on eyewitness testimony and personal observation.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 617/55. FIELD 590 (note). LeCLERC 614. MAGGS
BIBLIOTHECA AMERICANA VI:413. OCLC 11494608. MEDINA, BHA 658. PALAU
354789. SABIN 98755. WINSOR II, p.575.
$16,000.

48. [Gomez Pedraza, Manuel]: SECRETARIA DE GUERRA Y MARI-

NA. SECCION 2A. EL ECSMO. SR. PRESIDENTE DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS MEXICANOS SE HA SERVIDO DIRIGIRME
EL DECRETO QUE SIQUE...[caption title]. [Mexico City. March 21,
1826]. [2]pp. plus seven full-page tables (two folding). Dbd. Internally clean.
Very good.

“A rare and important decree, setting up a new system for the defense of the frontiers.
The tables show the make-up of the forces of the presidial companies at Tucson,
Tubac, Altar, Bahia del Espiritu Santo, San Antonio de bejar [sic], etc. In all
Sonora and Sinaloa was to have nine presidial companies, New Mexico three, and
Coahuila and Texas seven. The text gives many interesting details of the system in
eleven numbered articles” – Eberstadt. Quite rare. Streeter locates only two copies,
one at the University of Texas, the other being his own. OCLC locates one copy.
OCLC 14375772. STREETER TEXAS 714. EBERSTADT 162:335.

$2000.

An Important Early Guatemala Imprint
49. [Gonzalez Bustillo, Juan]: RAZON PUNTUAL DE LOS SUCES-

SOS MAS MEMORABLES, Y DE LOS EXTRAGOS, Y DAÑOS
QUE HA PADECIDO LA CIUDAD DE GUATEMALA, Y SU
VECINDARIO, DESDE QUE SE FUNDO EN EL PARAGE LLAMADO CIUDAD VIEJA, O ALMOLONGA, Y DE DONDE SE
TRASLADO A EL EN QUE ACTUALMENTE SE HALLA. En el
pueblo de Mixco [Guatemala]: Oficina de Don Antonio Sanchez Cubillas,
1774. [2],12pp. plus integral blank. Folio. Stitched as issued. Light marginal
dampstaining, else very good.

A historical account of the earthquakes in Guatemala from 1541 through the devastating 1773
Santa Marta earthquake, which killed hundreds
and caused the capital city to be relocated.
After the 1773 earthquake the capital city of
Guatemala (Antigua) was provisionally moved
to Mixco; whilst there, a printing house was
established, where this work was printed. This
account includes relevant historical information
on the seismic activity of the region.
This work is closely associated with similar
texts also attributed to Gonzalez Bustillo, such
as Razon Particular de los Templos, Cases de Comunidaded, y Edificios Publicos, y Por Mayor del
Numero de los Vecinos de la Capital Guatemala...;
Extracto o Relacion de los Autos de Reconocimiento
Practicado en Virtud...de Estos Reinos de Guatemala; and Demonstracion de las Proporciones
Ciertas, y Dudosas, e Improporciones, o Defectos que Ofrece el Pueblo, o Valle de Xalapa.
All of these deal with the devastation left by the earthquake of 1773.
“These rare tracts are among the earliest works printed at Mixco, a place not
mentioned by Archdeacon Cotton” – Sabin, referring to this, and other imprints on
the same subject. A scarce imprint, of which only a handful of institutional copies
are recorded. None have appeared at auction.
MEDINA, GUATEMALA 383. PALAU 105115, 248815. SABIN 27811.

$6500.

Mexico’s Top Diplomat in Washington
Protests American Activities Along the Texas Border
50. [Gorostiza, Manuel E.]: CORRESPONDENCIA QUE HA MEDIA-

DO ENTRE LA LEGACION EXTRAORDINARIA DE MEXICO
Y EL DEPARTMENTO DE ESTADO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS SOBRE EL PASO DEL SABINA POR LAS TROPAS QUE

MANDABA EL GENERAL GAINES. Mexico: Reimpreso por Jose M.F.
de Lara, 1837. xxix,[1],122pp. Original printed salmon wrappers. Spine ends
chipped (more so at lower end), small areas of loss to front wrapper near spine
tail, reinforced on verso, corners chipped, some spotting. Internally clean.
About very good.
First Mexican edition, preceded by an edition (also in Spanish) printed in Philadelphia the previous year, but with material not contained in the earlier edition.
Streeter hypothesizes that the Philadelphia edition was printed in a small number
for distribution to other diplomats in Washington. This Mexican edition carried
the supposed endorsement of the Mexican government, which resulted in a diplomatic break between the two nations. Mexican diplomat Manuel Gorostiza was
sent as a special envoy to Washington at a time of high tension in U.S.-Mexican
relations. He bitterly protested the position of General Edmund Gaines’ American
troops on the Texas border, and warned of an increasing yankee military presence in
northeastern Texas. The publication of this denouncement led to a complete break
in U.S.-Mexican relations. This edition includes a defense of Gorostiza’s conduct
and some correspondence written after the 1836 edition was published between an
American envoy and the Mexican government regarding confiscation of Mexican
passports along the border. “This pamphlet...attacking the good faith of the United
States for sending its troops across the Sabine as far as Nacogdoches, was bitterly
resented at Washington. Fuel was added to the flames when early in 1837 it was
republished in Mexico with a prefatory note saying the republication was done by
order of the interim president of Mexico....” – Streeter.
STREETER TEXAS 1220A. STREETER SALE 359. RAINES, p.95. HOWES G6, “aa.”
PALAU 62737. SABIN 16908.
$1250.

A Monument of Early Exploration
51. [Grynaeus, Simon]: NOVVS ORBIS REGIONVM AC INSVLARVM
VETERIBVS INCOGNITARVM.... Basel. 1532. [48],584 [i.e. 586],[2]
pp. Lacks the map. Folio. Antique-style gilt calf, gilt, spine gilt with raised
bands. Slight worming to first hundred leaves, mostly affecting margins. Contemporary annotations throughout volume. Very good.

One of the most important collections of New World material issued up to the
time. Grynaeus is often given credit for this volume, somewhat unfairly, since the
majority of the work was compiled by John Huttich. Describes the voyages of
Columbus and Vespucci, and prints various accounts of Portuguese discoveries in
Brazil and the East, accounts of Marco Polo, and much of the material gathered by
Peter Martyr. There are extensive accounts of almost all of the European voyages
to the larger world.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 532/17. SABIN 34100. HARRISSE 171. JCB (3)I:104.
STREIT I:28. MEDINA, BHA 46n.
$17,500.

Item 51.

Early Printing in La Paz: Defining the Brazil-Bolivia Border
52. Gutierrez, José R.: LA CUESTION DE LIMITES ENTRE BOLIVIA

Y EL BRASIL Ò SEA EL ARTÍCULO 2.o DEL TRATADO DE 27
DE MARZO DE 1867. La Paz: Imprenta Paceña, 1868. [2],x,79,64,[1]
pp. Small quarto. Original half red calf and marbled boards, spine tooled in
gilt, edges sprinkled red. Spine rubbed, spine ends lightly chipped, edges and
corners worn. Good.

Second edition of the first treaty to officially define the border between Bolivia
and Brazil, agreed by the Treaty of Ayacucho in 1867. The treaty ceded a significant portion of Bolivia’s northern and eastern territory to Brazil. The agreement
was concluded without much knowledge of the terrain, and according to legend,
Bolivia’s dictator Mariano Melgarejo agreed to give away the northern lands partly
in exchange for a white horse. Both the first and second editions are quite scarce,
with only a handful of copies of each located by OCLC.
PALAU 111374 (ref ).

$850.

53. Hackett, James: NARRATIVE OF THE EXPEDITION WHICH

SAILED FROM ENGLAND IN 1817, TO JOIN THE SOUTH
AMERICAN PATRIOTS; COMPRISING EVERY PARTICULAR

CONNECTED WITH ITS FORMATION, HISTORY, AND FATE;
WITH OBSERVATIONS AND AUTHENTIC INFORMATION
ELUCIDATING THE REAL CHARACTER OF THE CONTEST,
MODE OF WARFARE, STATE OF THE ARMIES, &c. London.
1818. [2],xv,[1],144pp. Half title. Contemporary half gilt calf and plain boards.
Bit rubbed, corners worn. Handsome engraved armorial bookplate. Occasional
light foxing. Else very good.

Hackett and a number of other British officers were commissioned to assist the
revolutionaries in Venezuela and Colombia. While remaining sympathetic to the
cause, he felt that the fight should be made “...without the sacrifice of British blood,
or the compromise of British honour.” His insight into the motives of the leaders,
Simón Bolívar in particular, is valuable and interesting. While going to and from the
fray, he and his associates spent a considerable amount of time, in several separate
visits, on the now famous resort island of St. Barts. His descriptions are among the
best from St. Barts’ glory days as a free port in the early part of the 19th century.
SABIN 29476. PALAU 111933.

$750.

54. Hans, Alberto: QUERETARO. MEMORIAS DE UN OFICIAL DEL
EMPERADOR MAXIMILIANO. Mexico. 1869. 240pp. Lithographic
frontis. Half title. Contemporary half calf and marbled boards, spine gilt.
Boards rubbed, quite worn at edges and especially at corners. Internally clean.
Very good.

A scarce account of the final days and execution of Emperor Maximilian of Mexico,
by one of his close aides. Ferdinand Maximilian Joseph, Archduke of Austria, Prince
of Hungary and Bohemia (1832-67), was installed as Emperor of Mexico in 1864 by
Napoleon III and a group of Mexican conservatives. Mexican republicans refused
to recognize his government, and after the siege of Queretaro, Maximilian and his
military leaders were executed in 1867 by a firing squad. Alberto Hans was a second
lieutenant of the Imperial Mexican Artillery, whom Maximilian decorated with the
Cruz de Guadalupe during the siege of Queretaro and who was held prisoner for six
months after the fall of the city. Most of the text describes the siege of Queretaro,
and the final part details Maximilian’s capture, trial, and execution. Hans dedicated
his work to Maximilian’s widow, the Empress Carlotta. The text was translated
from Alberto Hans’ original French manuscript into Spanish by Lorenzo Elizaga.
PALAU 112187.

$675.

Spanish Conquests in the New World
55. Herrera y Tordesillas, Antonio de; Jacques Le Maire; [and others]: DE-

SCRIPTION DES INDES OCCIDENTALES, QU’ON APPELLE
AUJOURDHUY LE NOUVEAU MONDE...AVEC LA NAVIGATION DU VAILLANT CAP TAINE DE MER JAQUES [sic] LE

MAIRE, & DE PLUSIEURS AUTRES. Amsterdam: Chez Michel Colin,
1622. [6],103,[6]107-254pp. Engraved additional titlepage, seventeen engraved
maps (sixteen double-sheet, one folding), five engraved illustrations in the text
of the Le Maire narrative. Without the portrait of Le Maire, as usual (found
in only a small number of copies). Folio. Early 18th-century sheep, ruled in
blind, spine gilt with raised bands, morocco label, marbled pastedowns. Very
good.

One of the classic descriptions of the Spanish conquests in the New World, including the first publication of Jacques Le Maire’s journal of one of the greatest early
Pacific voyages and circumnavigations. A work of great rarity and importance.
This edition of Herrera includes the first publication of Jacques Le Maire’s
journal of one of the greatest early Pacific voyages and circumnavigations, that of Le
Maire and Schouten in 1615 and 1616. Le Maire’s journal, which occupies pages
107-174 of this book, describes the voyage of trade and discovery, launched by one
of the most aggressive of Netherlands traders in this era of Dutch expansion. The
expedition sailed around Cape Horn, explored the Pacific coast of South America,
and pursued the search for Terra Australis. Inspired in part by Quiros and motivated
by Dutch trading zeal, this was the essential precursor to Tasman’s voyage; indeed,
Tasman made great use of Le Maire’s mapping of the ocean. The Le Maire voyage, the last of the 17th-century expeditions to search for the unknown continent

from the east, was responsible for extensive discoveries in the Pacific, recorded in
excellent detail on the numerous maps published here. These include maps of Le
Maire’s Pacific route and of New Guinea, the latter definitely establishing it to be
an island. There are also five engraved views, showing the expedition in Patagonia,
a Polynesian sailing canoe, the anchorage at Cocos Island, natives at Cocos, and
the isle of Hoorn.
The first section of this work is the first French (and second edition overall) of a
portion of Antonio de Herrera’s Historia General, first published in Madrid in 1601.
This is one of the classic descriptions of the Spanish conquests in the New World,
with important maps of the West Indies, the Americas, the coasts of Central and
South America, the interior of Mexico, Terra Firme, and the west coast of South
America, including some of the most important maps relating to the Pacific made
to the time. The third section of this volume consists of brief accounts of other
voyages into the Pacific, and the account of Pedro de Cevallos of the Spanish possessions in the New World.
Two issues of this French translation were printed in Amsterdam in 1622. This
copy has the first imprint recorded by Wagner. There were also Latin and Dutch
editions in the same year, differing slightly in their makeup; Wagner assigns priority
to this French edition. A work of great rarity and importance.
BORBA DE MORAES, p.400. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 622/68. JCB (3)II:166.
SABIN 31543. TIELE, pp.56-57, 314-316. TIELE-MULLER 296. WAGNER SPANISH
SOUTHWEST 12a.
$19,500.

The French in the East Indies and Brazil
56. Jarric, Pierre de: HISTOIRE DES CHOSES PLUS MEMORA-

BLES ADVENUES TANT EZ INDES ORIENTALES, QUE AUTRES PAÏS DE LA DESCOUVERTE DES PORTUGAIS, EN
L’ESTABLISSMENT ET PROGREZ DE LA FOY CHRESTIENNE
& CATHOLIQUE: ET PRINCIPALEMENT DE CE QUE LES
RELIGIEUX DE LA COMPAGNIE DE IESUS Y ONT FAICT &
ENDURÉ POUR LA MESME FIN; DEPUIS QU’ILS Y SONT ENTREZ JUSQUES A L’AN 1600. Bordeaux: Par S. Millanges, 1608, 1610,
1614. Three volumes. Titlepages printed in red and black. Engraved titlepage
in second volume. [12],699,[17]; [8],699,[41]; [12],1067,[35]pp. Small quarto.
Contemporary vellum, leather ties. Bookplate on front pastedowns. Some light
soiling to second volume. Minor scattered foxing. Very good.

First edition of one of the major early histories of western endeavor in the Orient
and Brazil, and rare, the third volume more so than the first two. Pierre de Jarric
(1566-1617) was a Jesuit writer and professor in Bordeaux. Being unable to join
the missionary efforts of the Jesuits in the field, he elected instead to put his pen to
good use on their behalf. The result was the present work, which records the order’s
efforts in Brazil and the East Indies. Jarric had at first simply intended to translate

Luis de Guzman’s Historia de las Missiones... (Alcala de Henares, 1601), but instead
decided to expand upon that work. His labor took many years, and in order to keep
his material up to date he entered into correspondence with, among others, Father
Fernao Guerreiro, who was producing a famous series of annual reports on Jesuit
business in the East, and who published a summary of those accounts in Lisbon in
1605. This led Jarric to conceive instead a broader-based history, but from a more
secular point of view than either Guzman or Guerreiro. Because of his diligence,
the work contains much useful information on the colonial and missionary activities of Europe, particularly the Portuguese. The second volume contains important
American references on pages 248-359, consisting of a substantial account of the
Jesuits in Brazil. This important work was widely circulated and later translated
into Latin.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 610/36. BORBA DE MORAES, pp.358, 425-26. DeBACKER-SOMMERVOGEL IV:750. CORDIER, JAPAN 260/1. CORDIER, SINICA
771. BRUNET II:872. CIORANESCU XVII:27019. GRAESSE II, p.444. LUST 807.
STREIT V:96. SABIN 35790.
$25,000.

With an Important Series of Maps,
Including the First Maps to Name Manhattan and Massachusetts
57. Laet, Joannes de: NOVUS ORBIS SEU DESCRIPTIONIS INDIÆ
OCCIDENTALIS LIBRI XVIII.... Leiden: Elzevier, 1633. [32],690,[i.e.
590],[18]pp. plus fourteen double-page maps by Hessel Gerritsz. Sixty-eight
woodcuts in text illustrating plants, animals, and inhabitants of the New
World. Engraved titlepage with elaborate emblematic and architectonic border, with date altered in manuscript to “1688.” Half title. Folio. Contemporary
speckled calf, spine gilt, raised bands, text block edges stained red. Spine ends
repaired, moderate edge wear, joints a bit worn. Some foxing and toning, occasional tanning. Small, unobtrusive marginal repair to most maps. Overall
very good.

The first Latin edition of “arguably the finest description of the Americas published
in the seventeenth century” – Burden. The maps include the first to use the names
Manhattan, New Amsterdam (for New York), and Massachusetts, and one of the
foundational maps of Canada.
This work is one of the most important 17th-century New World histories. It
is a cornucopia of early knowledge of the Americas and was compiled by Joannes
de Laet, a director of the newly formed Dutch West India Company, with access to

all the latest geographic knowledge. Pierre François Xavier de Charlevoix, writing
in the 18th century, noted that the work as a whole “is full of the most excellent
and curious details of the natural history, and the character, manners, and customs
of the American aborigines, derived from the reports of the European mission
establishments in America.” The text includes various specimens of indigenous
language vocabularies, including Huron, Nahuatl, Quechua, Tupi, and Arawak.
“One of the most famous contemporary descriptions of the natural history of the
New World. The work was highly praised a century later by Charlevoix, attesting
to its accuracy....Winsor referred to Laet’s book as the standard seventeenth-century
work on New Netherland” – Streeter.
The present first edition in Latin was preceded by two editions in Dutch (the
first of which was published in 1625). Laet continued to add to and improve the
work throughout his lifetime: the present edition contains fourteen maps as opposed to the ten in the 1625 edition, and the text has been considerably expanded.
The maps are by Hessel Gerritsz and are some of the very best to appear up
to that time. Gerritsz had trained under Willem Blaeu, but had been chosen in
preference to his old master when the appointment of cartographer to the Dutch
West India Company was made. The charming in-text illustrations are chiefly of
biological or botanical specimens and are generally surprisingly accurate for their
time, and each of the eighteen constituent books is turned over to the consideration
of a different region of the New World. The quality of the maps can be gauged
from the fact that they served as a prototype for the mapping of America, with a
number of them being reused in various later 17th-century atlases.
The maps are titled as follows:
1) “Americae sive Indiae occidentalis tabula generalis.” Burden 229: “The best west
coast delineation to date.”
2) “Maiores minoresque insulae. Hispaniola, Cuba, Lucaiae et Caribes”
3) “Nova Francia et regiones adiacentes.” Burden 230: “One of the foundation maps
of Canada.”
4) “Nova Anglia, Novum Belgium et Virginia.” Burden 231: “The first [map] to use
the names Manhattan and N. Amsterdam. It is also the earliest to use...Massachusets [sic].” CUMMING 35. SCHWARTZ & EHRENBERG, p.105.
5) “Florida. et regiones vicinae.” Burden 232: “Its influence was quite considerable.”
CUMMING 34.

6) “Nova Hispania, Nova Gallicia, Guatamala.” Burden 215: “The delineation of the
coastlines here was the most accurate to date.”
7) “Tierra Firma item Nuevo Reyno de Granada atque Popayan”
8) “Peru”
9) “Chili”
10) “Provinciae sitae ad fretum Magellanis itemque fretum Le Maire”
11) “Paraguay, o prov. de rio de la Plata: cum adiacentibus Provinciis, quas vocant
Tucuman, et Sta. Cruz de la Sierra”
12) “Provinciua de Brasil cum adiacentibus provinciis”

13) “Guaiania sive provinciae intra rio de las Amazonas atque rio de Yviapari sive
Orinoque”
14) “Venezuela, atque occidentalis pars Novae Andalusiae”

The Streeter copy sold to Nico Israel for $550 in 1966. It was later bought by an
American collector, from whom the Reese Company acquired it in 1990. It is now
at the Virginia Historical Society.
BORBA DE MORAES, p.451. SABIN 38557. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 633/65.
STREETER SALE 37. STREIT II:1619. JCB (3)II:246. TIELE 628. BELL L33. VAIL
84. RODRIGUES 1352. ASHER 3. WILLEMS 382. ALDEN II:337. BRUNET III:741.
BEINECKE, LESSER ANTILLES COLLECTION 31.
$25,000.

Las Casas Records Spanish Cruelty to Indians
58. Las Casas, Bartolomé de: HISTOIRE ADMIRABLE DES HOR-

RIBLES INSOLENCES, CRUAUTEZ, & TYRANNIES EXERCEES
PAR LES ESPAGNOLS ES INDES OCCIDENTALES...FIDELEMENT TRADUITE PAR JAQUES DE MIGGRODE. [Geneva: Gabriel Cartier], 1582. [16],222pp. 12mo. 18th-century calf, spine and board
edges finely gilt, rebacked with original backstrip preserved. Binding slightly
worn. Occasional minor foxing, light age toning. A very good copy.

Las Casas, the first great historian of the New
World, arrived in Cuba in 1502 and spent most
of the ensuing years in the Caribbean and Mexico
until his return to Spain in 1547. An early critic
of Spanish policy, he nonetheless rose to be Bishop
of Chiapas. He witnessed firsthand the appalling
destruction of the American Indian population at
the hands of the Spanish, something he continually
fought against as a priest. After his return to Spain
and throughout his old age, he launched a series
of attacks on Spanish policy towards American
Indians. The first and most influential of these
tracts is Brevissima Relacion de la Destruycion de
las Indias, which describes the numerous wrongs
inflicted upon the Indians, mainly in the Antilles.
Written in 1539, it was first published in Seville in
1552, and editions in French, English, and German
appeared before 1600. The present work is one of
two French editions printed in 1582, following the
initial 1579 Antwerp publication of this French
translation by Jacques Miggrode. As with many later editions published outside
Spain, this printing helped promote Protestant attacks on the Spanish Crown,
perpetuating the “Black Legend” of Spanish destruction of the Indians.

A rare French translation of Las Casas’ most famous work on the Indies. European Americana records five U.S. locations plus the Bibliothèque Nationale.

EUROPEAN AMERICANA 582/23. SABIN 11268. MEDINA, BHA 1085n (Vol. II,
p.471). PALAU 46961n. JCB (3)I:291.
$11,000.

A Major Mexican Incunable
59. Ledesma, Bartholomé de: [Mexican Incunable]: REVERENDI PATRIS

FRATRIS BARTHOLOMAEI À LEDESMA ORDINIS PRÆDICATORUM ET SACRÆ THEOLOGIÆ PROFESSORIS DE SEPTEM
NOVÆ LEGIS SACRAMENTIS SUMMARIUM. CUM INDICE
LOCUPLETISSIMO. Mexico: Antonio de Espinosa, 1566. [4],404,[16]
leaves, with several woodcut illustrations and woodcut initials throughout.
Small, thick quarto. Contemporary vellum, with yapp edges, remnants of vellum ties at fore-edge. Light wear and soiling to vellum, endpapers renewed.
Small marca de fuego on top edge. Moderate wear to initial leaves, moderate

worming in lower corner and occasionally along lower margin, all expertly
repaired, slightly affecting only a few printed marginalia and catchwords. Light
tanning and occasional foxing. A very good copy, overall.

A very rare, complete, and substantial example of early Mexican printing. This
work was produced and published by Antonio de Espinosa, the second printer in
the New World after Juan Pablos, and is one of the most considerable efforts of
his career in Mexico. Espinosa was brought to Mexico by Juan Pablos as an assistant and type cutter in 1550, and he eventually broke Pablos’ monopoly and began
printing for himself in 1559. The present work, printed in 1566, is one of only a
handful produced in Mexico during that decade, and is one of the initial books of
the Mexican incunable period.
The text itself is the first edition of a religious work by Bartholomé de Ledesma
explicating church sacraments in great detail, later reprinted in Salamanca in 1585.
The work is split into six parts. The first discusses the sacraments generally, and
the ensuing five treat individual sacraments in depth. Ledesma was a key figure in
the early Mexican church, as a close advisor of the second Archbishop in the New
World, Alonso de Montúfar, and the chair of theology at the nascent University of
Mexico (founded in 1551). He was also one of the foremost proponents of book
censorship and prohibition in New Spain, and vigorously investigated private libraries and booksellers for forbidden materials, and was responsible for the destruction
of many volumes. He later became the Bishop of Oaxaca, a position in which he
served until his death in 1604.
Overall, the work is a fine example of the sophistication which Espinosa brought
to early Mexican printing. The titlepage contains a fine coat of arms (that of Archbishop Montúfar), and the section on marriage sacraments includes several finely
executed woodcut diagrams of consanguinity. The text is printed elegantly in a
Roman type, which Espinosa had introduced to New World printing, with printed
marginal notes in italic and woodcut initials throughout. Below the colophon is an
excellent example of Espinosa’s printer’s device, the first used on any book produced
in the Americas. In his 1940 census of Mexican imprints, Wagner located twelve
copies of this work, and over seventy-five years later OCLC adds only three more.
It appears just four times in auction records, of which one copy was incomplete.
A rare, desirable Americanum, printed by the second printer in the New World,
and one of the earliest Mexican incunabula still obtainable.
ICAZBALCETA 47. MEDINA, MEXICO 50. PALAU 134124. SABIN 39677. WAGNER, NUEVA BIBLIOGRAFIA MEXICANA 47.
$75,000.

Printed in Mexico City by a Notable Female Printer
60. Ledesma, Clemente de: DISPERTADOR DE NOTICIAS DE LOS
SANTOS SACRAMENTOS. Mexico: Maria de Benavides, Viuda e Juan
de Ribera, 1695. [28],378,[5]pp. Small quarto. Contemporary limp vellum,
manuscript spine title. Moderate edge wear, string ties lacking. No endpapers,
first gathering nearly detached (held by one cord). Faint dampstaining, disin-

fection tag on rear pastedown. Marca de fuego
of Convento Franciscano de Nuestra Señora
de la Asunción, Cuernavaca, Morelos on top
edge. Good.

A rare Catholic sacramental work printed by a
noted woman printer in Mexico near the end of
the 17th century. The printer, Maria de Benavides, was the widow of printer Juan de Ribera,
and continued her family’s print shop in Mexico
City until at least 1700, after working in and
managing the business since as early as 1684. She
had inherited the print shop not only from her
husband, but from her mother, Paula de Benavides.
The present work is one of a series of religious
instruction manuals written by Father Clemente
de Ledesma and printed by Benavides. It was
continued three years later by the same author’s Despertador de Noticias Teologicas
Morales....
OCLC records just fifteen copies worldwide.
MEDINA, MEXICO 1599. PALAU 134129. OCLC 29438554, 45147145.

$1250.

The Narrative
by the Secretary of Cortés
61. Lopez de Gomara, Francisco:

LA HISTORIA GENERALE DELLE INDIE OCCIDENTALI, CON
TUTTI LI DISCOPRIMENTI, &
COSE NOTABILI, CHE IN ESSE
SONNO SUCCESSE, DA CHE FI
ACQUISTORNO FINO AHORA.
Rome: Valerio & Luigi Dorici, 1556.
[2],211,[1] leaves, including two woodcuts. Quarto. Later vellum. Vellum dust
soiled. Old bookseller’s label adhered to
front pastedown. Internally clean and
bright. Very good.

The first Italian edition of one of the most
important early chronicles of the Spanish
conquest of the New World, and one of the
two chief accounts of Hernán Cortés’ conquest of Mexico, the other being provided
by Bernal Diaz.

Lopez de Gomara was Cortés’ secretary for a number of years, and made use of
his unparalleled opportunity to gather information from the primary source relating
to the extraordinary exploits surrounding the overthrow of the Aztec empire. The
work was first published in Zaragosa in 1552, and quickly went through a number
of editions in Spain, Italy, and the Low Countries. Dedicated to Cosmo de Medici,
this edition is enhanced by two woodcuts, the first of what appears to represent a
buffalo, and the second being an elaborate printer’s device on the verso of the last
leaf. A rare account of the Mexican conquest.
WAGNER SPANISH SOUTHWEST 2N. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 556/22. SABIN
27736. MEDINA, BHA 159N. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 1 (note).
$6000.

Very Rare Work in the Language of the Tarascan Indians
62. Martinez Araujo, Juan, compiler & editor: MANVAL DE LOS SAN-

TOS SACRAMENTOS EN EL IDIOMA DE MICHUACAN...
[POR] IUAN MARTINEZ ARAVJO. Mexico: Dona Maria de Benavides,
viuda de Juan de Ribera, 1690. [7],93,[1] leaves. Small quarto. Contemporary
limp vellum, lacking ties. Some staining. Text almost loose in binding, but

holding, minor foxing, fore-edge margin of one leaf repaired. Overall, a good
plus copy of a truly rare book.

This is the first work of Catholic liturgy and ritual written and printed in the Tarascan
language. It is from the pen of Juan Martinez Araujo, a secular priest who was an
ecclesiastical visitor “in the mountains of the Tierra Caliente of [Michoacan], and
for thirty years a priest in Punguarehuato and the parish of Archangel S. Miguel
de Tlazazalca.” The rarity of this work has been noted for more than a century:
LeClerc, writing in 1870, called it “extremement rare,” and Sabin wrote, “not mentioned in Brunet, Rich, Brockhaus, or Stevens.” In the 20th century, Maggs Bros.,
in their legendary series of catalogues, Bibliotheca Americana, failed to list a copy
in any of the nine volumes of rarities for sale.
Tarascan is the principal native language of the Mexican province of Michoacan,
in the western region of the country. Father Gilberti’s Arte (Mexico, 1558) was
the first book printed in Tarascan; between the publication of that work and this
there followed a handful (i.e. fewer than a dozen) of other books in Tarascan. They
were grammars, dictionaries, and doctrinal works, this being the first liturgical work
printed for the Indians and their missionaries.
The volume contains all of the sacraments from baptism to extreme unction,
various blessings, words and acts of comfort for the sick and dying, an explanation
of the Bull of the Holy Crusade, a confessionary, the act of exorcism of the bewitched, notes on extirpation of superstitions and idolatries, and a closing advisory
on superstitions.
A true rarity of early Mexican printing.
MEDINA, MEXICO 1476. GARCIA ICAZBALCETA, LENGUAS 85. VIÑAZA
224. ANDRADE 932. HARPER, AMERICANA IBERICA 141. AYER, TARASCAN 10.
SABIN 44956. LeCLERC (1878) 2432.
$12,000.

Urging Argentinian Political Exiles in Chile
to Return to Their Country
63. Martinez, Claudio: CONSEJOS A LA EMIGRACION ARGEN-

TINA. POR EL EMIGRADO C.M. AL REGRESAR A SU PATRIA.
Valparaiso: Imprenta Europea, 1849. 48pp. 12mo. 20th-century calf. Contemporary ink inscription on titlepage, small ink marks in upper-outer corner of
pages. Occasional minor foxing on titlepage, light age toning in text. A very
good copy.

A rare mid-19th-century Valparaiso imprint encouraging Argentineans who had
emigrated to Chile to return to their homeland. The work is addressed primarily to
the exiles who had departed the country during the reign of dictator Juan Manuel
de Rosas, who ruled Argentina from 1829 to 1852. “The tyrant enjoyed his power
for a total of twenty-three years, from 1829 to 1852, and his ‘sum total of power’
for the last seventeen years of that period. Yet ‘invulnerable’ as Rosas seemed to be
while he was dictator, his authority was gradually being weakened. Almost from

the very first moment the intellectuals saw through his demagogy. After opposing
it without success they fled into exile, where distance, separation, and loss gave
them more strength and a better perspective than they could ever have achieved
otherwise” – Crow. Martinez reflects at length on reasons why the exiles should
return to Argentina, and calls for his fellow emigres to accompany him (here in
translation): “Argentinos! The moment has already arrived for all of us to return
to our homeland. Accept the counsel of one your companions in misfortune: your
country is to be claimed.”
A curious work, with an epigraph from Lord Byron in English on the titlepage.
A rare Chilean imprint, not in Palau or Sabin. OCLC records copies at Bancroft,
Harvard, and the National Library of Chile.
OCLC 14881281. Crow, The Epic of Latin America, p.591.

$2000.

Important Collected Edition of Martyr
64. Martyr, Peter: ...DE REBUS OCEANICIS & ORBE NOVO DE-

CADES TRES: QUIBUS QUICQUID DE INVENTIS NUPER
TERRIS TRADITUM, NOVARUM RERUM CUPIDUM LECTOREM RETINERE POSSIT, COPIOSE, FIDELITER, ERUDITEQUE DOCETUR. EIUSDEM PRAETEREA LEGATIONIS
BABYLONICAE LIBRI TRES.... Basel: Joannes Bebelius, 1533. [12],92
leaves. Folio. Bound to style in old vellum. Some very light dampstaining in
margins. Discreet contemporary marginal annotations throughout. Very
good.

This esteemed early Americanum contains Martyr’s initial three Decades, first
published in 1516, supplemented in this
edition by an abridgement of the fourth
Decade. Martyr, a native of Italy, served
the Spanish court in numerous capacities:
soldier, priest, courtier, chaplain, teacher,
historian, and ambassador. “In 1520 he
became secretary to the Council of the
Indies and later was appointed by emperor
Charles V as the first official chronicler
of the Indies. Although Martyr never
set foot in the New World, he used his
privileged position as a courtier to gather
a great wealth of information from documents and through personal interviews.
Following the model of the Latin historian Titus Livius, the Decades are volumes

written in Latin divided into ten books each. They cover all aspects of the New
World – the geography, the natural world...the natives, and all major events after
the discovery” – Delgado-Gomez.
Based on firsthand information the author was able to access through his position on the Council of the Indies, the Decades include accounts of the discoveries
of Columbus, Vespucci, Cabot, and Cortés. In addition there is information concerning the conquest of Mexico and details regarding Spanish settlements in the
New World including Florida, Cuba, Hispaniola, and the Caribbean. Included in
this edition, as in the 1516 printing, is Martyr’s account of his embassy to Egypt
in 1501 on behalf of King Ferdinand.
A nice copy of this fundamental text by the first Spanish historian of the New
World.
HARRISSE 176. CHURCH 65. SABIN 1557. MEDINA, BHA 92. MAGGS BIBLIOTHECA AMERICANA VII:4923. BELL A213. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 533/1. JCB
(3)I:108. DELGADO-GOMEZ, SPANISH HISTORICAL WRITING ABOUT THE
NEW WORLD 3 (1516 ed). JCB GERMAN AMERICANA 533/1.
$16,500.

The Collected Peter Martyr
65. Martyr, Peter: DE REBUS OCEANICIS ET NOVO ORBE...ET

ITEM DE REBUS ÆTHIOPICIS, INDICIS, LUSITANICIS &
HISPANICI.... Cologne. 1574. [48],655,[30]pp. Contemporary vellum,
tooled in blind, spine with raised bands, contemporary manuscript title on
spine. Light wear and soiling to vellum. Several ownership inscriptions on
front endpapers. Light toning and foxing. A few contemporary notations in
text. Very good.

An important edition of Martyr, the foremost
chronicler of the New World in its earliest period, including all of his most important texts
on New World discovery. Besides all of the
chronicles Martyr wrote as official historian of
the Indies from 1511 to 1534, this edition adds
two important works: Martyr’s 1521 Basel letter,
which contains the text of the lost first Cortés
letter describing his initial landing and forays into
Mexico; and Damiao de Goes’ work, originally
published in 1544, included by Harrisse in Additions (144). The most accessible edition of one
of the foundation works of New World history.
SABIN 1558. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 574/1.
MEDINA, BHA 235. BEINECKE LESSER ANTILLES COLLECTION 2. BELL A214. JCB (3)
I:253.
$7500.

66. Mathison, Gilbert Farquhar: NARRATIVE OF A VISIT TO BRA-

ZIL, CHILE, PERU, AND THE SANDWICH ISLANDS, DURING THE YEARS 1821 AND 1822. WITH MISCELLANEOUS
REMARKS ON THE PAST AND PRESENT STATE, AND POLITICAL PROSPECTS OF THOSE COUNTRIES. London. 1825.
xii,478pp. plus four color plates, folding map, errata page, and [2]pp. of advertisements. Contemporary three-quarter calf and marbled boards, spine gilt.
Light wear to edges and extremities. Front hinge starting. Some light foxing
to map, else internally clean. An attractive, very good copy.

The author sailed from Lisbon to Rio in 1821, visiting the Swiss settlement of Nova
Friburgo. He then boarded an American brig destined for Chile and Peru, and at
Callao he took another ship to the Sandwich Islands. Includes a folding map of
the Sandwich Islands and beautiful color plates depicting Peruvian women and a
native Sandwich Islander. Sabin and Borba de Moraes call for four plates, as in
this copy, but the copy in the Hill collection contains only three. “Of the 170pp.
on Brazil the best passage is the description of the attempted Swiss colonization,
at that time in full decay, and general remarks about Brazilian progress” – Borba
de Moraes. Scarce.
SABIN 46858. HILL 1105. ABBEY 700. JUDD 119. BORBA DE MORAES, p.536.
RODRIGUES 1565. FORBES 610.
$1850.

Attempting to Produce a Compulsory Social Code for New Spain:
A Juan Ruíz Imprint
67. [Mexico]: SANCTUM PROVINCIALE CONCILIUM MEXICI

CELEBRATUM MILLESS.MO QUINGENTESS.MO OCTUAGESSIMO QUINTO. Mexico: Apud Ioannaem Ruiz, 1622. [6],102,[1],
38,[1] leaves. Folio. Contemporary vellum, manuscript title on spine. Vellum
almost completely detached, holding by the bottom cords only, slightly soiled
and worn. Early 19th-century ownership inscription on first text leaf, scattered
slightly later annotations, small shelf label at upper corner of titlepage. Light
wear to edges of text block, minor worming, occasionally affecting text. Light
tanning and foxing. Good plus.

The Third Mexican Concilium, which was celebrated in Mexico City in 1585,
had been called by Archbishop Moya de Contreras with the object of producing a
comprehensive and compulsory social code for New Spain. The code was shaped,
but only those rules directly affecting the conduct of priests (regular and secular)
and nuns (cloistered and not) were promulgated. This volume contains the first
publication of that social code. Llaguno (p.143) succinctly summarizes the contents
of this fundamental volume in the history of colonial Mexican social and religious
history when he discusses the “problemas fundamentales” that the council addressed:
“1.o Instrucción religiosa de los indios convertidos y por convertir; 2.o Ministros

idóneos para la obra misional y civilizadora; 3.o Adaptación a la capacidad y modo
de ser de los indios; y 4.o Defensa de los derechos de los naturales.”
The printer of this work, Juan Ruíz, was an important figure in colonial Mexican
book arts, and his books are among the most elegant produced during the 17th
century in the New World. Here he provides handsome typography, accented with
wonderful and large woodcut initials, and an outstanding and detailed engraved
titlepage, signed by Dutch engraver Samuel Stradanus.
PALAU 58835. MEDINA, MEXICO 343. ANDRADE 105. SZEWCZYK & BUFFINGTON 29. PUTTICK & SIMPSON, BIBLIOTHECA MEJICANA (i.e. the Fischer
sale) 422 (“EXTREMELY rare”). On the concilium, see: José A. Llaguno, La Personalidad
Jurídica del Indio y El III Concilio Provincial Mexicano (Mexico: Edit. Porrúa, 1963).
$10,000.

Manuscript Records of More Than a Decade
of Deaths and Burials in Southern Mexico
68. [Mexico]: LIBRO EN QUE SE HACIENTAN LAS PARTIDAS DE

LOS ENTIERROS DE ESPAÑOLES, MESTIZOS, Y INDIOS DE
ESTA CABECERA DE SANTIAGO AYAPANGO...[manuscript title
on first text leaf ]. Ayapango, Mx. 1805-1816. [1],194,[1]pp. plus leaves

195-287 numbered on rectos only, ending with one unnumbered page. Folio.
Contemporary limp Mexican calf wallet-style binding, manuscript titles and
illustrations on covers. Noticeable wear and rubbing to covers, small paper
label reading “Libro=25” affixed to front cover. Some foxing and staining to
text, contemporary or near-contemporary manuscript notations and ink drawing on rear pastedown. Quite clean internally. Very good.

A fascinating manuscript register recording the burials of almost 2,000 people
in the colonial Mexican town of Ayapango and its surrounding villages. Most
of the deceased are entered by name, with their race and at least an approximate
age included; most are described as Indians. Each entry is signed by the local
priest, and in some cases the officiating priest also notes whether the deceased was
intestate, or whether they were too poor to have last rites administered. Other
circumstances of death are occasionally noted. One example is “Maria Josepha,
india” who was buried on April 25, 1806, where it is noted that she did not make a
will or receive the holy sacraments because her death was very sudden. The ledger

is accomplished in several hands, owing to the fact that over a decade’s worth of
burials are recorded here.
Along with the individual burial records, the text includes occasional summaries
of the total burials carried out in a given month; these statistics are often organized
by ethnicity. Most of the deceased here hailed from Ayapango, just southeast of
Mexico City. Those from other towns were brought to Ayapango to be buried
likely because the town was a “cabacera,” which is the chief city of a province in
Mexico. Such burials, for people from places like Chalma, Puxtla, and Centlalpan,
are recorded here.
In addition to its genealogical value for including names and hometowns of the
deceased, the present ledger is a trove of information for life in and around Ayapango
in the late colonial period in Mexico. The ages of the deceased give insight into life
expectancies; sadly many of the entries record the deaths of “párvulo,” the Spanish
word for “infant.” The aforementioned information on the administration of last
rites or the presence of a last will and testament provide a peek into the economic
conditions in the area.
In addition to the manuscript title on the first text leaf, the rear cover reads, in
contemporary manuscript: “Libro de Entierros de Todos Claces.” The rear pastedown includes a drawing of a figure on a pedestal bearing a banner that reminds
us in Spanish that “Death finishes all,” with a short poem on mortality beneath
the drawing that contends that the poem is not intended to denigrate the dead.
An important manuscript record of a central Mexican town towards the end
of the Spanish colonial period, with rich value for statistical and social research.
$9500.

Mexican Military Pamphlets
from the Texan and Mexican-American War Era
69. [Mexico]: [Military]: [THREE SAMMELBANDS, WITH THIR-

TY-THREE MEXICAN PAMPHLETS REGARDING THE MILITARY ]. Mexico & Queretaro. [1838-1851]. Thirty-three pamphlets, variously paginated, bound in three volumes. Contemporary half calf and marbled
boards, spines gilt. Front hinge of first volume cracking. Light scattered foxing
and soiling, but generally quite clean internally. Some light wear to several
larger documents folded into volume. Manuscript index at rear of first and
third volumes. Very good.

Three volumes of pamphlets relating primarily to the military in Mexico, compiled
by a contemporary owner. Many of the items present here are official decrees. The
first volume contains many decrees pertaining to laws passed June 13, 1838. Among
those are decrees relating to the establishment of an honor corps, laws concerning
penalties for desertion, a treatise on infantry bayonet technique illustrated with
plates, and a decree relating to the operation of the Mexican military in Texas.
The third volume contains a treatise on the dissolution of the medical corps and

its replacement with individual doctors. Collectively they illustrate much about
the Mexican army during the era of its wars with the Republic of Texas and then
the Mexican-American War. In all, a fascinating compendium of Mexican military
history, and an interesting collection of imprints. The volumes are comprised as
follows:
Volume one:
1) Arreglo del Cuerpo Permanente de Ingenteros, Formado por El Supremo Gobierno en
Virtud de la Facultad que le Concede la Ley de 13 de Junio de 1838. Mexico: Impreso
por Ignacio Cumplido, 1838. [2],4pp.
2) Reglamento del Cuerpo de Artilleria. Mexico: Impreso por Ignacio Cumplido...,
1838. 20pp.
3) Establecimiento de la Plana Mayor del Ejercito Mexicano, Decretado por El Supremo
Gobierno en Uso de la Facultad que le Concede la Ley de 13 de Junio de 1838. Mexico:
Impreso por Ignacio Cumplido..., 1838. 12pp.
4) Decreto Expedio por El Gobierno Supremo, en Uso de la Facultad que le Concede la Ley
de 13 Junio de 1838, Para Establecer en los Cuerpos del Ejercito las Juntas Militares
de Honor. Mexico: Imprenta del Aguila..., 1839. 7pp.
5) Ley Penal Para los Desertores, Viciosos y Faltistas del Ejercito Nacional Mexicano, Dado
por El Supremo Gobierno en Uso de la Facultad que le Concede El Soberano Decreto
de 13 de Junio de 1838. Mexico: Imprenta del Aguila..., 1839. 17pp.

6) Decreto Para Reemplazar las Bajas del Ejercito Mexicano por Sorteo General: Dado por
El Supremo Gobierno en Uso de la Facultad que le Concede El Soberano Decreto de 13
de Junio de 1838. Mexico: Imprenta del Aguila..., 1839. [2],21pp.
7) Decreto Expedido por El Gobierno Supremo en Uso de la Facultad que le Concede la
Ley de 13 de Junio de 1838. Declarando Permanentes a los Tenientes Coroneles de los
Cuerpos Activos del Ejercito. Mexico: Imprenta del Aguila..., 1839. [4]pp.
8) Decreto Expedido por El Sumpremo Gobierno Para la Formacion del Regimiento Ligero
del Comercio de Mexico, Dado por en Uso de la Facultad que le Concede la Ley de 13
de Junio de 1838. Mexico: Imprenta del Aguila..., 1839. 6pp.
9) Reglamento del Estado Mayor del Ejercito que Debe Operar Sobre Tejas; Formado por El
Sr. General D. Lino J. Alcorta, y Aprobado por El Supremo Gobierno de la Republica.
Mexico: Imprenta de J.M. Lara..., 1844. 11pp.
10) Estatuto Para El Regimen Interior de la Plana Mayor del Ejercito Expedido por El
Supremo Gobierno, en Uso de la Facultad que le Concede la Ley de 13 de Junio de 1838,
y Con Sujecion a lo Prevenido en Decreto de 30 de Octubre del Mismo Año. Mexico:
Imprenta del Aguila..., 1839. 22pp. plus eighteen folding letterpress tables.
11) Minsterio de Guerra y Marina. Seccion Quinta [caption title]. [Mexico. March
16, 1839]. 7pp.
12) Ministerio de Guerra y Marina. Seccion Central=Mesa Tercera [caption title].
[Mexico. March 16, 1839]. 7pp.
13) Decreto Expedido por El Gobierno Supremo, en Uso de la Facultad que le Concede la
Ley de 13 de Junio de 1838, Arreglando El Numero de Generales, Sus Atribuciones,
Sucidos y Preeminencias. Mexico: Imprenta del Aguila, 1839. 11pp. Printed wrappers bound in.
14) Decreto Expedido por El Gobierno Supremo en Virtud de la Facultad Concedida por le
Ley de 13 de Junio de 1838, Estableciendo El Cuerpo de Invalidos y Reglamentando
Su Nueva Organizacion. Mexico: Imprenta del Aguila..., 1839. 11pp.
15) Ministerio de Guerra y Marina. Seccion y Mesa de Operaciones. El. Exmo. Sr. Presidente se Ha Servido Dirigirme El Decreto que Sigue...[first lines of text]. [Mexico.
June 25, 1841]. [4]pp.
16) Pinette, J.H.: Escuela del Gazador Manejo de la Bayoneta Aplicada a los Ejercicios y
Maniobras de la Infanteria. Mexico: Imprenta de J.M. Lara..., 1844. x,80pp. plus
four folding plates.

Volume two:
1) Decreto del Supremo Gobierno de la Republica, Sobre Arreglo del Ejercito. Queretaro:
Imprenta de J.M. Lara..., 1847. [2],45pp. plus folding letterpress table.
2) Reglamento de Policia de Cuarteles, Formado por la Plana Mayor del Ejercito. Queretaro: Imprenta de J.M. Lara..., 1848. 23pp.
3) Ministerio de Guerra y Marina. El C. Jose Joaquin de Herrera, Presidente Constitucional
de los Estados-Unidos Mexicanos. Considerando: Que la Nueva Linea Divisoria que
en la Republica Marcan los Ultimos Tratados Con los Estados-Unidos del Norte...
[caption title and first lines of text]. Mexico. July 20, 1848. [4]pp. plus folding
map and three folding plates.

4) Ley de 4 Noviembre de 1848 Sobre Arreglo del Ejercito, y Dispisiciones Reglamentarias
que Dicto El Gobierno para Su Cumplimiento. Mexico: Ymprenta de Vicente G.
Torres..., 1848. 16pp.
5) Thiebault, Pablo: Prontuario de los Ayudantes Generales y Agregados a los Estados
Mayores de Division de los Egercitos. Tarragona: En la Imprenta de Brusi..., 1821.
127,[3]pp.
6) Instructiones Para Pasar Revista de Inspeccion [cover title]. Mexico: Imprenta de la
calle Medinas, 1849. 34pp.
7) Ley de 22 de Abril de 1851 Sobre Arreglo del Ejercito, Disposiciones del Gobierno Para
Su Cumplimiento [cover title]. Mexico: Vicente Garcia Torres, 1851. 22pp. plus
twelve plates (many folding). Original printed blue wrappers bound in.

Volume three:
1) Coleccion de las Dispsociones Relativas Al Ramp de Guerra, a que Deben Sujetarse
los Sub-Comisarios y Administradores de Correos en Su Caso. Mexico: Imprenta de
J.M. Lara..., 1851. 25pp.
2) Ministerio de Guerra y Marina. Seccion Central. Mesa Tercera [caption title]. [Queretaro. Nov. 5, 1847]. 13pp.
3) Decreto de 1o de Diciembre de 1847, Ley de 4 Noviembre de 1848, y Reglamento que
Sobre Esta Espidio El Supremo Gobierno, Sobre Arreglo del Ejercito. Mexico: Imprenta
de J.M. Lara..., 1851. 23pp.
4) Ley de 4 de Noviembre de 1848 Sobre Arreglo del Ejercito, y Disposiciones Reglamentarias que Dicto El Gobierno para Su Cumplimiento. Mexico: Ymprenta de Vicente
G. Torres..., 1848. 16pp. Original printed pink wrappers bound in.
5) Ley Sobre Estincion del Cuerpo Medico-Militar, y Sustitucion de Este, Con MedicosCirujanos Para los Cuerpos. Mexico: Imprenta de Vicente Garcia Torres..., 1850.
16pp. Original printed yellow wrappers bound in.
6) Minsterio de Guerra y Marina. Seccion Central. Mesa 4a. El Exmo. Sr. Ministro de
Hacienda en Oficio Fecha 31 del Proximo Pasado, Me Dice Lo que Sigue...[caption
title and first line of text]. [Mexico. Feb. 5, 1851]. [4]pp.
7) Ministerio de Hacienda. Seccion Cuarta. El Exmo. Sr. Presidente Se Ha Servido Dirigirme El Decreto que Sigue...[caption title and first line of text]. [Mexico. Feb.
12, 1851]. Broadside, 9½ x 8 inches.
8) Minsterio de Guerra y Marina. Seccion Central. Mesa 1a. El Exmo. Sr. Presidente de
la Republica Se Ha Servido Dirigirme El Decreto que Sigue...[caption title and first
line of text]. [Mexico. Feb. 24, 1851]. [6]pp.
9) Minsterio de Guerra y Marina. Seccion Central. Mesa 1a. Habiendose Prevenido en El
Art. 10 del Decreto de 24 de Febrero Ultimo...[caption title and first line of text].
[Mexico. March 26, 1851]. 7pp.
10) Ley de 22 de Abril de 1851 Sobre Arreglo del Ejercito, Disposiciones Reglamentarias
del Gobierno Para Su Cumplimiento [cover title]. Mexico: Vicente Garcia Torres,
1851. 22pp. plus twelve plates (several folding). Original green printed wrappers bound in.
$7500.

Mexico Re-admits the Jesuits
70. [Mexico]: Canalizo, Valentin: EL C. VALENTIN CANALIZO GEN-

ERAL DE DIVISION, GOBERNADOR Y COMANDANTE GENERAL DEL DEPARTAMENTO DE MÉXICO.... [Mexico. August 23,
1843]. Broadside, 12½ x 17½ inches. Minor fold lines, moderate dampstain
in upper and lower right corners, small tear in from right edge along fold.
About very good.

“Permits the re-entrance of the Jesuits into certain parts of Mexico, especially the
Californias – Upper and Lower. This order, which played so great a role in the
development of the Spanish Southwest, had been driven from that region in the
middle of the eighteenth century and was only now – in this decree – permitted
to return. Among the interesting and very significant paragraphs of this official
decree is one which orders that the Jesuits are to be paid by the Pious Fund of the
Californias, that great religious and charitable foundation which was responsible for
much of the settlement of the Californias” – Eberstadt. Extremely rare. OCLC
locates only three copies.
EBERSTADT 158:41. OCLC 28092115.

$2750.

Rare Image of Mexico City, by a Soldier-Artist of the War
71. [Mexico]: Hoffy, Alfred, lithographer, after Thomas James Dunphy:

CITY OF MEXICO FROM THE “CAMINO DEL NINA PERDITA.” DRAWN ON THE SPOT, BY T. JAS. DUNPHY, 1sT REGNT.
PENNA. VOLUNTS. THIS PICTURE IS RESPECTFULLY DEDICATED TO CAP T. JOHN BENNETT, OF THE PHILADA.
LIGHT GUARD [caption title]. Philadelphia: P.S. Duval, [ca. 1849].
Handcolored lithograph, 14¾ x 23 inches. Old four-inch repaired diagonal
closed tear in upper left corner, not touching image. Previously mounted with
old tape and paper remnants on verso and at corners, two vertical folds, minor
edge wear, and toning. Overall, very good.

An exceedingly rare Mexican-American War-related color lithograph drawn on
stone by Alfred Hoffy after the original by soldier-artist Thomas James Dunphy.
Dunphy was a private in the 1st Pennsylvania Regiment, which endured the Siege
of Puebla that ended in October 1847, and then marched into occupied Mexico
City two months later. Dunphy dedicated the scene to his commander Captain
John Bennett of Company F, the Philadelphia Light Guard.
The scene depicts two uniformed United States horsemen riding on the road
toward the city, as the United States flag flies above the city’s downtown area, just
right of center of the image. All is peaceful except for a vaquero chasing two steers
in the foreground. The landscape is replete with indigenous Mexican vegetation,
and with the architectural splendor of the Mexican capital city sprawled across the
background.

The artist who drew the lithograph of Dunphy’s work, Alfred Hoffy, was one
of Philadelphia’s leading lithographers in the mid-19th century. He worked from
at least 1839 to 1864 for a variety of publishers. His most famous and enduring
work was on The Orchardist’s Companion..., but he is also known for his portrait
of the “Siamese Twins,” Chang and Eng, which Peters calls “the best of the freak
prints” in America on Stone. The publisher, Peter S. Duval, was active for several
decades, but was at his Ranstead Place address only from 1849 to 1855, according
to Peters. Regarding early lithographers, Peters referred to Duval as “one of the
most important of them all.” Duval published several Mexican-American War
scenes, namely a series by Dacre, in addition to the present example, and worked
often with Hoffy.
OCLC records no copies of this lithograph, and only one other copy has been
traced, appearing at Anderson Galleries’ Charles Peters auction, April 8, 1915, lot
177. The item was described as folded, so it may, in fact, be the same copy.
PETERS, AMERICA ON STONE, pp.163-68, 220-22.

$4500.

The First Great Mexican Lithographic and Color Plate Book
72. [Mexico]: ALBUM PINTORESCO, DE LA REPUBLICA MEXICANA. Mexico: Julio Michaud y Thomas, [ca. 1850]. Lithograph title-leaf
and forty-five lithographic plates, twelve in full color and thirty-three on
tinted grounds. Oblong folio. Later green cloth spine and corners over original
printed green boards. Some wear and soiling. Quite clean internally. Images
bright and fresh. Very good. See the cover of this catalogue for another il-

lustration.
The first great Mexican lithographic and color plate book, and a very difficult
book to obtain in nice condition. Though the album is undated, it contains battle
scenes of the Mexican-American War (1846-47) and depicts the equestrian statue
of Carlos IV in the courtyard of the University, from which it was removed in
1852, suggesting a date of circa 1850. The colored plates depict various inhabitants in their local costumes standing amid sweeping terrain and graceful plazas.
These include rancheros, tortilleras, and local Indians, among others. The tinted
views show Vera Cruz, Mexico City, Independence Fountain, National Theatre,
Chihuahua, Bay of Acapulco, and numerous other locales. The final six plates
show scenes from the Mexican-American War, depicting the “heroica defensa” put
up by the Mexican Army.
The number of plates varies from thirty-nine to forty-nine, and the work seems
to have been issued on an on-demand basis. The Mellon copy at Yale has thirtynine plates, and in their cataloguing Yale refers to the book as the “first major color
plate book produced in Mexico.” The Bancroft Library holds a copy with forty-nine
plates. The copies at the University of Texas and the University of Missouri have
forty-five plates, as in the present copy. The only other copy we locate on OCLC is

at the National Library of Art in Britain. The DeGolyer copy at Southern Methodist University is not present on OCLC, but their copy also has forty-five plates,
as do two copies we know of in private collections. The six Mexican-American
War views are at the end of the book, suggesting they were added to the original
assemblage of thirty-nine plates. The best study of this work is the Condumex
reprint edited by W. Michael Mathes in 2000.
The publisher, Julio Michaud, was a native of France who moved to Mexico
and worked there as a publisher and bookseller from the 1830s to the 1860s. His
partner was also a transplanted Frenchman, Jean Baptiste Thomas. Michaud later
dealt in photographic material and was himself a photographer.
A rare and beautiful work.
MATHES, MEXICO ON STONE 56. PALAU 5417.

$25,000.

An Important Early Mexican Cookbook
73. [Mexico]: [Cookbooks]: NUEVO COCINERO MEJICANO EN
FORMA DE DICCIONARIO.... Paris & Mexico. 1868. [8],966pp. plus
frontispiece and six plates. Several contemporary manuscript recipes laid in.
Publisher’s half calf and cloth, spine gilt. Binding lightly worn, corners heavily
so. Lightly foxed. Good.

A slightly later edition of a Mexican classic, which seems to have first appeared in
this form in 1845. This cooking dictionary contains much highly useful information and was obviously used as a practical reference. A previous owner has laid in
several manuscript recipes.
Another edition: BITTING, pp.584-85. PALAU 196443.

Sculptures at Copan and Quirigua
74. Meye, Heinrich, and Dr. Julius

Schmidt: THE STONE SCULPTURES OF COPAN AND QUIRIGUA, Drawn by Heinrich Meye
.... New York. 1883. 18pp. of text plus
twenty photogravure plates. Large folio.
Modern half morocco and cloth. Very
good.

A quite rare late 19th-century work on
Mayan iconography, predating the work of
Maudslay. Meye and Schmidt evidently investigated the southern Maya sites of Copan
and Quirigua in 1877, and first published
an account of their expedition the following
year. Meye’s contribution was entirely as an

$1250.

artist. Schmidt claimed some archaeological knowledge extending back to his work
with E.G. Squier in 1852-53. This large folio was issued in German by Asher of
Berlin and in London in an English language edition, in 1883. It is likely that this
New York edition is simply sheets of the English edition with a cancel titlepage.
The NUC lists the two European editions without any locations, and does not note
the present one. The plates are not particularly well executed, lacking detail, and
its chief interest lies in the early date of creation and its rarity.
WINSOR I:194. BERNAL 7929.

$1250.

One of the Most Important Very Early New World Imprints
75. Molina, Alonso de: [AQUÍ COMIENÇA UN VOCABULARIO EN
LA LENGUA CASTELLANA Y MEXICANA]. [Mexico: Juan Pablos, 1555]. 13-48,50-64,66-93,97-140,144-204,209-216,218-221 leaves. Small
quarto. Contemporary vellum, remnants of fore-edge vellum ties, manuscript
title on spine. Vellum somewhat soiled, partially detached from text block.
Lacking seventy-two leaves, including titlepage and engravings, with title and

several engravings supplied in facsimile. Several leaves wholly or partially detached, scattered contemporary manuscript annotations. Moderate dampstaining and dust soiling, some tanning, heavy wear to a few leaves. Fair. In a red
half morocco and cloth slipcase with chemise.

A wounded, but still substantial copy of this “rare
and extraordinary work” (Palau), a legendary rarity of
Americana. The work comprises the first dictionary
printed on the first press of the New World by its
first printer, Juan Pablos, and is among the first two
dozen printed works in the Americas. This is the first
edition, containing Spanish-to-Nahuatl translations;
a second edition, with a Nahuatl-to-Spanish section
added, was published by Antonio Espinosa in 1571,
and thereafter many times over, demonstrating its
enduring popularity and usefulness.
Alonso de Molina, a noteworthy Franciscan scholar,
came to Mexico as a child in the early 1520s, and grew
up speaking both Spanish and Nahuatl, before entering
the Franciscan monastery in Mexico City just prior
to 1530. As a friar, he taught the language to other
Franciscans, acted as an interpreter, and composed numerous sermons in Nahuatl
and several works on the language, the present work being the first published. He
continued to work on this dictionary throughout his life, and was responsible for
the additions to the second edition as well.
Nahuatl, the language of the Aztecs, was the chief imperial tongue of preconquest Mexico. The Aztecs spread its use as they expanded out of central Mexico,
conquering neighboring people after neighboring people. The Spanish religious
scholars who arrived almost coevally with the Spanish military conquest of Mexico
began studying Nahuatl as a medium of religious conquest and spread its use even
further than had the Aztecs. Various works, including catechisms, collections of
sermons, and other doctrinal publications, were written and printed in Nahuatl.
All are now rare and much sought, but none are so rare and coveted as the works of
the 16th century, with the present work being the primogenitor of all that followed.
Wagner located just nine complete copies of this work in his census, and many
venerable institutions such as the Library of Congress and the National Library of
Mexico possess only partial copies, nor did the great Americanist, George Brinley,
own a complete copy. In fact, only two complete copies appear in sales records for
the past century. One sold at a Swann sale in 1999 for $178,500; the other, the
Ashburnham-Phillipps copy, was offered for $375,000 in a 1991 Kraus catalog.
The present copy therefore represents an outstanding opportunity, even as a
partial copy, for a virtually unobtainable and foundational rarity.
ICAZBALCETA 23. JCB (3)I:188. MEDINA, MEXICO 24. PALAU 17351. PILLING,
PROOF-SHEETS 2600. SABIN 49866.
$42,500.

Important Description of Costa Rica
76. Molina, Felipe: BOSQUEJO DE LA REPUBLICA DE COSTA

RICA, SUEGUIDO DE APUNTAMIENTOS PARA SU HISTORIA.
CON VARIOS MAPAS, VISTA Y RETRATOS. New York: Imprenta
de S.W. Benedict, 1851. [2],128pp. plus folding frontispiece map (outlined
in three colors), eight additional folding maps and plans, three portraits, and
two folding plates. In Spanish. Original cloth, stamped in blind and gilt.
Backstrip and portion of lower board faded. Corners bumped. Light scattered
foxing. Very good.

First American edition, after the first Spanish edition of 1850. An essential work
on the geography and history of Costa Rica, with rich descriptions of its economy,
politics, and social institutions, and a detailed chronology of its history from
discovery to independence, all published to advance ideas of a canal through the
country and the potential for European colonization. The volume holds particular
interest as an American publication that may have served as a resource to William
Walker during his invasion of Costa Rica in 1855. The series of maps and plates
in the volume are some of the best of the area to that date, and reflect heightened
U.S. interest from the Gold Rush travellers who had crossed Central America.
Notable are a map of Costa Rica, a folding plan of the port of Greytown, with an
accompanying panorama of the waterfront, five highly detailed coastal maps, and
a large map of the proposed colony of Miravalles, aimed at encouraging German
emigration to the country.
SABIN 49879. PALAU 174489.

$500.

77. Molina, Giovanni Ignazio: SAGGIO SULLA STORIA CIVILE DEL
CHILI. Bologna. 1787. 333,[1]pp. plus folding map. Contemporary half calf
and paper boards, spine gilt, leather label. 19th-century paper library label on
front cover. Corners worn, boards lightly scuffed. Later ownership inscription
on front flyleaf. Light scattered foxing. Very good.

Expanded edition of Abbe Molina’s civil history of Chile focuses on the long and
heroic struggle of the Araucanian Indians for freedom. He covers the period from
the Spanish Conquest until 1787, drawing upon a manuscript history by Abbe Olivarez and interviews with actors in the wars. Molina’s history was first published
in 1776; this is a new, updated edition. The map shows the Chilean coast with the
regions controlled by Spain and the Araucanian Indians. In an appendix, Molina
includes an Indian vocabulary.
PALAU 175460. FIELD 1078 (English ed). SABIN 49887.

$500.

A Wealth of New World Views, Including New Amsterdam
78. Montanus, Arnoldus: DE NIEUWE EN ONBEKENDE WEERELD:
OF BESCHRYVING VAN AMERICA EN ‘TZUID-LAND.... Amsterdam: Jacob Meurs, 1671. [8],585,[27]pp. plus seven portraits, thirty-two
double-page plates, large folding hemispheric map, and fifteen double-page
maps. Seventy engraved in-text illustrations. Engraved titlepage. Thick folio.
Original vellum, blindstamped cover, raised bands, manuscript title on spine.
Internally clean and near fine. Minor repairs to hemispheric map. An excellent copy.

Correctly called “a classic book on America” by Borba de Moraes, Montanus’ narrative contains a wealth of interesting maps and illustrations on both North and South
America. The work was later translated into English, with various alterations, by
John Ogilby, but this Dutch edition is the true first.

The North American section of Montanus contains notable versions of the
Blaeu map of New England and New Netherland, as well as versions of the John
Smith Virginia and Carolina maps. Among the engravings in the text is one of
the first engraved views of New York (the very first, the Van der Donck view, appeared twenty years earlier). There is also a detailed map of Bermuda. There are
numerous engraved views of cities and scenes in Mexico and the Caribbean. Much
of the second half of the volume is devoted to Brazil, where the Dutch were deeply
involved for decades in the 17th century, illustrated with numerous maps and views.
The large double-sheet views are excellent and much copied in later publications;
but, as Church comments: “The finely executed engravings of this work are especially brilliant in this, the original edition.”
Howes states that the portrait of the Prince of Nassau, present herein, only
appears in the first issue. The large map, credited here to “Gerardum a Schaden,”
as stated in Borba de Moraes, is also sometimes credited to “Jacobum Meursium,”
the publisher of the book.
One of the most interesting iconographic and cartographic sources of early
Americana.
CHURCH 613. BORBA DE MORAES, p.586. HOWES M733, “b.” ASHER, NEW
NETHERLAND 14. SABIN 50086. SERVIES 200. MILES & REESE, AMERICA PICTURED TO THE LIFE 29.
$28,500.

Changes in Newly-Independent Peru
79. Monteagudo, Bernardo: ESPOSICION DE LAS TAREAS ADMIN-

ISTRATIVAS DEL GOBIERNO DESDE SU INSTALACION
HASTA EL 15 DE JULIO DE 1822.... Lima: Manuel del Rio, 1822.
31pp. Small quarto. Original printed wrappers, stitched. Wrappers lightly and
evenly tanned. Light toning to text. Very good.

An important firsthand description of the changes undertaken in Peru in the wake
of independence. This exposition on transformation in the government and society
of Peru, was printed by order of San Martin, who had just liberated the country
from Spanish rule the previous year. Monteagudo gives a positive assessment of life
in independent Peru, describing the changes instituted in government, economics,
the armed forces, and public life. Among the noteworthy achievements, he writes,
was the recent founding of the National Library of Peru. This work was translated
into English and printed in London the following year.
MEDINA, LIMA 3689.

$500.

An Important Step Toward Argentine Independence
80. Monteagudo, José Bernardo de: ORACION INAUGURAL PRO-

NUNCIADA EN LA APERTURA DE LA SOCIEDAD PATRIÓTICA LA TARDE DEL 13 DE ENERO DE 1812. AÑO TERCERO
DE LA LIBERTAD DE LA AMERICA DEL SUD. Buenos Aires:

En la imprenta de niños expósitos, [1812]. 16pp. In Spanish. Dbd. Staining
throughout, affecting but not obscuring a few words of text on most pages.
One small hole and one slightly larger hole (¾-inch x 1 inch) in terminal leaf,
with loss to several words of text. Good.

The extremely rare and highly significant inaugural speech for the Argentine Societad Patriótica by South American revolutionary Bernardo de Monteagudo. In
the May Revolution of 1810, Buenos Aires installed the first local government in
the Viceroyalty of the Río de la Plata not designated by the Spanish Crown, one of
the first moves toward South American sovereignty on the continent. In the five
years that followed, control of the city and the wider area encompassing present-day
Argentina was contested by various junta members establishing new government in
the name of the Spanish king-in-exile and more radical dissidents seeking full and
permanent independence from Spain. In January 1812, dissatisfied with the slow
progress of the First Triumvirate of the Río de la Plata, which had assumed authority
after the rule of two juntas, José de San Martin, Carlos de Alvear, and Bernardo
Monteagudo formed the Societad Patriótica. Under the slogan, “Independence,
Constitution, and Democracy,” the Society pushed for the swift establishment of
a free, independent republic and allied its cause with other revolutionary groups
throughout Spanish South America. Monteagudo’s speech inaugurating the Society begins with an exposition of Enlightenment ideas of freedom and tyranny and
continues with an analysis of the history of South Americans’ relationship to Spain,
and mentions recent developments in Quito and La Paz. Declaring that “there are
no tyrants without slaves” and that “ignorance is the origin of all the ‘desgracias’
of man,” Monteagudo finally calls his fellow citizens to focus all their energies on
independence. Largely as a result of the efforts of the Societad Patriótica, the First
Triumvirate was dissolved in October 1812, replaced by the Second Triumvirate and
soon thereafter by a series of one-man Directorships. Argentina formally declared
independence in 1814. Monteagudo supported the dictatorship of Carlos Maria
de Alvear in Argentina and helped lead independence movements with San Martin and Bernardo O’Higgins in Chile and Peru. Widely viewed as a tyrant as his
power increased, Monteagudo was assassinated in Lima in 1825. OCLC locates
only one copy, at Brown.
Antonio Zinny, Bibliografía Histórica de las Provincias Unidas del Río de la Plata Desde El
Año 1780 Hasta El de 1821..., p.71.
$1250.

The First Book Printed in Mexico Not from Moveable Type
81. Montes de Oca, Jose Maria: VIDA DE SAN FELIPE DE JESUS

PROTOMARTIR DEL JAPON Y PATRON DE SU PATRIA MEXICO. SE GRAVO EL ANO DE 1801. MONTES DE OCA LA INVENTO I GRABO. Mexico. 1801. Engraved titlepage and thirty engraved
plates. One plate printed in sepia with some hand-coloring. Small quarto.
Modern Mexican calf, spine gilt. Internally clean. Fine.

Series of thirty beautiful and, for that period, advanced engravings by Montes de
Oca depicting the life of the patron saint of Mexico, San Felipe de Jesus. Born in
Mexico City in 1575, he travelled to Manila, where he became a priest. In a series
of delicately rendered engravings of real power, this work depicts the life of Felipe
de Jesus at full length. The first twelve plates depict his early life and call to God.
The next ten plates depict his shipwreck in Japan, near Nagasaki, his persecutors,
and death by crucifixion at the hands of the Japanese. The last five plates record
his beatification in 1627 and miracles attributed to him. Montes de Oca was a
major figure among engravers and book illustrators in the fourth quarter of the
18th and the first quarter of the 19th centuries, and this Vida de San Felipe de Jesus
is his finest, most ambitious, and most extensive work.
This work is entirely engraved, including the explanatory text below each well
conceived and well executed illustration, making it the first book printed in Mexico
not from moveable type. Many copies appear lacking one or two plates, but the
present example has the full complement of thirty, plus the engraved titlepage. An
uncommon and lovely work. Medina records another later edition, but this first
edition is unrecorded.
MEDINA, MEXICO 9461 (another ed). PALAU 363045. SABIN 76028.

$6000.

82. [Moxo y de Francoli, Benito Maria]: CARTAS MEJICANAS ESCRITAS POR D. BENITO MARIA DE MOXO AÑO DE 1805. Genova:
Luis Pellas, [1839]. [6],415,[1]pp. plus five plates. Extra engraved titlepage.
Contemporary half calf and marbled boards, gilt-stamped spine. Internally
bright and clean. Very good.

Self-styled second edition. A history of Mexico, with much on Mexican Indians,
their customs and practices, in a series of letters. “By the prologue to this work we
learn, that its author, a native of Cervera, died young, immediately after a revolution (in South America), in which this work came near being buried in ‘eternal
oblivion’: – that it was brought to Europe and printed, but so hastily, that it could
hardly be read for the many typographical errors with which it was stained. In
consequence of which, it was thought proper to prepare the present edition, which
is indeed, handsomely, but not very correctly printed” – Sabin. Rare. OCLC
locates only one copy.
SABIN 51213. PALAU 183811. RICH II:332. OCLC 35701757.

$675.

Blaming the Victims of Spanish Cruelty in the New World
83. Nuix, Juan: Varela y Ulloa, Pedro, translator: REFLEXIONES IM-

PARCIALES SOBRE LA HUMANIDAD DE LOS ESPAÑOLES
EN LAS INDIAS, CONTRA LOS PRETENDIDOS FILÓSOFOS
Y POLÍTICOS. Madrid: Por D. Joachin Ibarra..., 1782. [4],lii,315pp. Half
title. Late 19th-century mottled calf, spine gilt, gilt leather label. Moderate
shelf wear and some scuffing to edges, chipped at head of spine and with
remnants of shelf sticker. Endpapers splitting along hinges, inked number on
half title, otherwise internally clean. Very good.

The first Spanish edition of this significant defense of Spanish atrocities against
the native peoples of the Americas. Originally written by an exiled Spanish Jesuit
living in Italy, this edition was translated from the original Italian and includes a
thirty-page preliminary section by the Spanish translator new to this edition, and
four leaves of the translator’s introduction. Juan Nuix drew from the writings of
Raynal, Robertson, and Las Casas in his detailed appraisal of the controversy surrounding Spanish treatment of the native population in the Americas. He argues
that claims of Spanish barbarism were exaggerated and rooted in earlier accounts by
Raynal and Las Casas that were then propagated by historians such as Robertson.
Though he recognizes the violence perpetrated against the Indians, Nuix defends Spanish colonialism as a grand and greater good brought to the Americas.
He largely blames the indigenous Americans for their lack of fortitude – both in
their susceptibility to disease and in their laziness – and argues that these factors,
not Spanish cruelty, were responsible for the depopulation of the region. Nuix also
claims that it is the natives’ fault they were not prepared to work in mines and on
plantations. The translator’s introduction reinforces Nuix’s claims that the Spanish
colonial officials did not act out of step with other colonial powers in the region.

Varela y Ulloa further argues that the atrocities credited to the Spanish were carried out by private individuals, not the Spanish government, shifting the blame and
presenting colonialism as a benign strategy.
“The author would have rendered a more important and honourable service to
Spaniards if, instead of endeavouring to disculpate them from calumnies, not entirely
without foundation, he had manifested to foreigners the useful measures which the
Spanish Ministry were taking to remedy the abuses of their colonial government”
– Sabin (quoting Sempere y Guarinos’ Ensayo de Una Biblioteca Española).
The printer of this work, Joaquín Ibarra y Marín, was an important and prolific
Spanish technician responsible for many advancements in the printer’s arts, namely
improvements in paper, the standardization of type production, and the creation of
new ink formulas. He is most famous now for his beautiful 1780 edition of Don
Quixote, which is usually referred to as the “Ibarra Don Quixote.” Printed just two
years later, the present work carries similar traits as the Ibarra Quixote, namely
handsome paper and impeccable composition.
PALAU 196692. MEDINA, BHA 5007. SABIN 56309. RUIZ LASALA, IBARRA
646.
$1500.

Rare Occidente Imprint
84. [Occidente]: REPRESENTACION QUE LA LEGISLATURA

DE OCCIDENTE DIRIGE AL CONGRESO GENERAL PIDIENDO LA CONTINUACION DEL PUERTO DE MAZATLAN.
SEÑOR.... Occidente: Imprenta del supreme gobierno a cargo del C. Luis
Villagra, 1830. [3]pp. printed on folded folio sheet. A couple small stains on
first leaf, else clean and very good.

Until 1830 the present Mexican states of Sonora and Sinaloa were combined as the
state of Occidente. Little printing survives from that frontier state. This folded
Representacion... was issued at the separation of the state into Sonora and Sinaloa.
It relates to the dividing of commercial activities in the region by the building up
of the port of Mazatlán in Sinaloa as a counterbalance to the ports of the state of
Sonora. Reference is made to the incessant hostility of the “tribus bárbaras” of
the region. This interesting decree sheds light on the circumstances under which
the commerce of the region was to be regulated. At the time this document was
printed, this was the westernmost printing press in North America.
$1500.

The Royalists of Peru Fight On
85. [Olañeta, Pedro Antonio de]: VIVA EL REY. PROCLAMA DEL

GENERAL OLAÑETA A LOS PUEBLOS DEL ALTO Y BAJO
PERU [caption title]. [Oruro (?). 1825]. Broadside, 12 x 8 inches. In Spanish. Early folds. Very light staining, else near fine.

An extremely rare, and possibly unrecorded, example of one of Gen. Antonio de
Olañeta’s final proclamations to the public, issued three months before his death.
Olañeta was a major royalist leader during Bolivia and Peru’s fight for independence,
serving as a major-general and the commander-in-chief of Upper Peru (Bolivia) from
1823 to his death in 1825. In December 1824, after the revolutionaries’ watershed
victory at Ayachuco, Olañeta headed to the south of Chile to make a final stand
for Spain. On April 4, during an attempt to quell a disturbance within one of his
battalions, Olañeta was shot and killed by one of his own soldiers. In the present
proclamation, signed in print at Ururo on Jan. 24, 1825, Olañeta declares that the
Army of the North has been scattered by a treason of the “so-called liberals” and
launches an invective against José de la Serna, Peru’s last viceroy and general-inchief, who lost Ayachuca and whom Olañeta had long opposed. He promises that
the king’s cause in Peru is not all lost, and calls for the towns of upper and lower
Peru to maintain peace in the face of anarchy while the army continues to work to
save them. Not in Palau or OCLC, and possibly unique.
$1750.

86. Ortega y Pimentel, Isidro Joseph: FÙNEBRE POMPA, MAGNÍFI-

CAS EXÈQUIAS, QUE A LA JUSTA MEMORIA DEL ILLMO.
SEÑOR DOCT. D. JUAN DE CASTAÑEDA VELAZQUEZ Y
SALAZAR.... Lima: Oficina nueva de la Calle de la Coca, 1763. [38],41 [i.e.
45], [15],[31]pp. plus two plates (one folding). Small quarto. Contemporary
vellum with remnants of pigskin ties, lettered on spine. Light ex-lib. stamp

on titlepage. Light scattered foxing, a few leaves lightly and evenly tanned.
Some slight worming, affecting a few lines of text, most serious in latter half
of volume. About good.

Funerary work for Juan de Castaneda Velazquez y Salazar, who was named Bishop of
Panama in 1743, then later transferred to Cuzco, Peru, where he died in 1762. His
funeral was held in the cathedral in Lima. The Oracion Funebre by Juan Prudencio
de Osorio y Balcon is included here, as indicated by Medina, as is the exceedingly
rare plate of the Catafalque of Bishop Castaneda. Only six copies located on OCLC.
MEDINA, LIMA 1208. VARGAS UGARTE 1887. PALAU 204279. SABIN 57676.
$3750.

Religious Battles in 17th-Century Mexico:
An Important Early Imprint
87. [Palafox y Mendoza, Juan]: ALEGACIONES EN FAVOR DEL

CLERO, ESTADO ECLESIASTICO, I SECULAR, ESPANOLES,
E INDIOS DEL OBISPADO DE LA PUEBLA DE LOS ANGELES.
SOBRE LAS DOCTRINAS, QUE EN EXECUCION DEL S. CONCILIO DE TRENTO, CEDULAS, I PROVISIONES REALES....
[Puebla de Los Angeles. After Oct. 2, 1648]. 274,[16] leaves, numbered on
rectos only. Folio. Contemporary limp vellum, manuscript title on spine. Minor edge wear, lacks free endpapers. A few early manuscript notes in text,
minor worming to early leaves, minimal dampstaining. Marcas de fuego of
the Convento de San Agustín de Puebla on top and bottom edges. Very good.

A rare work on the mid-17th-century religious battles of Mexico, in which the Bishop
of Puebla de Los Angeles defends himself
against charges made by local Dominicans,
Franciscans, and Augustinians (the so-called
“regulares”), and criticizes them for their privileges and luxurious lifestyle. This is also an
early Puebla de los Angeles imprint, not noted
in Medina’s bibliographies. The text provides
a great deal of information on the history and
administration of the Catholic Church among
the natives of Mexico and in the bishopric
of Puebla, including lists of the names and
positions of the clerics in the diocese. Palafox
scolds his critics for their lavish ways, arguing
that they impoverish the local Indians, leaving nothing but opulent convents. Palafox
discusses many of their excesses at length, and
this book was a means for protecting the rights

and authority of the Church of Puebla against the encroachment of the “regulares.”
Juan Palafox y Mendoza (1600-1659) was born in Navarre and educated at
Salamanca and appointed a member of the Council of the Indies. He later became
a priest, and in 1639 was made Bishop of Puebla de Los Angeles. Palafox arrived
in Mexico in 1640 and soon ran afoul of the local Franciscans, Dominicans, and
Augustinians, whose many exemptions and privileges he looked upon as encroachments on his episcopal jurisdiction. In 1642 he was made Archbishop of New Spain,
and for a brief time that same year he was acting Viceroy of Mexico, during which
he instituted financial reforms and sought to eradicate idolatry among the Mexican
natives. As bishop, Palafox distinguished himself by his efforts to protect the Native Americans from Spanish cruelty, forbidding any methods of conversion other
than persuasion. He was a patron of the arts, and under his tenure Puebla became
the music center of New Spain. He also established the Biblioteca Palafoxiana, a
library that continues to this day. In 1647 he came into conflict with the Jesuits,
whom he believed were undermining his religious authority.
The present work is undated, but it is almost certain that it was printed after
October 2, 1648 (the latest date mentioned in the text) and before Palafox’s departure
for Spain in May 1649. It was likely printed by Francisco Robledo, the first printer
in Puebla de Los Angeles, as this work utilizes types similar to those Robledo used
in Palafox’s Historia Sagreda of 1643. Not in Medina’s bibliography of printing in
Puebla de Los Angeles, or of printing in Mexico. If Medina had listed it, this work
would fall within the first two dozen Puebla de Los Angeles imprints.
OCLC locates a total of only twelve copies, at Texas A&M University, University
of Texas, Lehigh, University of Pennsylvania, John Carter Brown Library, British
Library, Universidad Autonoma de Puebla, Biblioteca Nacional in Mexico, and four
copies in Spanish institutions. Not in Sabin. “Rara y apreciada” – Palau. Rare,
and a valuable source of information on Mexican religious history.
PALAU 209674. SABIN 66544. MAGGS, BIBLIOTHECA AMERICANA 4292.
OCLC 83191863, 20185520, 18156473, 692691058, 503987315, 433604110, 1097727158,
688369913, 644959130.
$7500.

Spanish Missionary’s Work in Mexico – in 10,000 Folio Pages
88. Palafox y Mendoza, Juan de: OBRAS DEL ILUSTRISSIMO, EX-

CELENTISSIMO, Y VENERABLE SIERVO DE DIOS DON JUAN
DE PALAFOX Y MENDOZA.... Madrid. 1762. Thirteen volumes bound
in fifteen. [100],704; [67],581; [44],619; [8],536; [8],608; [16],632; [28],611;
[36],632; [18],586; 40,586; [14],618; [8],525; [8],564; [8],651; [42],652pp.,
plus three engraved portraits. Woodcut titlepage vignettes, head- and tailpieces, and initials. Large folio. Contemporary Spanish mottled calf, spines
elaborately gilt, leather labels. Some rubbing to boards, slight worming and
chipping to heads or tails of some spines. Occasional minor foxing, soiling,
and marginal staining to text; closed vertical tear to titlepage of part two of
second volume. Overall a most handsome, attractive, and sound set.

A rare large-paper copy of the complete works – in almost 10,000 folio pages – of
this notable theologian and Mexican missionary to the Indians, here collected in
a noble edition. The present work is the second collected edition (the first was
issued in 1659-1671) of Palafox’s works, described by Palau as preferable by far
because of its textual corrections and the beautiful typography. Sabin calls it the
“best edition.” The set consists of thirteen volumes bound in fifteen (volumes two
and three are each in two parts), with the engraved portrait of Palafox by Palomino
after Velasquez and an engraved portrait of Carlos III by Gil in the first volume, and
the last volume comprising the life of Palafox by Antonio Gonzalez Rosende, with
the engraved portrait of Palafox bound after the preliminaries and opposite the first
page of text. This is indeed a most handsome and substantial set in a wonderful
contemporary binding, as massive and imposing as the theology contained within.
PALAU 209561. MEDINA, BHA 4001. SABIN 58299.

$6000.

Superb Lithographs Made in Buenos Aires
89. Pallière, León: ALBUM PALLIERE ESCENAS AMERICANAS

REDUCCION DE CUADROS, AQUARELLES, Y BOSQUEJOS.
Buenos Aires: En venta en la casa de los S[eño]res Fusoni H[erna]nos, [1864].
Thirty-six (of fifty-two) lithographed plates, nearly all tinted. Without titlepage. Oblong folio. Contemporary half black morocco and cloth boards, title
stamped in gilt on front cover, spine gilt. Head and foot of spine heavily worn
and tearing, hinges and corners lightly worn. Contemporary armorial bookplate
on front pastedown. Tissue guards with some foxing, but plates generally quite
clean. Good plus.

A very rare album of South American scenes, originally drawn by León Pallière
and finely printed as lithographic plates in Buenos Aires by J. Pelvilain. The plates
include views and portraits of local inhabitants in Argentina (30), Brazil (2), Uruguay (2), and Chile (2). Pallière, born in Rio de Janeiro in 1823 to French parents,
travelled to France as a young child and eventually studied art there under F.E.
Picot. He continued his artistic training in South America from 1848 to 1850 and
in Europe from 1850 to 1855. He then returned to South America, travelling for
the next decade in Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, Chile, and Bolivia, and producing
the images found in this volume.
The views consist primarily of rural scenes, and many of these images portray
local inhabitants in a variety of activities. These illustrations and the other images
of the native and mestizo population represent a variety of local types and occupations including Indians; rural and urban mestizo laborers; middle and upper class
women in a theatre gallery and in church; working men in pulperias; black men
and women at a market in Bahia; gauchos; soldiers (apparently rural conscripts);
and even a surveyor in the countryside. A number of the lithographs focus on life
in the country – on the plains, in camp, and at home. One such image, of a couple
standing outside a straw house, includes a ten-line romantic poem by R. Gutierrez.
Though a full album is comprised of fifty-two plates and a titlepage, this album
does not appear to be missing anything and was likely bound this way originally.
A marvelous album, extremely rare; no copies on OCLC.
PALAU 211114. BORBA DE MORAES, p.648.

$11,000.

90. Paz Soldan, Mariano Felipe: ATLAS GEOGRAFICO DEL PERU.
Paris. 1865. [2]pp. Sixty-eight plates, including forty-one maps and plans,
many colored or tinted. Lacks four or six plates (see note below) and the
entirety of the accompanying text (81pp.). Large folio. Contemporary half
calf and red boards, spine gilt. Slight worming to imprint on titlepage; publication date effaced. Moderate to heavy foxing to three plates, but generally
quite clean. Very good.

This magnificent atlas by Peru’s most eminent 19th-century historian contains
numerous maps, city plans, views, groups, scenery, etc. The author obviously drew
inspiration from both Alexander von Humboldt’s grand works on America, as
well as contemporary daguerreotypes, from which many of the plates were made.
Mariano Felipe Paz Soldan (1821-1886) was a Peruvian historian and geographer.
He was born at Arequipa, Peru, and one of the stunning plates in the Atlas is a
large folding view of that city. Phillips calls for seventy-two plates, while Palau
calls for seventy-four; copies on OCLC are listed with seventy-two, seventy-three,
and seventy-four plates.
PALAU 215886. PHILLIPS ATLASES 2769. SABIN 59325.

$3000.

91. Peralta Barnuevo, Pedro de: HISTORIA DE ESPANA VINDICADA.

EN QUE SU HAZE SU MAS EXACTA DESCRIPCION LA DE
SUS EXCELENCIAS, Y ANTIGUAS RIQUEZAS.... Lima: Francisco
Sobrino, 1730. [72]pp. 1,644 [i.e. 1,614] columns, plus fifteen (of twenty-six)
portraits. Lacks frontispiece as well as eleven plates. Folio. Later calf, spine
gilt, leather label. Boards rubbed, large piece of leather missing from front
cover. Spine heavily worn and cracked, missing bottom portion. Ex-lib. with
bookplate on front pastedown. Heavy worming throughout, though generally
bright and clean. Fair.

The first edition of this history of Spain and its royalty, by the notable Peruvian
linguist, described frequently as his country’s “Poet Laureate.” The author was the
official cosmographer of Peru, held the post of accountant to the Real Audiencia,
founded the Academy of Mathematics, and was for a time the Rector of the University of San Marcos. The illustrations are singled out by various authorities as
of great significance for the period: “C’est peut-être le seul livre de cette époque
publié, dans l’Amérique du Sud, qui soit si curieusement illustré” (LeClerc).
Pedro Peralta Barnuevo was colonial
Peru’s greatest polymath: linguist, historian, architect, administrator, mathematician, poet, and medical writer. In this
work he essays in detail the history of
Spain from Greco-Roman times to circa
600 A.D. The text is one of the most
important histories written in Peru during the colonial era, but it is also one of
the greatest illustrated books produced in
Lima in the period to 1825.
Adorned with fifteen copper engraved
plates, all portraits of historic and mythic
Spanish leaders, each one contained in an
elaborate copper engraved frame. Peralta
is quoted as saying that the artist was “un
sublime genio, cual lo es el del varón religioso que ha ilustrado esta obra son las
suyas, grande en la cátedra y en el púlpito
y mayor en la virtud” (Medina). To this

day this artist has remained anonymous; however, Medina and recent scholarship
have zeroed in on Juan de Gazitúa as the most likely candidate. The complex
historiated borders that surround the portraits are of six designs, each being used
multiple times. Simply put, this is one of the most highly illustrated and best illustrated books produced in colonial South America, and it can hold its own against
illustrated books of its sort produced anywhere.
It is an uncommon book in the United States; OCLC locates only ten copies
around the world.
MEDINA, LIMA 854. PALAU 218086. LeCLERC 1816. SABIN 60849. Jerome Williams, Censorship and Art in Pre-Enlightenment Lima... (1994), p.186.
$4000.

Spain Reinforces Its Pacific Fleet
92. [Peru]: PROYECTO PARA GALEONES Y FLOTAS DEL PERU

Y NUEVA-ESPAÑA, Y PARA NAVIOS DE REGISTRO, Y AVISOS, QUE NAVEGAREN A AMBOS REYNOS. Cadiz: Geronymo de
Peralta, 1720. 23pp. Woodcut arms and
typographical decoration on titlepage.
Folio. Modern three-quarter morocco
and cloth, gilt. Small brown stain on
titlepage and second leaf, minor soiling,
else very good.

A detailed, extensive proclamation to reinforce the strength and size of the Spanish fleet trading between Spain and South
America, primarily via Lima in Peru. Also
printed in Madrid the same year, though this
edition is significantly rarer. No other copies of this edition appear in auction records,
and the only copies appearing on OCLC are
located at the national libraries of Spain,
Chile, and Britain.
PALAU 239622. MEDINA, BHA 2357.
LeCLERC 466. SABIN 66408.
$4500.

Dispersing Jesuit Property After Their Expulsion from Peru
93. [Peru]: COLECCION DE LAS APLICACIONES QUE SE VAN

HACIENDO DE LOS BIENES, CASAS, Y COLEGIOS QUE
FUERON DE LOS REGULARES DE LA COMPAÑIA DE JESUS,
EXPATRÍADOS DE ESTOS REALES DOMINIOS. Lima: En la Oficina de la Calle de S. Jacinto, 1772-1773. Two volumes. [56],207,[5]pp. plus

[14] leaves which appear between sections;
[158],306,[3]pp. plus [5] leaves which appear
between sections. Small quarto. Contemporary
limp vellum, lettered on spine. Bookplate on
front pastedowns. Several ex-lib. ink stamps
on titlepages, one of which has been cut away
from text and the page subsequently backed
with paper. Some light foxing. About very
good.

An important collection of documents on the
Jesuit order in Peru, which primarily discusses
the dispersal of the Order’s property after their
expulsion from America. The Jesuits were expelled from Peru, as well as other Spanish and
Portuguese possessions, in 1767. Also included
here are the constitutions of several schools which
were under their provision. Published in two
parts, both of which are present here.
MEDINA, LIMA 1338, 1358. VARGAS UGARTE 2056, 2078.

$5000.

Cochrane Defends His Actions
in the Fight for Peruvian Independence
94. [Peru]: [Dundonald, Thomas Cochrane, Earl of ]: MANIFIESTO DE

LAS ACUSACIONES QUE A NOMBRE DEL GENERAL SAN
MARTIN HICIERON SUS LEGADOS ANTE EL GOBIERNO DE
CHILE CONTRA EL VICE-ALMIRANTE LORD COCHRANE
Y VINDICATION DE ESTE DIRIGIDA AL MISMO SAN MARTIN. Lima: Imprenta Administrada por J. Antonio Lopez, 1823. [4],68,[1]
pp., including errata. Lacks half title. Small quarto. Dbd. Moderate dampstaining. Very good.

A scarce Peruvian imprint in which the Earl of Dundonald defends himself against
accusations made by his own military commander, Gen. José San Martin, during
the Peruvian war for independence. The first section contains San Martin’s allegations against Cochrane, followed by the Admiral’s refutation of the various charges.
Admiral Thomas Cochrane, 10th Earl of Dundonald (1775-1860), fought for South
American independence after being dismissed from the British navy. He served
as a vice admiral in the Chilean navy, and his blockade played an important role
in securing Peruvian independence. After helping Chile achieve independence, a
dispute arose between Cochrane and San Martin over rewards and other spoils of
war. It was not the first time, nor would it be the last, that Cochrane accused those
he had served of failing to adequately compensate him. Still, he was a brilliant naval
officer who was later reinstated into the British navy and served with distinction

until his death in 1860. His legendary worldwide naval adventures influenced both
C.S. Forester and Patrick O’Brian in their respective Horatio Hornblower and Jack
Aubrey series of historical naval fiction. OCLC records nine copies of this work
over five separate entries.
MEDINA, LIMA 3756. PALAU 148961. VARGAS UGARTE 5038. STEVENS NUGGETS 579. SABIN 14078.
$850.

Peruvian Nativism?
95. [Peru]: EL PERU Y LOS ESTRANGEROS. Valparaiso: Imprenta del
Mercurio, 1833. 47pp. 16mo. Later 19th-century Spanish marbled sheep, spine
with raised bands, leather labels. Unobtrusive private library stamp on front
free endpaper. A very good copy.

A defense of Peruvian patriotism and of Peru’s policies toward Chile and Bolivia.
The unnamed author confronts the issue of Peruvian hatred of foreigners and resulting aggression towards Chile and Bolivia. At the time the three nations were
in a near constant state of revolutionary turmoil, characterized by rebel factions
and intermittent power struggles. This work is critical of the leadership of Agustin
Gamarra, whose term as president was drawing to a close in 1833. A rare and early
$600.
Valparaiso imprint. Not in Palau nor the NUC.
96. [Peru and New Spain]: EL REY. POR QUANTO CONVINIENDO

À MI SERVICIO TENER NOTICIA INDIVIDUAL DE LOS REMATES DE RAMOS DE RENTAS DE MI REAL HACIENDA...
[caption title]. [Madrid. 1737]. Broadside, 11¾ x 8¼ inches. Maltese cross
printed above title. Dbd. Accomplished in manuscript at Aranjuez, Spain on
May 22, 1737, signed by Simon Alonso de la Torre, with additional contemporary manuscript notations. Manuscript inscription on verso (see below).
Two-inch slit on left side of recto, not affecting text. A very good copy.

A rare broadside proclamation by Philip V, King of Spain, demanding that news of
all business closings and information regarding revenues in the viceroyalties of Peru
and New Spain be transmitted to the Council of the Indies. Printed in Madrid and
distributed to royal officials in both Spain and the New World, the document is
addressed to the viceroys, officials of the treasury, and other officials whose duties
are concerned with executing this order. This copy, accomplished at Aranjuez on
May 22, 1737, is signed by Simon Alonso de la Torre as representative of the King
of Spain with the inscription: “Yo el Rey.” A manuscript note on the verso, written
in the city of Santiago de Chile on November 14, 1738, describes the distribution
of this copy and reiterates the content of the printed broadside.
A rare broadside concerned with royal finances in both the viceroyalties of Peru
and New Spain, with a contemporary manuscript inscription recording the enforcement of the proclamation. Not in Medina BHA, nor on OCLC.
$1000.

Restricting the Printing of Playing Cards in Mexico
97. [Playing Cards]: [Mexico]: DON FELIX MARIA CALLEJA DEL

REY...GOBERNADOR Y CAPITAN GENERAL DE ESTA N.E.,
PRESIDENT DE SU REAL AUDIENCIA...CON EL IMPORTANTE FIN DE EVITAR LAS DUDAS QUE SE HAN TOCADO ACERCA DE LOS DERECHOS QUE DABAN PAGAR LOS
NAIPES QUE EN VIRTUD...[caption title and beginning of text].
Mexico City. July 18, 1816. Broadside, 12¼ x 8½ inches. Lightly worn around
the edges. Faint stains. Contemporary ink stamps on verso. Good plus.

A rare edict issued by Felix Maria Calleja del Rey, the Viceroy of New Spain during
the Mexican War of Independence from Spain. This law addresses and restricts
the right to print playing cards in Mexico, and discusses taxes on imported playing cards. With a manuscript flourish beside Calleja’s printed name, and with the
manuscript signature of another. No copies are located on OCLC. Rare. $1250.

With Original Wash Illustrations
98. Pradt, Dominique-Dufour de: DES COLONIES, ET DE LA RÉVOLUTION ACTUELLE DE L’AMERIQUE. Paris. 1817. Two volumes.
[4],xxxii,403,[3]; [4],394,[2]pp,. plus added frontispiece portrait of the author and
four manuscript illustrations. Pp.305-320
misbound after pp.321-336. Slightly later
three-quarter calf and cloth, spines elaboreately gilt. Extremities rubbed. Light
foxing and toning. About very good.

A discussion of the politics of the revolutions in South America, including the Spanish, French, and Portuguese colonies there.
Pradt wrote a number of books on European
relations with the Americas. Signed by the
publisher on the verso of the titlepage in the
first volume, evidently as a certification for
state censors. This copy is made particularly
interesting by the addition of four manuscript
pen and wash drawings signed “Janet,” titled
as follows: “Colomb. découvre l’Amèrique,”
“Colomb en chains,” “Dames Américaines,”
and “Habitants de Quito.”
SABIN 64882. PALAU 235018. SERVIES
911.
$850.

An Isthmus Across Southern Mexico
99. Prieto, Alejandro: PROYECTOS SOBRE LA COLONIZACION
DEL ISTMO DE TEHUANTEPEC. Mexico: I. Cumplido, 1884. 126,[2]
pp. plus five lithographic plates. Half title. Original printed wrappers. Wrappers torn and chipped around the edges. Very clean and neat internally. Good
plus.

A scarce work on the feasibility of colonizing the Isthmus of Tehuantepec in
southern Mexico, issued at the time when the Mexican government was pushing
to build a railroad across the isthmus, which would effectively connect the Atlantic
and Pacific oceans. This area of southern Mexico, measuring less than 200 miles
across, had long been considered a possible location for a trans-oceanic canal. By
the late 19th century those plans had come to naught, and efforts were made to
construct a railroad through the area. The present work is a thorough study of the
Tehuantepec region, its climate, topography, suitability for agriculture, etc. The
lithographs, drawn by Debray, show various places in the region, including the towns

of Las Lomas and La Hacienda de Chivela, and the pass at Masahua. Prieto was
chief engineer for the Mexican national railroad.
PALAU 236962.

$850.

100. Rengger, Johann Rudolph; Longchamps, Marcelin: THE REIGN OF

DOCTOR JOSEPH GASPARD RODERICK DE FRANCIA, IN
PARAGUAY; BEING AN ACCOUNT OF A SIX YEARS’ RESIDENCE IN THAT REPUBLIC. London. 1827. xvi,208pp. Modern half
calf and marbled boards, spine elaborately gilt, edges marbled. Very minor
foxing and faint dampstaining; front fly leaf detached but laid in. Very good.

The first English language edition of this work, translated from the French, of
the remarkable story of Francia’s dictatorship following the collapse of Spanish
authority. “Long detained by Francia, these trained observers recorded trustworthy
observations that are a major source for the Francia regime” – Griffin. This makes
One Hundred Years of Solitude look like a picnic. ABPC shows no copies at auction
in the last twenty years.
LeCLERC 1931. PALAU 261106. SABIN 69615. GRIFFIN 6175.

$600.

Presentation Copy
from a Female Diamond Hunter in South America
101 . Richardson, Gwen: ON THE DIAMOND TRAIL IN BRITISH
GUIANA. London: Methuen & Co., [1925]. xi,[1],243pp. plus twenty-three
illustrations on sixteen plates, and one map. Portrait. Half title. Vellum, gilt
morocco label, a.e.g. A few light fox marks. Near fine.

A presentation copy, inscribed by the author on a front fly leaf in the year of
publication: “Maurice from Gwen.” “Maurice” likely was English actor Maurice
Colborne. A very handsome copy of this interesting narrative of diamond hunting
in the wilds of British Guiana. Richardson, an Englishwoman, spent six months in
the jungles of the region, living among the Mazaruni Indians, digging for diamonds,
and fending off snakes, alligators, electric eels, fever, and hunger. She writes that
in her account she “carefully avoided sacrificing truth to sensationalism,” and she
provides interesting and accurate information about the Indians of the area, as well
as details of jungle life. Among the illustrations are pictures of the various camps
$500.
and Indian assistants to the party.

Early Thoughts of an Empire Builder in Spanish America
102. Robinson, William D.: A CURSORY VIEW OF SPANISH AMERI-

CA, PARTICULARLY THE NEIGHBOURING VICE-ROYALTIES
OF MEXICO AND NEW-GRENADA, CHIEFLY INTENDED
TO ELUCIDATE THE POLICY OF AN EARLY CONNECTION

BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THOSE COUNTRIES.
Georgetown: Richards and Mallory, 1815. 41pp. plus errata. Dbd. Stain and
chip near fore-edge of titlepage, barely affecting title. Uniform light tanning.
About very good. In a half morocco box.

An interesting early manifestation of the principles of the Monroe Doctrine. Robinson advocates quick action in foiling the joint designs of England and Spain on
the new territory of Louisiana, citing evidence that the British have been supplying
Indians with arms and munitions in Spanish-controlled Florida. He claims that,
should Spain unite with England, the last vestiges of her independent colonial
power will be forfeited, and that this forfeiture would clear the way for the United
States to rid herself of any remaining European authority in the New World. An
aggressive argument, born out of the crisis of the invasion of Louisiana by the British at the close of the War of 1812. Robinson would later be involved in various
conspiracies in Texas and northern Mexico, including the attempt of Xavier Mina
to seize Texas. Not in Servies.
SABIN 72200. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 35799.

$3250.

Biography of a Remarkably Independent Mexican Woman
103. [Romero, José María]: BIOGRAFIA DE LA SEÑORA DOÑA CAY-

ETANA GRAGEDA DE ROMERO, 7 DE AGOSTO DE 1835. – 26
DE FEBRERO DE 1905. Mexico: Impresión privada, Talleres Graficos
de Ed. Aguirre, 1908. [4],105,[3],168,[2],78pp. plus two photographic plates
including frontis. Publisher’s red cloth, stamped in gilt and blind. Moderate
shelf wear, corners bumped. Small dampstain to upper left corner affecting
boards, titlepage, and top edge of text block (no text affected). Small hole in
upper margin of p.77 (second range), text only slightly affected. Very good.

A flowery but fascinating biography of Cayetana Grageda de Romero (1835-1905),
written by her widower, José María Romero. Romero presents a woman unusually
independent for her time, and who was seemingly gifted at everything she did:
obedient daughter, devoted mother and wife, solemn Catholic, successful actress,
gifted nurse, and dedicated obstetrician. Romero sets the events of her life against
the backdrop of the formation of the modern Mexican state, including ongoing
war, as well as political and social upheaval. Some of this social upheaval was due
to immigration, which Romero wrote about as a senator, culminating in a report
critiquing unchecked Asian immigration into Mexico. At the same time, Romero
was a strong supporter of Mexico’s indigenous population, and advocated for their
noncoercive integration into the Mexican mainstream and protection from exploitative labor practices (pp.180-190). Perhaps not coincidentally, Cayetana was mixed
race, and Romero emphasizes that she is a “modelo de la mujer criolla de su época
y clase social en México” (“model Creole woman of her time and class in Mexico”)
(p.9). Romero had quite the distinguished career himself (which he does not neglect
while praising his wife), rising from a young civil engineer to serve as senator and

eventually Presidente de la Cámara de Diputados (President of the Chamber of
Deputies) for three terms. This book is scarce; only five copies are listed on OCLC.
OCLC 19697069, 651340262. Robert Chao Romero, The Chinese in Mexico, 1882-1940
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2012).
$800.

104. Roussin, Albin Reine, Baron: DERROTERO DE LAS COSTAS DE

LA AMERICA MERIDIONAL. COMPREHENDIDAS ENTRE LA
ISLA DE SANTA CATALINA Y EL MARANHAO; Y ENTRE LA
MISMA Y EL RIO DE LA PLATA... Barcelona: Imprenta de D.A. Albert, 1844. [4],265,[2]pp. plus four folding lithograph plates of coastal profiles
and a colored lithograph plate of flag signals. Quarto. Contemporary half calf
and marbled boards, spine gilt, edges painted yellow. Boards somewhat rubbed.
A few leaves slightly wrinkled, but internally clean. Very good.

Second edition in Spanish, originally published in French in 1826. A standard pilot
to the Brazilian coast for the time, Roussin’s guide was mainly based on information
gathered during a survey in 1819-20. The second part of the text, which begins on
page 175, is made up of a translation of Captain Barral’s account of another French
hydrographical survey undertaken in 1830-32. The lengthy appendix (pp.197-263)
is a compendium of extracts of earlier navigational work along Brazil’s coast. The
handsome lithograph profiles are of various Brazilian coastlines and ports. Borba
de Moraes also cites a 1841 Spanish edition.
PALAU 279630. BORBA DE MORAES, pp.753 (ref ). SABIN 73498 (ref ).

$650.

A Monument of Historical Research
and Modern Book Production
105. Sahagun, Fray Bernardino de: HÍSTORIA GENERAL DE LAS

COSAS DE NUEVA ESPANA...PRIMERA VERSIÓN ÍNTEGRA
DEL TEXTO CASTELLANO DEL MANUSCRITO CONOCIDO
CÓDICE FLORENTINO. Mexico City: Fomento cultural Banamex, 1982.
Two volumes. xviii,[4],355; [6],359-745,[1]pp., plus eighty color facsimiles
hors text. Folio. Half morocco over silk covered boards, spine stamped in gilt
and blind, gilt leather labels, t.e.g. Very fine. Each volume in its own slipcase.

Sahagun’s Hístoria General... is one of the cornerstone works of research pertaining
to the early history of the western hemisphere. It has been described as “beyond
question the most important, as it is the most authentic history of events, transpiring in the New World, before its discovery by Columbus...no history was ever
conceived, or brought forth with more labor” (Thomas W. Field). Sahagun devoted
over thirty-five years to its compilation, and this edition is based directly upon his
definitive text, referred to generally as the Florentine Codex. This scholarly edition of Sahagun’s Hístoria General, with an introduction and scholarly apparatus
by Alfredo Lopez Austin and Josefina Garcia Quintana, was commissioned by

Banamex as a presentation gift to their best customers. The edition consists of 500
copies printed on 100% rag paper made and watermarked especially for this project
by Monadnock Paper Mills, with letterpress by The Press of A. Colish, and color
facsimiles by Eureka Offset. The beautiful binding of half brown morocco with
raised bands, gilt labels, and crimson watered silk was executed by Harcourt Bindery of Boston. Additionally, ornaments and capitals were designed specifically for
this edition by Patrick Kennedy, and in many cases were individually handcolored.
In all regards, this is an exceptionally lavish, beautiful, and historically important
work, and unquestionably one of the major events in American book production of
the last few years. Unfortunately, due to political circumstances, the project is little
known outside the circle of those involved in its production and those few people
who have had the opportunity to examine a set. Virtually the entire edition was
shipped to Mexico City shortly before the nationalization of the Mexican banks,
and relegated to the uncertain limbo of a Banamex warehouse.
$2500.

Hospitals in the New World
106. [St. John of God Hospitals]: EL REY. POR QUANTO HAVIENDO

FRAY RAPHEAÈL ZAPATERO, DISINIDOR, Y PROCURADOR
GENERAL DE SU RELIGION DE SAN JUAN DE DIOS, PRESENTADO EN MI CONSEJO DE LAS INDIAS UNA BULA...
AUNQUE EN SU INTELIGENCIA, Y DE LO EXPUESTO POR
MIS FISCALES SE LE CONCEDIÒ, CON LA CALIDAD (ENTRE
OTRAS) DE QUE NO HAN DE TENER USO EN LOS CONVENTOS, CASAS, Y HOSPITALES FUNDADOS EN DICHOS MIS
REYNOS DE LAS INDIAS...DE VISITAR LOS HOSPITALES
EN LO RESPECTIVO À AL MODO DE ADMINISTRARLOS,
Y TOMAR LA QUENTAS DE SUS RENTAS...[caption title]. [Madrid. 1756]. [2]pp. plus integral blank leaf. Maltese cross printed above title.
Folio. Dbd. Contemporary manuscript annotation in ink and later pencil annotation on first page. Accomplished in manuscript at Buen Retiro, Spain
on February 13, 1756, signed by Joachim Joseph Vazquez y Morales, with
additional manuscript annotations. Inscriptions in ink on recto and verso of
integral blank leaf. Extremely light dampstaining in margins, occasional minor
soiling. A very good copy.

A rare broadsheet proclamation by Ferdinand VI, King of Spain, confirming that
the law is to be observed in a precise and punctual manner. The pertinent law,
recorded earlier in the Recopilacion de las Indias, outlines the method of reviewing
the administration and recording the accounts of the hospitals in the New World
maintained by the religious order of St. John of God. The Hospital Brothers of St.
John of God were present in America, most notably New Spain and Peru, beginning
in the early 17th century. Following the initial 16th-century wave of evangelization represented by the Franciscans, Dominicans, Augustinians, Mercedarians, and
Jesuits, the Hospital Brothers was one “of another group of orders, of varying characteristics but largely devoted to caring for the sick and the destitute in the cities.
Their very existence attested the new needs of an increasingly complex colonial
society” (Cambridge History of Latin America). This copy, accomplished in manuscript in Buen Retiro on February 13, 1756, is signed by Joachim Joseph Vazquez
y Morales as representative of the King of Spain with the inscription “Yo El Rey”
and the annotation “Por mand[a]do del Rey.” Manuscript inscriptions on the recto
and verso of the integral blank leaf attest to the document being reviewed by the
Spanish colonial government in Santiago de Chile in 1757.
A rare proclamation concerning the work of the Hospital Brothers of St. John
of God in the New World. Not in Medina BHA or Palau, nor on OCLC.
Cambridge History of Latin America I, pp.519-20.

$2000.

Life of a Noted Missionary and Linguist
107. Salguero, Pedro, Fr.: VIDA DEL VENERABLE PADRE, Y EX-

EMPLARISSIMO VARON EL MAESTRO FR. DIEGO BASALENQUE PROVINCIAL QUE FUE DE LA PROVINCE DE SAN
NICOLAS DE MECHOACAN DEL ORDEN DE N.P.S. AGUSTIN.
Rome: Imprenta de los Herederos de Barbielini, 1761. xvi,194pp. Contemporary vellum, manuscript title on spine,
marca de fuego on top edge, three of four
leather ties extant. Presentation inscription
on front free endpaper dated Mexico, 1933.
Internally very clean, crisp, and fresh. A
very fine copy.

Second edition, after the first printed in Mexico in 1664. A biography of noted missionary Diego Basalenque, an Augustinian best
remembered for his collaboration with Miguel
de Guevara on works examining the languages
of the native Matlaltzinkas of Mexico. Basalenque’s labors were largely responsible for
the considerable advances made at Charo and
Valladolid, and his biography includes much
on missionary efforts at Zacatas, Charo, and
the “Convento de Valladolid” held in 1629.
SABIN 75779. PALAU 287454. MEDINA,
MEXICO 930. OCLC 9555922, 42619966.
$1500.

108. Scoto, Antonio de: SCUTUM CONFESSIONIS CONTRA NE-

FARIOS SACERDOTES IN SACRAMENTALI CONFESSIONE
POENITENTES FOEMINAS AD TURPIA PROVOCANTES....
Mexico: Michael de Ribera, 1703. [18],92pp. 16mo. Contemporary limp vellum, manuscript title on spine, marca de fuego on top edge of text block.
Vellum lightly soiled and worn, ties lacking. Early manuscript note on front
free endpaper. Internally clean. A near fine copy.

Confessional work written by Fray Antonio de Scoto (sometimes spelled “Escoto”).
An attractive example of early 18th-century Mexican printing, utilizing italic and
roman types. Scarce, with only eight copies located on OCLC.
MEDINA, MEXICO 2120. PALAU 303670. OCLC 55251606, 13993492.

$750.

109. [Serviez, Alfred de]: L’AIDE DE CAMP OU L’AUTEUR INCON-

NU. SOUVENIRS DES DEUX-MONDES, PUBLIÉS PAR MAURICE DE VIARZ. Paris: Duféy et Vizard, Libraires, 1832. viii,404pp.

Publisher’s wrappers. Front and rear covers chipped and stained, front cover
detached, spine frayed. Text block split. Internally very clean. A near good
copy. In a half morocco box.

A scarce account of the independence movement in South America, with questions
regarding authorship still outstanding. Palau notes that some scholars believe that
only the first part of these memoirs was written by Gen. Serviez, a French officer
who became Bolivar’s aide-de-camp and was assassinated in 1816. The text after
page 251 was supposedly completed by the General’s assistant, José Maria Córdoba.
Other scholars have indicated that the entire work is a plagiarism of Lallemant’s
Historia de Colombia, and that the attribution to Gen. Serviez is the work of the
French officer’s relative, novelist Alfred Emmanuel Roergas de Serviez.
Questions of authorship aside, it is known that Serviez served as an officer under Napoleon and was wounded in the French war against Spain. Afterwards he
took refuge with the wife of a French general in England, travelled to the United
States, and eventually made his way to Venezuela, where he devoted himself to the
cause of independence for the Latin American republics. In addition to recounting
Serviez’s experiences before arriving in South America, L’Aide de Camp... provides
much information about Bolívar and the fight for independence through the early
constitutional period, focusing on the northern portion of South America, particularly present-day Colombia, Venezuela, and Ecuador. A rare account of Latin
American independence.
PALAU 4226.

$2000.

The Story of a Major Slave Revolt
110. [Smith, John, Rev.]: THE LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY ’S

REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THE LATE REV. J.
SMITH, OF DEMERARA, MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL, WHO
WAS TRIED UNDER MARTIAL LAW, AND CONDEMNED
TO DEATH, ON A CHARGE OF AIDING AND ASSISTING
IN A REBELLION OF THE NEGRO SLAVES.... London. 1824. vii,
[1],204pp. Modern half calf and marbled boards. Lightly toned. Contemporary
ownership signature on titlepage; titlepage repaired in inner corners. About
very good. Untrimmed.

The Rev. John Smith was a Methodist missionary in Demerara (British Guiana) at
the time of a revolt of some ten thousand slaves there. The uprising was precipitated by rumors that Parliament was moving to ameliorate conditions for slaves,
as a step toward eventual manumission. By the late summer of 1823, slaves on
approximately fifty plantations, believing that their “rights” were being withheld by
their masters, rose in revolt. Emancipation was demanded, and violence ensued,
with two or three whites dying as a result. The Rev. Smith was a minister to the
slaves. He was ordered to join the militia in protecting British property rights
but refused. He was charged with promoting “discontent and dissatisfaction in

the minds of the negro slaves” and of not warning of the plot. At his trial several
slaves were called to testify on behalf of the prosecution and the defense, and their
testimony is printed here. On November 24, 1823, Smith was sentenced “to be
hanged by the neck until dead,” but he died of “pulmonary consumption” in prison
before clemency arrived from London. This book was issued by the London Missionary Society in an effort to prove that Smith had been unfairly accused and to
clear the name of the Society. It includes “documentary evidence omitted in the
Parliamentary copy” of the proceedings, letters, and statements of Smith and his
wife, and a petition to the House of Commons by Sir James Mackintosh asking
that the sentence against Smith be rescinded.
An important source of primary information on a major slave revolt in the
Americas.
SABIN 82905. RAGATZ, p.342.

$1000.

111. Solar, Fidelis Pastor del: REPAROS AL DICCIONARIO DE

CHILENISMOS DEL SENOR DON ZOROBABEL RODRIQUEZ.
Santiago. 1875. xiv,[15]-190pp. plus errata leaf. Half title. Contemporary half
morocco and marbled boards. Extremities worn, boards rubbed. Front hinge
starting. Old rubber stamps on front free endpaper and verso of titlepage.
Internally near fine. A very good copy, inscribed by the author.

Solar was a Chilean linguist who wrote on colloquial usage of Spanish in the late
19th century. This work is a dictionary of colloquial Chilean speech, inscribed
and signed by Solar on the half title to a Doctor don Juan Bruner. An interesting example of early lexicography relating to
uniquely Chilean usage.
PALAU 317121. SABIN 86250.

$500.

112. Solis y Ribadeneyra, Antonio:

THE HISTORY OF THE CONQ UEST OF MEXICO BY TH E
SPANIARDS. DONE INTO ENGLISH...BY THOMAS TOWNSEND,
ESQ. London. 1724. [18],163,252,152pp.
p l u s f ron t i s p i e c e p o r t r a i t , s i x f o l d ing plates, and two folding maps. Folio.
Antique-style three-quarter polished calf
and marbled boards, raised bands, leather
label. Minor scattered foxing and soiling,
but generally clean internally. First folding plate lightly dampstained and repaired;
penultimate folding plate with repaired
tear, slightly affecting image. Very good.

The first edition in English of this classic history of the conquest of Mexico, first
published in Madrid in 1684 and reprinted in multiple editions in every European
language. The author was a noted Spanish dramatist and historian. This work
remained the most important European source on Latin American history up
through the first part of the 19th century.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 724/165. SABIN 86487. PALAU 318693. MEDINA, BHA
1773n. JCB (1)III:350. ESTC T135491.
$2000.

Mexican Decree Splitting the State
of Sonora y Sinaloa into Two Separate States
113. [Sonora]: Alaman, Lucas: PRIMERA SECRETARIA DE ESTADO,
DEPARTAMENTO DEL INTERIOR. SECCION 1A. Mexico. October 13, 1830. [1]p. on a folio sheet, with integral blank leaf intact. A clean,
fresh copy. Very good.

First publication of the presidential approval of the separation of Sonora and Sinaloa.
Word had reached Mexico City from Concepcion de Alamos, in Occidente, that
the legislature of the state had finally voted to dissolve the state of Occidente into
two separate and independent parts, Sonora and Sinaloa. This is the publication
of the official approval by the federal congress, the president, and vice-president.
The whole Spanish Southwest was greatly affected by the division, and the act was
a momentous event in the histories of California, Arizona, and New Mexico. An
important document for any collection relating to the area. Scarce.
$750.

Commercial Policy in Spanish America
114. [Spanish New World Commerce]: REGLAMENTO Y ARANCELES

REALES PARA EL COMERCIO LIBRE DE ESPAÑA A INDIAS
DE 12. DE OCTUBRE DE 1778. Madrid: Pedro Marin, [1778]. [2],19,
262pp. plus engraved leaf with royal coat of arms. Quarto. Contemporary
mottled calf, gilt, spine gilt extra. Edges of covers slightly worn, corners heavily worn. Modern bookplate on front pastedown, old book dealers’ descriptions on front pastedown. Contemporary ownership inscription (“Castillo”) on
titlepage. Occasional minor soiling and dampstaining in upper margins of a
few leaves, remainder of text fresh and clean, with wide margins, printed on
heavy paper. Very good plus.

Detailed rules and regulations governing Spain’s late 18th-century commercial policy
in Latin America, with a preliminary section of nineteen pages providing a summary
of the articles and tariffs documented in the main portion of the text. With this
Reglamento... the Crown terminated Cadiz and Seville’s monopoly of trade with
Spanish America, allowing other cities of the realm to participate. In addition to
much information on commerce and numerous tariffs on a large variety of Spanish
and American goods, several sections discuss shipping, ports, and other maritime

activities directly related to commercial activity. The work also includes the text
of concessions granted to Louisiana.
PALAU 255843. SABIN 68890. MEDINA, BHA 4845.

$1850.

Rare Biography of an Early and Important
Spanish Commander in South America
115. Suárez de Figueroa, [Cristóbal]: HECHOS DE DON GARCIA

HURTADO DE MENDOZA, QUARTO MARQUES DE CAÑETE
.... Madrid: En la Imprenta Real, 1613. [16],248,245-324pp. (as issued). Small
quarto. Early 20th-century vellum, spine gilt with raised bands, a.e.g. Minor
dust soiling and edge wear. Modern bookplate of James Stevens Cox affixed to
front pastedown, typed contents list tipped to front flyleaf. Small wormholes
in titlepage repaired, inner margin of license/errata leaf strengthened; last four
leaves trimmed at top edge, affecting headlines; minor occasional spotting.
Overall very good.

Rare first edition of this account of the life and career of García Hurtado de
Mendoza, Captain General and later Viceroy of Peru, complete with the “Prologo”
leaves, often lacking. Mendoza had a particularly controversial career in the New
World. He commanded eight vessels bound for South America in 1557, and after
arriving in Chile, Mendoza sent out various tributary expeditions across the Andes
in an attempt to establish Spanish authority in a wider area and among the remoter
regions. In addition to the inland expeditions, Mendoza sent two parties south
to explore the coastline as far as Tierra del Fuego; one of these maritime journeys
was commanded by Francisco de Ulloa, who provides an introductory note for the
present work. Shortly thereafter, Mendoza was relieved of duty and ordered back
to Spain, likely for abusing his authority with the indigenous peoples in South
America. He was later pardoned and returned to the Americas in 1590 to serve
as viceroy of Peru, where he spent almost a decade developing the economy and
spreading Spanish culture in the region. Once his term expired, Mendoza retired
to Spain, where he died in 1609.
Of particular note: the present work includes an account of Álvaro de Mendaña
y Neira’s second voyage in search of the Solomon Islands and the discovery of the
Marquesas Islands. The text also includes some encounters with Drake, Cavendish,
and Hawkins, including some of the battles fought between the Spanish and English
explorers, specifically the sacking of the Port of Nombre de Dios.
Shortly after Mendoza’s death this book was commissioned by his family to
counter an epic poem called La Araucana, written by Alonso Ercilla y Zuniga, which
disparaged Hurtado de Mendoza’s bloody wars against the Araucana Indians during
his first term as colonial governor of Chile. Ercilla had served with Mendoza in
Chile and witnessed firsthand Mendoza’s treatment of the native peoples.
“Don García, when in command of the expedition against the Araucanians, as
already suggested, condemned Ercilla to death, a sentence later modified under
the protests of persons who comprehended its injustice. After this incident, Don
Garcia did not find either his leadership or his character glorified in La Araucana.
This was a source of regret not only to himself, but also to his family. He died
in obscurity, and after this event his relatives sought to habilitate his memory for
posterity. They approached Dr. Cristóbal Suárez de Figueroa, proposing that he
should undertake the task, should become the eulogist of a person on whom an
unfavourable verdict had already been pronounced. He accepted the proposal, and
of the seven books into which his work was divided, the first three treat of Don
García’s campaigns in Chile; the others deal with his government as viceroy of Peru,
Mendana’s expedition to the Solomon Islands, and the inglorious years of disgrace.
In view of the judgements of history, Figueroa’s extravagant panegyric appears absurd.
It may be said in favour of the book that it presents papers or documents given to
the author by the Mendoza family, which furnish details of the viceroy’s life, not
otherwise known. The book is written in flowing and elegant language that is only
rarely found in the historians of America, and in order to add interest to the work
the author introduced rhetorical descriptions of a country he had not seen and of
battles that were scarcely referred to in the documents” – Moses.

Jose Toribio Medina devotes six-and-a-half pages to this work in his Biblioteca
Hispano-Chilena (1897), and illustrates the titlepage. Lathrop Harper calls the
book a “highly important volume concerning the early history of South America.”
Rolf du Reitz, in his annotations for the Bjarne Kroepelien collection catalogue,
notes that this was “apparently the earliest book in the Collection, and also one of
the most expensive.” He quotes a letter from Kroepelien to a bookseller in 1948
that the Suárez de Figueroa was a book he had been “hunting for twenty years.”
Writing in the late 1960s, Du Reitz refers to the work as “now very rare.”
MEDINA, HISPANO-CHILENA 39. PALAU 323905. LATHROP HARPER XVI:513.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 613/125. BELL S725. GOLDSMITH S962. HOWGEGO
M106. KROEPELIEN 1260. O’REILLY & REITMAN 181. JCB (3)II:115. SABIN
24317/93311. Bernard Moses, Spanish Colonial Literature in South America (London & New
York: The Hispanic Society of America, 1922), pp.185-87.
$25,000.

A Seminal Map of the Southwest
116. Tanner, Henry S.: A MAP OF THE UNITED STATES OF MEXI-

CO, AS ORGANIZED AND DEFINED BY THE SEVERAL ACTS
OF CONGRESS OF THAT REPUBLIC. Philadelphia: H.S. Tanner,
1846. Engraved map on banknote paper, with original hand-coloring. Sheet
size: 23 x 28½ inches. Very good.

An important and rare map of Mexico, depicting Texas in its largest form, the
“1846, second edition” of the celebrated Tanner map.
The present map embraces all of modern Mexico and the southwestern United
States, and prominently features the new state of Texas with its original extensive
boundaries. Henry S. Tanner, of Philadelphia, was one of the most esteemed American mapmakers of the first half of the 19th century. His 1822 Map of North America
was one of the most influential of the period. In 1825 he excerpted and enlarged
the portion of the map pertaining to what was a newly independent Mexico, which
then included the entire American southwest. Tanner’s map effectively became the
definitive source map for the region. It was brazenly copied in the White Gallaher & White map of 1828, which in turn directly inspired the famous Disturnell
map of 1846, the “Treaty map” initially used to consider the redemarcation of the
international border following the Mexican-American War.
Walter Ristow noted that Tanner produced the first edition of the United States
of Mexico map in 1825, and furthermore cited that he “issued 10 variants of one or
another of five states” of the map up to 1847. The present map is officially termed
the “1846, second edition,” although it is actually the seventh variant of the map to
be issued, according to Ristow’s classification. It closely follows the “1832, second
edition,” even including the “April 2nd, 1832” copyright imprint in the lower right
corner. At this time, interest in all matters relating to Mexico and Texas amongst
the American public was at an all-time high, and it is thought that Tanner hastily
prepared this edition in order to capitalize on the commercial opportunities. He
did not take the time to avail himself of the most recent geographical advances,
and consequently this map is a fascinating cartographic hold-out during a time of
unprecedented change.
Texas is portrayed as an enormous Mexican state, although it had long since
won its independence from Mexico, and had in fact been annexed by the United
States the year before this map was printed. Its massive territory extends far to the
north and west of its modern limits, following the eastern band of the Rio Grande
up to its headwaters, up into the “stovepipe” to a point touching the 42nd parallel.
The geographical detailing of most of Texas is quite accurate, as Tanner was well
apprised of Stephen F. Austin’s surveys, a point underscored by his inclusion of
“Austin’s Colony” in east-central Texas. In an improvement to its antecedent, the
western portion of the state owes its form to William Emory’s map of 1844. The
depiction of what is now modern Mexico is quite advanced, in light of Alexander
von Humboldt’s exhaustive charting of the country.
At this time Tanner elected not to include information from Charles Fremont’s
ground-breaking map of 1845, based on his own discoveries. The coastline of Alta
California still maintains a mythical quality, void of most actual details such as San
Francisco Bay, but is replete with imaginary details such as the Buenaventura, Los
Mongos, Timpangos, and San Felipe rivers. The interior regions extending all the
way into what is now Colorado are shown to be almost completely unknown. A
curious prophetic detail is the demarcation of a boundary line between Alta and
Baja California, although located to the south of the international border that was

to be set in 1848. The map includes a detailed inset depicting the key travel route
from the port of Veracruz to Mexico City, the same path taken by U.S. forces during
their successful attack on the Mexican capital in 1847. In the spirit of the times, the
map also includes two statistical tables, one of distances and the other of population
and geographical details of individual states. Tanner, wishing to update this map,
produced a “third edition” later that same year that evinced Fremont’s discoveries.
RISTOW, A LA CARTE, p.207. WHEAT TRANSMISSISSIPPI III, p.38.

$20,000.

With Attractive Plates
117. Tempsky, G.F. von: MITLA. A NARRATIVE OF INCIDENTS

AND PERSONAL ADVENTURES ON A JOURNEY IN MEXICO,
GUATEMALA, AND SALVADOR IN THE YEARS 1853 TO 1855.
WITH OBSERVATIONS ON THE MODES OF LIFE IN THOSE
COUNTRIES. London. 1858. xv,[1],436pp. plus fourteen plates (five of
them colored lithographs, one folding) and a folding map. Contemporary blue
polished calf, spine gilt extra, leather label. Moderate edge rubbing. Internally
clean. Inscribed on the flyleaf: “C.S. Newton from his affectionate friend Alfred Trower. On his leaving Eton, Midsummer 1865.” Very good.

A wonderful account of travel in Mexico and Central America. Tempsky spent
three years in the mining districts of California before setting out on his extensive
travels through Mexico, Guatemala, and El Salvador in 1853. His narrative includes
five handsome color plates of Mexican town scenes, a view of Durango, the ruins
at Mitla, and a “fight between the Ranchero and his Indian Antagonists.” Edited
by J.S. Bell. The map shows Mexico and most of Central America.
ABBEY 665. PALAU 329979.

$1250.

Mapping Baja and the Southwest
118. Tirion, Izaak: KARTE VAN HET WESTELYK GEDEELTE VAN

NIEUW MEXICO EN VAN CALIFORNIA VOLGENS DE LAATSTE ONTDEKKINGEN DER JESUITEN EN ANDEREN. Amsterdam: Isaak Tirion, 1765. Copper-engraved map with full original color. Sheet
size: 16 x 19 inches. In excellent condition.

A very attractive and map of the American Southwest and Baja California, by a
respected Amsterdam cartographer. This highly detailed map, with beautiful full
original color, embraces the area from what is now central Arizona and southern
California down to Sonora and the Baja California Peninsula of Mexico. The map
depicts the region during an especially fascinating time in its development. The
Baja Peninsula and Sonora are shown to be dotted with Spanish garrisons and Jesuit
missions established in the wake of Father Eusebio Kino, who explored the area in
the late 1600s. Kino was the first cartographer to definitively establish that California is not an island, as previously thought. The notations on the map refer to
various episodes in the exploration of the region. The shores of the Peninsula and
the Sea of Cortés are charted in finely assured detail, as are the courses of the lower
Colorado and Gila rivers, the latter running near present-day Phoenix, Arizona.
With reference to what is now known as southern California, the map depicts the

Channel Islands and extends past “Kaap St. Diego” up towards modern-day Los
Angeles; however, the shape of the coastline seems to be based more on conjecture
than actual discovery. The first mission in Alta California, San Diego (founded
1769), was yet to be established, and accurate charting of the region by such figures
as the Comte de La Pérouse were still to occur a generation into the future. The
present map was included in Tirion’s highly regarded Nieuwe en Beknopte Hand-Atlas.
LOWERY COLLECTION 498. PHILLIPS, MAPS, p.494. PHILLIPS, ATLASES
600-102. WHEAT TRANSMISSISSIPPI 148. WAGNER NORTHWEST COAST 608.
$950.

The First Government Printing
of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
119. [Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo]: THE TREATY BETWEEN THE

UNITED STATES AND MEXICO, THE PROCEEDINGS OF
THE SENATE THEREON, AND MESSAGE OF THE PRESIDENT AND DOCUMENTS COMMUNICATED THEREWITH...
FROM WHICH THE INJUNCTION OF SECRECY HAS BEEN
REMOVED [caption title]. [Washington. 1848]. 384pp. Modern half calf
and marbled boards, gilt leather label. Occasional minor foxing and some
toning. Very good.

The first American printing of the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo, ending the MexicanAmerican War and adding California and much
of the Southwest to the United States. The
treaty between the United States and Mexico
was signed in February 1848, but its provisions were kept secret while the U.S. Senate
debated ratification of the document. This official Senate printing of the treaty amounts to a
virtual history of the negotiations between the
United States and Mexico, and includes pages
of previously-secret correspondence between the
American government and its agents, Nicholas Trist and John Slidell. Several Mexican
documents are also included. In the treaty,
agreements were reached for the withdrawal of
American troops from Mexico, the payment of
Mexican claims, and the formal cession of territory (the U.S. had already occupied all of the
land). The theoretical boundaries were set out
and arrangements for boundary commissioners
were made. By this treaty the U.S. obtained

an addition of land equaled in size only by the Louisiana and Alaska purchases. A
fundamental piece of Western Americana.
MALLOY, p.1107. TUTOROW 1703. HAFERKORN, pp.25-26. HOWES M565,
“aa.”
$6500.

The British Attack on Montevideo in 1807
120. [Tucker, John Goulston Price]: A NARRATIVE OF THE OPERA-

TIONS OF A SMALL BRITISH FORCE, UNDER THE COMMAND OF BRIGADIER-GENERAL SIR SAMUEL AUCHMUTY,
EMPLOYED IN THE REDUCTION OF MONTE VIDEO, ON
THE RIVER PLATE, A.D. 1807. By a Field Officer on the Staff. Illustrated with a Plan of the Operations. London: Printed for John Joseph
Stockdale, 1807. 60pp. plus engraved plan. Quarto. Original boards, with letterpress title on front cover and publisher’s advertisement on rear cover, rebacked and recornered. Some soiling on cover, inner hinges reinforced. Light
offsetting of plan onto titlepage, otherwise clean internally. Very good. In a
cloth slipcase.

An anonymous account by a field officer, now attributed to John Goulston Price
Tucker, of Samuel Auchmuty’s capture of Montevideo in 1807. This attack was
one of a series of British incursions in South America in the beginning of the 19th
century. Auchmuty’s original mission was to retake Buenos Aires, which had briefly
been under British control. As this was not possible, he chose instead to attack
nearby Montevideo, which was strongly fortified, but much smaller than Buenos

Aires. The work includes the narrative of the operations and the text of Auchmuty’s
general order declaring victory. An appendix records Auchmuty’s own version of
the events, names of British wounded and killed, prizes taken at Montevideo, and
related proceedings in Parliament. The engraved plan shows the geographic region,
with British troop movements delineated.
SABIN 51819. ALBERICH 1248.

$3250.

Indictment of Spanish Actions
Against the Native Peoples of South America
121. Ulloa, D. Jorge Juan and D. Antonio de: NOTICIAS SECRETAS

DE AMERICA, SOBRE EL ESTADO NAVAL, MILITAR, Y POLITICO DE LOS REYNOS DEL PERU Y PROVINCIAS DE QUITO, COSTAS DE NUEVA GRANADA Y CHILE: GOBIERNO Y
REGIMEN PARTICULAR DE LOS PUEBLOS DE INDIOS....
London: R. Taylor, 1826. Two parts bound in one volume. [4],xvi,707,[1]
pp. plus a frontispiece portrait in each part. Half title. Folio. Contemporary
three-quarter green vellum and marbled boards, spine gilt, gilt morocco label.
Moderate edge wear, some rubbing and light soiling to boards, short vertical
tear in marbled paper on front board, front hinge just starting. Occasional
very minor foxing. A stunning copy in very good plus condition. Untrimmed
and completely unopened.

An exemplary and large copy of the Ulloa brothers’ 1749 secret report to King
Ferdinand VI detailing Spanish atrocities in South America, published in London
but printed in Spanish, and here published for the first time anywhere. Prior to
this publication, the report existed only as a secret state paper in Madrid. After
Peru achieved independence from Spain in 1826, the report was discovered in the
Spanish colonial archives and was spirited away to London, where the text was
edited for publication by David Barry. The engraved portraits picture Antonio de
Ulloa and Jorge Juan Ulloa, respectively.
The text is practically a catalogue of fraudulent activities and abuses wrought
by the colonial Spanish government upon the indigenous peoples of Peru and other
colonies in Spanish America. It describes the frauds and scandals perpetrated by
Spanish civil employees, clergy, and courts, most notably the oppression and cruelty
of the Spanish in their dealings with the native peoples. A taste for the contents
can be read in a translation of the titlepage provided in the 1875 Field auction catalogue, which reads: “Secret Notices of America, upon the Naval, Military, and Political
Condition of the Kingdom of Peru, the Provinces of Quito, New Granada, and Chili.
The Expense of Their Government, and Particularly of the Management and Care of the
Indian Tribes. The Cruel Oppression and Extortions of the Officials and Curates of the
Indians; and the Scandalous Abuses Introduced among the Inhabitants, by the Missionaries.
Examination of Their Origin, and Cause of Their Continuation for Three Centuries....”
“These secret memoirs, in which every thing concerning the manners, government and state of defence of that portion of America which belonged once to
Spain, is accurately described, are written with that truth, impartiality and good
judgement which distinguished the informants, Don Jorge Juan y Don Antonio
de Ulloa. The editor of the work, Mr. David Barry, has not only rendered a great
service to the world by bringing to light those valuable notices, which were until
now carefully hidden in the Secretaria de Indias; but he has further illustrated the
work by various notes and other inedited documents, which elucidate and confirm
what has been stated by those celebrated travellers” – Salva.
“It is the most frank and searching examination of the affairs of the colonies that
has come down from the colonial period....It describes the state of the ports and
the lack of arms and of other means for defending the coast against invaders, and
sets forth the increasing hostility between the Spaniards and the creoles. It makes
exceedingly damaging specifications as to the treatment which the Indians received
at the hands of the corregidores, the manufacturers, and the priests” – Maggs.
An exceptional, unopened copy of an important Spanish American colonial
report relating the evils of colonialism run amok, very much in the tradition of the
exposés of Las Casas two centuries earlier.
PALAU 125486. FIELD 1588. SALVA 4121. MAGGS BIBLIOTHECA AMERICANA
VI:163. SABIN 36807.
$9500.

122. Unanue, Joseph Hipolito: OBSERVACIONES SOBRE EL CLIMA

DE LIMA, Y SUS INFLUENCIAS EN LOS SERES ORGANIZADOS, EN ESPECIAL EL HOMBRE. Lima: Imprenta Real de los Huerfanos, 1806. [18],9,cxcviii,[2]pp. plus two folding leaves of letterpress. Small
quarto. Contemporary calf, spine gilt. Rubbed at extremities. Text heavily
wormed. Light dampstaining and tanning. Poor.

The first edition of the first treatise on hygiene in Spanish. Professor Unanue was
famous in his time, and through his books his prestige reached Europe. In this
book the author, who today would be considered a physician-hygienist, was very
interested in diet, climate, the races that lived together in Lima, the typical diseases
of the place, food, the methods of curing climatic illnesses, etc. There are also
various references to wine as a curative throughout the text. Unanue’s importance
continues to this day, evidenced by the number of times he is cited in Aristides A.
Moll’s history of medicine in South America, Æsculapius in Latin America (1944).
Of great interest for the history of medicine and hygiene.
MEDINA, LIMA 2013. VARGAS UGARTE 3281. PALAU 344286. OCLC 24379083,
253067222.
$1000.

Clayton-Bulwer Treaty:
The Official American Edition
123. [United States-Great Britain Treaty]: CONVENTION BETWEEN

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND HER BRITANNIC
MAJESTY.... [Washington. 1850]. 5pp. Folio. Gathered signatures, stitched.
Slight splitting on folds at fore-edge, not affecting text. Very good.

This copy has a fine political association, carrying a pencil note on the front page:
“1862, Sept. 2. Gift of Hon. Charles Sumner, U.S.S. of Boston. (Class of 1830).”
Sumner at the time was chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
This treaty, here in its official American edition, is also known as the ClaytonBulwer Treaty, after its negotiators. The treaty attempted to settle disputes over
British and American interests in a potential ship canal in Central America between
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, but it was also the product of several strains in the
international situation of the time. The American victory in the war with Mexico
alarmed the British, who thought the United States might intensify its efforts at a
trans-Isthmian canal. At the same time, Washington looked suspiciously at British activities on the eastern coast of Central America and in the Mosquito Islands.
These multiple concerns were addressed and theoretically allayed by Article I of the
treaty, in which both countries agreed that “neither the one nor the other will ever
obtain or maintain for itself any exclusive control over the said Ship-Canal,” and
both agreed not to colonize, fortify, or occupy “Nicaragua, Costa Rica, the Mosquito
Coast, or any part of Central America.” The canal was to run through Nicaragua,

though possible routes through Panama or Tehuantepec are also mentioned. The
parties agreed that neither party would seek exclusive control of such a project, and
that such a canal would be open to all nations and would be neutral. The treaty was
signed in Washington on April 19, 1850, and although ratified, became unpopular
and a source of Anglo-American disagreement until the eventual rapprochement
between the two nations at the end of the 19th century. No copies are located
on OCLC of this official American printing of the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty. Rare.
MALLOY, p.659.

$1250.

A Treaty Which Never Happened
124. [United States-Great Britain Treaty]: TREATY BETWEEN HER

MAJESTY AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, RESPECTING CENTRAL AMERICA; WITH THREE SEPARATE
ARTICLES THEREUNTO ANNEXED. London. 1856. 6pp. Folio.
Gathered signatures. Final blank leaf a bit soiled, else fine.

The working British printing of this proposed treaty to resolve further the British
and American disputes in Central America, especially Nicaragua and Costa Rica.
Much of the treaty concerns the establishment of territory for the Mosquito Indians.
The treaty was never ratified because of a decline in diplomatic relations, when
President Fillmore dismissed the British minister in Washington. This version of
the treaty was likely printed in a very small number, for use by British officials. The
present copy has contemporary manuscript emendations correcting passages in the
treaty, and the ratification date has been left blank. No copies listed on OCLC.
Very rare.
$1250.
125. Valdes, Joseph Eugenio: VIDA ADMIRABLE Y PENITENTE DE

LA V.M. SOR SEBASTIANA JOSEPHA DE LA SS. TRINIDAD,
RELIGIOSA DE CORO, Y VELO NEGRO EN EL RELIGIOSISSIMO CONVENTO DE SEÑORAS RELIGIOSAS CLARISAS DE
SAN JUAN DE LA PENITENCIA DE ESTA CIUDAD DE MEXICO. Mexico. 1765. [8],396,[4]pp. plus plate. Latter half of book misbound
but complete. Small quarto. Later vellum, spine gilt. Final leaf with some
marginal loss, repaired, with minor loss of text. Title-leaf with some tears and
toning. Internally clean. Very good.

Extensive biography of the Mexican nun, Sebastiana Josepha, which includes an
engraved illustration of her kneeling in prayer before the baby Jesus.
MEDINA, MEXICO 5022.

$1500.

Spanish Manual on Indian Fighting, 1599
126. Vargas Machuca, Bernardo de: MILICIA Y DESCRIPCION DE LAS
INDIAS. Madrid: En casa de Pedro Madrigal, 1599. [15],186,[21] leaves,
lacking portrait facing p.1 and final leaf with printing ornament. Small quarto.
Early mottled calf, spine gilt, leather label. Minor wear to hinges and corners.
Some soiling and wear to lower corners of last few index pages. Earlier library
ink stamps. Very good.

One of the most important Spanish works on the Indies and New World military
organization in the 16th century. It is a tactical manual by a Spanish veteran of
the colonial South American frontier and the brutal wars against rebellious native
Americans, as well as a rich source of ethnographic and military detail. “The first
manual of guerilla warfare ever published....he advocated for the Americas the
creation of commando groups to carry out search-and-destroy missions deep within

enemy territory for up to two years at a time” – Parker. This work served as both a
guide to aid new arrivals in conquest, as well as a sometimes testy address to King
Phillip II detailing Vargas Machuca’s many services to the Crown, whom he felt
never recognized him adequately for his service. The text is divided into four books,
followed by a description of the Indies. The parts cover the following subjects:
the qualities needed to lead, the preparation of soldiers and necessary materials,
the duty of the soldier, and the settling of the land after conquest. Included are
significant chapters on military medicine and natural history, although the real
significance lies in the fact that “scattered throughout Milicia Indiana are unwitting
fragments of indigenous and rural Spanish colonial history. Perhaps the main gap
that this book helps to fill, if only partially, is the story of early and unconquered
‘backcountry’ New Granada” (Lane).
Bernardo Vargas Machuca (ca. 1555-1622) was a Spanish soldier, born in Simancas. He took part in several campaigns in Old Granada and Italy before setting
off for the Caribbean in 1578 to help chase down the famed pirate, Francis Drake.
His first services in the New World are obscure, until he arrived in New Granada,
present-day Colombia, in 1585, one of many re-conquistadors still hoping to find
the golden city of El Dorado. While settled in New Granada he participated in
many campaigns against rebellious natives, becoming known for his ruthless and
quick-striking tactics, described in this text. These included campaigns in presentday Peru and Bolivia, and Colombia. In 1595 he returned to Spain, hoping to
capitalize on his service to obtain promotion. Despite his best efforts, including
the publication of this book, Vargas Machuca was unable to secure an encomienda
or any other titles or appointments from King Phillip II. What positions he did
manage to secure were in out-of-the-way locations relatively ignored by the Crown:
one as paymaster of the three forts of Portobelo in Panama, and later as governor
of Margarita Island in the Caribbean. Both appointments were short-lived and
ill-starred, and in the end, Vargas Machuca, both broke and indignant, made his
way to court once again to seek another appointment. In keeping with his bad luck,
he died suddenly in Madrid of an unknown illness, shortly after being appointed
governor of Antioquia, one of New Granada’s declining gold districts.
The Milicia Indiana is thus a manual of Indian warfare, an appeal for promotion based on services, and a picture of the colonial New World at a time far less
documented than the original conquest. The multiple bankruptcies of the Spanish
Crown and the decline of bullion production from the Americas were leading the
New World empire into a long, slow decline. It is this period of entropy, balanced
by violent frontier conflict, that Vargas Machuca documents. The book is also a
proposal: the Indian uprisings in colonial Chile, long a thorn in the side of the
Spanish, had broken out again, and he hoped to be appointed governor-general
there, to suppress the rebellion with the tactics described in the book. He did not
get the appointment.
Besides this book, Vargas Machuca wrote Compendio y Doctrina Nueva de la Gineta, Secretos y Advertencias de Ella, Senales y Enfrenamientos de Caballos, Su Curacion
y Beneficio, a manual on horsemanship printed in Madrid in 1619; and Defensa de las

Conquistas de las Indias, an attack on Las Casas, which only survives in manuscript.
This is the only copy of the present work to appear for sale since a copy sold at
auction in 1967; Maggs asked £250 for a copy in 1927. As is usually the case, the
final leaf with printing ornament is lacking, as is the portrait. A rare and interesting
work on early warfare tactics against the natives of South America. Accompanied
by the modern scholarly translation.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 599/89. MEDINA, BHA 402. BEINECKE LESSER ANTILLES COLLECTION 9. PALAU 352445. SABIN 98604. MAGGS BIBLIOTHECA
AMERICANA 496:407. Geoffrey Parker, The Military Revolution: Military Innovation and
the Rise of the West (Cambridge, 1996), p.120. Appleton’s Cyclopædia VI, p.260. Kris Lane, ed.,
The Indian Militia and Description of the Indies (Durham, 2008).
$22,500.

Key Work on the Straits of Magellan
127. [Vargas y Ponce, José de]: RELACION DEL ÚLTIMO VIAGE AL

ESTRECHO DE MAGALLANES DE LA FRAGATA DE S.M.
SANTA MARIA DE LA CABEZA EN LOS ANOS DE 1785 Y
1786. EXTRACTO DE TODOS LOS ANTERIORES DESDE
SU DESCUBRIMIENTO IMPRESOS Y MSS. Y NOTICIA DE
LOS HABITANTES, SUELO, CLIMA, Y PRODUCCIONES
DEL ESTRECHO. Madrid: La viuda de Ibarra, hijos, y compañia, 1788.
[6],xvi,359pp. including four folding tables and four large folding maps. Frontispiece portrait of Magellan by Ferdinand Selma. [bound with:] APEN-

DICE A LA RELACION DEL VIAGE AL MAGALLANES....
Madrid. 1793. [4],128pp. including folding table and folding map. Quarto.
19th-century half calf and patterned cloth, spine gilt, original gilt leather
label on front board. Moderate edge wear, corners worn. Modern bookplate
and small bookseller ticket on front pastedown. Titlepage a bit dusty, else
internally clean. Very good.

The objective of the voyages recorded here was to determine whether Spanish ships
should continue to use the Straits of Magellan in voyages to the Pacific. Under
the command of Captain Antonio de Córdoba y Laso, both expeditions ascertained
negative conclusions, and afterwards “the Spanish trade routes were exclusively to
east coast ports and then overland to Pacific ports” (Hill). A major portion of this
work, the first comprehensive study of the Straits of Magellan and Patagonia, was
compiled from the journals of D.A. Galiano and A. Belmote, Cordoba’s lieutenants. The Relacion... also includes Vargas y Ponce’s review of earlier explorations
of the area, with descriptions of the region’s climate, natural resources, and native
peoples. Also includes information on the expeditions of Cabot, Drake, Bougainville, Carmargo, and others.
HILL 1756. SABIN 16765, 1729. PALAU 352514, 352515.

$4500.

From the First Press in the New World, and the Most Extensive
Work Printed in the New World Up to This Time:
The First Philosophical Works, and the Second and Third Secular Works
Published in the New World
128. Veracruz, Alonso de la: [Mexican Incunable]: RECOGNITIO SUM-

MULARUM REVERENDI PATRIS ILLDEPHONSI A VERA
CRUCE AUGUSTINIANI ARTIUM.... [bound with:] DIALECTICA
RESOLUTIO CUM TEXTU ARISTOTELIS. Mexico: Ioannes Paulus
Brissensis, 1554. 88,[8]; 88,[10] leaves. Folio. Recased in slightly later vellum,
other manuscript title on spine, remnants of fore-edge ties. First titlepage in
facsimile, mounted on a stub; first work lacking leaf H1; second titlepage
detached but present. Two marcas de fuego on top edge; early manuscript
inscriptions on first and final leaves of text; one leaf of manuscript bound
in at rear. Moderate worming throughout, somewhat affecting text. Light
dampstaining at top edge, moderate tanning and foxing. Good. In a half
morocco box.

Printed by Juan Pablos, the first printer in the New World, these are two of the
first major books published in the Western Hemisphere, and the largest produced
up to that time. Both titles are the work of Fray Alonse de la Veracruz and are the
earliest works of philosophy and humanist thought published in the New World,
as well as the second and third secular works printed in the New World (after the
1548 Laws, which survives in only two copies). Moreover, these are the earliest
books printed in the New World still obtainable in the present market.

Alonso de la Veracruz was a pioneering theologian, philosopher, author, and
Augustinian missionary. He accompanied Father Francisco de la Cruz on a mission in New Spain in 1536, remaining there for the rest of his life. His works here
centered on an examination of the philosophy and ideas of Aristotle. His goal was
to rid classical philosophy of vain and useless speculation and form a Renaissance
of sorts in the new Spanish territories. Beyond instigating a school of thought
previously unknown in the New World, Veracruz sought to reform earlier scholastic
and humanistic practices. He became a noted master of the Mexican and Tarascan
languages, making him an indispensable educator. In 1553 he became the first
professor at the University of Mexico, publishing these works, his most important,
the following year.

The two present works sprang out of Veracruz’s studies, shortly after his appointment to the University. The first, Recognitio Summularum... is a compendium of
Logic. This is supplemented by a commentary on the Aristotelian Categories and
the Posterior Analytics. These two philosophical works were the first to be written
and published in the New World, as well as the first to address texts of the classics.
Printing in the New World began in 1539, when printer Juan Pablos established a
press in Mexico City, a full century before printing began in British North America.
The very earliest products of the Pablos press that have survived now reside almost
entirely in institutions, or are known only by inference (of the two dozen earlier
works listed by Wagner, six are known only by inference). These are by far the
most extensive works printed in the New World up to this time. Both works are
major, substantial pieces of printing, handsomely laid out in two columns, with wellexecuted presswork. The titlepage of the first work, here in facsimile, is printed in
red and black, the earliest color printing in the New World. The typography is also
a breakthrough. Pablos now had Antonio de Espinosa (later the second printer in
the New World) working in his shop as a punchcutter and assistant. Espinosa led
a departure from the gothic types previously used by Pablos, and these two books
constitute the earliest use of roman and italic types in the New World. The text
also contains numerous attractive woodcuts – on
the titlepages, as capital letters in the text, and
as illustrations in the text.
Eleven other copies are known to survive of
the Recognitio, according to Wagner’s census published in 1960, of which nine were then in public
collections, and several of those are imperfect.
Wagner located twelve copies of the Dialectica,
eleven in institutions. In several instances the
two books are found bound together, as here. The
annotations and marcas de fuego indicate that the
present copies were once a part of the library at
the Franciscan monastery in Puebla.
Two extraordinary works of surpassing rarity
from the first press in the New World, comprising an impressive array of firsts for printing in
the Americas.
ICAZBALCETA, BIBLIOGRAFIA MEXICANA (1954 ed) 21, 22. MEDINA, MEXICO
22, 23. VALTON 45, 46. PALAU 359140, 359145.
WAGNER, NUEVA BIBLIOGRAFIA MEXICANA 20, 21. Kurt Reinhardt, “Alonso de la Vera
Cruz and the Beginnings of Philosophic Speculation
in the Americas” in The Americas, Vol. 1, no. 2 (October 1944), pp.207-14.

$300,000.

129. [Vernon, Edward]: ORIGINAL LETTERS TO AN HONEST SAILOR. London: Printed for R. Thomas, [1746]. 94pp. Dbd. Several leaves detached. Light soiling to outer leaves. About very good.

Insightful letters to Admiral Edward Vernon concerning his expeditions against
the Spanish colonies in South America and the West Indies in the 1730s and ’40s.
“These interesting letters were addressed to Admiral Vernon by Admiral Sir Charles
Wager, W. Pulteney, Lord Cathcart, Speaker Onslow, Holles Duke of Newcastle,
Lord Chancellor Hardwicke, Lord Vere, Beauclerk, and Admiral Byng, and contain
some interesting particulars relative to the expedition to the West Indies, Peru,
Mexico, etc., from 1730 to 1745” – Sabin.
SABIN 57614.

$600.

Beautiful Aquatints, Best Gaucho Plates
130. V idal, E.E.: PICTURESQUE ILLUSTRATIONS OF BUE-

N O S AY R E S A N D M O N T E V I D E O, CO N S I S T I N G O F
TWENTY=FOUR VIEWS: ACCOMPANIED WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SCENERY, AND OF THE COSTUMES, MANNERS, &c. OF THE INHABITANTS OF THOSE CITIES AND
THEIR ENVIRONS. London: Published by R. Ackermann, 1820. xxviii,
115pp. plus twenty-four colored aquatints (including one double-sheet and
three folding). Large quarto. Antique-style blue morocco, boards stamped in

gilt and blind, spine stamped in gilt. Minor staining in lower margin and tape
repair to verso of one folding plate. Occasional marginal thumbsoiling, minor
offsetting, but on the whole quite clean internally. Very good.

A superbly illustrated work about the people and places of Buenos Aires and Monte
Video, with striking colored aquatints by the prominent engraver and publisher, R.
Ackermann, making this one of the premier South American view books. Some
of the scenes, people, and places depicted are: “Monte Video,” “Church of San
Domingo,” “Beggar on Horseback,” “Pampa Indians,” “General View of Buenos
Ayres, from the Plaza de Toros,” “Balling Ostriches,” “Guachos [sic] (Rustics) of
Tucuman,” and “A Horse Race.” Also depicted are representative inhabitants of
the Pampas and Rio de La Plata regions, and picturesque views of outdoor markets
and plazas. Originally issued in six monthly parts, the work was then offered in
book format, apparently bound first in boards, and in a later issue bound in half
leather. Abbey follows Tooley in suggesting that there were apparently four issues
(all with the same title and plates, and all with the same 1820 watermarks), but he
provides no satisfactory manner of differentiating the editions; and consequently,
aside from the original issue in six separate parts, there is no means of establishing
issue priority. At the time of publication, Ackermann announced the production
of 750 regular paper copies and fifty large-paper copies.
“In 1820 began a series of books dealing with travel and scenery. The first
was Picturesque Illustrations of Buenos Ayres and Monte Video, with descriptions of
scenery, customs, and manners by E.E. Vidal. The book was issued in six monthly
parts, seven hundred and fifty copies on elephant paper, and fifty on atlas....The
twenty-four aquatints, all after drawings by Vidal, four of them being large folded
plates, are engraved by G. Maile, J. Bluck, T. Sutherland, and D. Havell...[and]
possess a subtle charm of their own apart from their historical and geographical
value” – Hardie.
Aside from its perplexing publishing history, this book remains a beautiful
pictorial record of early 19th-century life.
ABBEY 698. SABIN 99460. TOOLEY (1954) 495. THOMSON 31. COLAS 3000. PALAU 363371. BRUNET V:1182/83. HILER, p.878. PRIDEAUX, pp.335, 375. HARDIE,
ENGLISH COLOURED BOOKS, p.107.
$10,000.

The First Published History of the Maya
131. Villagutierre Sotomayor, Juan de: HISTORIA DE LA CONQUIS-

TA DE LA PROVINCIA DE EL ITZA, REDUCCION, Y PROGRESSOS DE LA DE EL LACANDON, Y OTRAS NACIONES
DE INDIOS BARBAROS, DE LA MEDIACION DE EL REYNO
DE GUATIMALA, A LAS PROVINCIAS DE YUCATAN, EN LA
AMERICA SEPTENTRIONAL. Madrid: Lucas Antonio de Bedmar y
Narvaez, 1701. Engraved “frontispiece,” [32] leaves, 660pp., [17] leaves. Folio.
19th-century Spanish sheep (“pasta española”). Covers abraded, pinhole-type
worming in spine, loss of lower inch of spine leather to insects. Text tanned

(due to impurities in water during paper manufacture). Small insect damage
to margins of first four leaves, not touching any text; similar small damage
in inner margins of last four leaves. Overall, a decent copy of a scarce work.

Although the author never set foot in the New World, his high position in the
Consejo de Indias and other royal councils gave him access to much important
documentation for the writing of this prized history of the conquest of the Izta
Maya and the attempted conquest of the Lacandón Indians during the last decades
of the 17th century; the conquest of Petén and the misadventures of Roque de
Soberanis y Senteno and Martín de Urzúa, two governors of the Yucatán, make
for very exciting reading. This is the first published book dedicated solely to the
history of the Yucatán and the Maya, here offered in its first edition, first issue
(with the incorrect catchword “gla” at the foot of the recto of the twenty-second
preliminary leaf ).

Bedmar y Narvaez printed the titlepage in black and red, and the text is in
double-column format. This copy contains both the engraved “frontispiece” and
the black and red titlepage, but, as usual, not the very rare colophon.
Although touted as “Primera parte” on the titlepage, there were no further parts;
this Historia... is complete, “all published.”

PALAU 366681. MEDINA, BHA 2051. SABIN 99643. LeCLERC 1546. SALVÁ 3422.
HEREDIA 3407. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 701/262. For Villagutierre, see ARCHIVO
BIOGRÁFICO DE ESPAÑA, PORTUGAL, E IBEROAMÉRICA, fiche 1019, frames
213-16.
$28,750.

Father Ugarte in Lower California
132. Villavicencio, Juan José: VIDA, Y VIRTUDES DE...PADRE JUAN

DE UGARTE DE LA COMPANIA DE JESUS...MISSIONERO DE
LAS ISLAS CALIFORNIAS. Mexico: Colegio de San Ildefonso, 1752.
[12],214,[2]pp. Contemporary vellum, manuscript titles on spines, leather ties.
Minor wear and soiling, small chip near bottom corner of front cover, ties
partially perished. Small 19th-century library stamp on titlepage and p.33.
Tiny ink stamp on verso of titlepage, bottom corner of titlepage professionally
restored with slight loss to decorative border. A very good, handsome copy in
contemporary condition.

A biography of Jesuit missionary Juan
de Ugarte, who first went to lower California in 1700 and died there in 1730.
He is best known for his expedition to
the northern end of the Gulf, which
helped to prove that California was not
an island, discussed here in Chapter 15.
“Ugarte worked 30 years among the Indians of lower California and explored
the California Gulf to its northern end,
the mouth of the Colorado, thus disposing of the erroneous geographical
conception of an insular California” –
Howes. He worked closely with Father
Salvatierra, and according to Wagner
should be credited with “a large part of
the success” accorded Salvatierra. A rare
work, rated “c” in Howes.
HOWES V104, “c.” MEDINA, MEXICO 4105. PALAU 368935. SABIN 99694.
WAGNER SPANISH SOUTHWEST 126.
COWAN 1933, p.661.
$13,500.

133. [Walton, William]: NARRATIVE OF THE POLITICAL CHANG-

ES & EVENTS WHICH HAVE RECENTLY TAKEN PLACE IN
THE ISLAND OF TERCEIRA, DESCRIBING THE MANNER
IN WHICH THE NATIVES HAVE BEEN OPPRESSED BY A LICENTIOUS SOLDIERY UNDER THE DIRECTION OF A FEW
AMBITIOUS & DESIGNING DEMAGOGUES. London: Redford
and Robins, 1829. 42pp. Contemporary printed wrappers, rebacked with old
archival tape. Minor soiling on wrappers. Internally clean. Very good.

A discussion of Brazil’s political climate, with much on the plan to use Terceira as
a base for a revolt against Portugal. Exceedingly rare. Not in Borba de Moraes,
and OCLC locates only three copies.
OCLC 34994625.

$600.

A Rare British Filibuster to Panama
134. Weatherhead, W. Davidson: AN ACCOUNT OF THE LATE EX-

PEDITION AGAINST THE ISTHMUS OF DARIEN, UNDER
THE COMMAND OF SIR GREGOR M’GREGOR. TOGETHER WITH THE EVENTS SUBSEQUENT TO THE RECAPTURE
OF PORTOBELLO, TILL THE RELEASE OF THE PRISONERS
FROM PANAMA; REMARKS ON THE PRESENT STATE OF
THE PATRIOT CAUSE, AND ON THE CLIMATE AND DISEASES OF SOUTH AMERICA. London: Longman, et al, 1821. [8],128,128-

134pp. plus engraved folding frontispiece map. Half title. Modern half calf
and marbled boards, gilt label. Faint dampstain along top edge throughout,
touching the top four lines of text; some pencil underlining. Overall, very
good. Untrimmed.

An account of a British expedition to Panama in 1818-19 organized by Gregor
MacGregor, a Scottish soldier, ally of Simón Bolívar in the South American struggle
for independence, and confidence man who attempted to draw investors and settlers to “Poyais,” a fictional Central American territory which he claimed to rule.
In Liberators: Latin America’s Struggle for Independence, Robert Harvey describes
MacGregor (whose name appears in the title of the present work as “M’Gregor”)
as “an extraordinary man, only half-sane; besides making a sizeable profit, like the
other recruiters...he also arranged a series of expeditions to America on his own
account...in the course of which he would dump his recruits and sail away with any
available booty.” Weatherhead, identified on the titlepage as “Late Surgeon to the
First Regiment of Hussars of the Kingdom of New Grenada, and Chief Medical
Officer of the Hospital at Panama,” composed his account from his own observations on the scene.
As a medical practitioner, the author’s six-page appendix devoted to the diseases which attacked the British subjects on the expedition and his remarks on the
relationship between climate and disease are of particular interest. Also notable is
the map of Panama and the description of the map, which recommends pursuing
a route across this small landmass: “The advantages which would accrue to commerce from such a ready transit of merchandise to the shores and islands of the
great South Sea are perhaps incalculable.”
This copy has a carte de visite of a MacGregor family member, Mr. Stafford
McGregor [sic], laid in.
SABIN 102202. ALBERICH 1474.

$2000.

135. Wilcocke, Samuel Hull: HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE

REPUBLIC OF BUENOS AYRES; CONTAINING THE MOST
ACCURATE DETAILS RELATIVE TO THE TOPOGRAPHY,
HISTORY, COMMERCE, POPULATION, GOVERNMENT, &c,
&c OF THAT IMPORTANT STATE. London: Printed for Sherwood
[et al], 1820. [4],576pp. plus four plates (two handcolored), one plan, and one
folding map. Original publisher’s plum moiré cloth, neatly rebacked with original backstrip laid down, leather label stamped in gilt. Color faded on spine and
portion of front cover, front and rear covers slightly abraded. Minimal soiling
and foxing in text and on plates and maps. A very good copy.

A reissue of the author’s History of the Viceroyalty of Buenos Ayres, published in
London in 1807, only differing from the original in the inserted cancel titlepage. The preface, the plan, the map, and one of the plates are all dated 1806.
As noted on the titlepage, the book is a compilation of geographical, historical,

commercial, political, and social information related to the Viceroyalty of Buenos
Aires. When deemed to be of particular interest, the author also included similar
information for Brazil, Peru, and Chile.
SABIN 103962. ALBERICH 1259 (noting this reissue as a 2nd ed).

$1750.

Men of Cajamarca: Two Eyewitness Accounts of Events
136. Xerez, Francisco de: LIBRO PRIMO DE LA CONQVISTA DEL

PERV & PROUINCIA DEL CUZCO DE LE INDIE OCCIDENTALI. [Colophon: Vinegia (i.e. Venice): Stampato per Stephano da Sabio,
1535]. [62] leaves. Small quarto. Modern calf in antique style, elaborately gilt
tooled, spine gilt with raised bands. A few light scratches to boards, spine a
bit sunned, very light edge and corner wear. Light tanning and occasional dust
soiling, a couple of leaves dampstained. Very good.

As one of the “Men of Cajamarca,” Francisco de Xerez holds a very special place
among writers on the earliest period of Spanish contact with the Inca of Peru: he
was there from day one, a member of the very small band of men who left Panama
with Pizarro and Almagro to seek fame and fortune in South America. At Cajamarca he participated in the taking of the Inca leader, Atahualpa, the slaughter
of his army, and the sharing of the ransom demanded of the Inca nation for the
return of their leader. By training a notary public and practiced writer, he was by
choice Pizarro’s secretary/confidant, the two having been close since at least 1524,
when they met in Panama; and when in 1534 he returned to Spain, he took with

him his share of the wealth of Atahualpa, a broken leg, and a tale to tell that was
significant, stirring, and in fact tellable by no other man. He conceived of his book
as being at once a socially and politically useful celebration of Pizarro’s deeds and
his own, a celebration of the glory of Spain in a remote and wondrous New World,
and as a true entertainment cast in the tradition of the romance of chivalry; not
surprisingly, it was a blockbuster.
Xerez’s eyewitness account of the conquest of Peru was originally published in
Spain in 1534 in Spanish as the Verdadera Relación de la Conquista del Peru y Provincia del Cuzco Llamada la Nueva Castilla. Demand for news of the new, “exotic”
kingdom of Peru, which had only been conquered in 1532, was found to be keen not
only in Spain, but all across Europe, leading to this rapid translation into Italian.
Appended to Xerez’s account (fols. [43v] to [55r]) is a translation of Miguel
de Estete’s account of Pizarro’s army’s journey from Cajamarca to Pachacamac and

then to Jauja. Estete was also present at Cajamarca, and is said to have been the
first Spaniard to lay hands on Atahualpa.
Both of these first translations into Italian are from the pen of Domingo de
Gaztelu (secretary of Don Lope de Soria, Charles V’s ambassador to Venice) and
are taken from the second edition of the Spanish-language original. The text is
printed in roman type and has a large, heraldic woodcut device on the titlepage and
a xylographic printer’s device on the verso of the last leaf.
CHURCH 73. HARRISSE 200. SABIN 105721. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 535/21.
HUTH 1628. BM STC, ITALIAN, p.738. MEDINA, BHA 95. JCB I:119.
$35,000.

A Pioneering South American Plate Book and View Book
137. Ybarra, Gregorio: TRAGES Y COSTUMBRES DE LA PROVINCIA
DE BUENOS AIRES. Buenos Aires en la Lithographia Argentina, 1839.
Twenty-four plates, laid into a portfolio. Folio. Facsimile wrappers. Some
minor wear and foxing, but generally quite clean and bright. Near fine. In a
modern red half morocco and marbled boards folding portfolio.

The second edition of this collection, issued by the “Lithographia Argentina” several years after the first. A rare and lovely collection of views of life in Argentina,

depicting the costume of local vendors, cattlemen, and street life, along with plates
of ladies’ fine dress for church and the promenade. The work was originally produced by the lithography firm of Bacle y Co., the first lithographic shop in Buenos
Aires, and was one of the earliest illustrated books produced there. This edition,
the images of which mirror the work produced by Bacle, but printed without
individual titles and imprints, was produced by Gregorio Ybarra “en la Litografia
Argentina.” The lithographs depict different aspects of Argentine society, including
low trades such as washerwoman and various street vendors; six different types of
ladies’ costume; various professions on horseback, including a gaucho and a milk
delivery woman; and a group of large-wheeled carts used in Buenos Aires to ferry
passengers in across the mudflats from the ships at port. A list of plates, included
on the rear wrapper, is as follows:
1) “El Gaucho enlazando – Paysan laçant un boeuf – The Cow-herd catching cattle.”
2) “El panadero – Le distributeur de pain – The Baker.”
3) “El lechero – Le marchand de lait – The Milk-man.”
4) “El durasnero – Le marchand de pèches – The Vender of peaches.”
5) “El vendedor de escobas – Le marchand de balais – The Broom-man.”
6) “La vendedora de tortas – La marchande de galettes – The Cake-woman.”
7) “La lavendera – La blanchisseuse – The Washer-woman.”
8) “El vendedor de pasteles – Le marchand de gateaux – The Pie-man.”
9) “El encendedor de faroles – L’allumeur de lanternes – The Lamp-lighter.”
10) “El mendigo – Un mendicant – The Beggar.”
11) “El vendedor de velas – Le marchand de chandelles – The Candle-man.”
12) “El aguatero – Le porteur d’eau – water cart.”
13) “El vendedor de velas – Le marchand de poisson – Fish-monger.”
14) “El pastero – Le marchand de fourrage – Grassman’s cart.”
15) “El carnicero – Le boucher – Butcher’s cart.”
16) “Carreta de desembarque – Charrette de débarquement – Cart to land passengers.”
17) “Corrales de abasto – Les abatoires – Slaughter ground.”
18) “Una carrera – Une course de chevaux – A horse race.”
19) “La hierra en una estancia. Marque de betail à la campagne – Branding cattle.”
20) “Pulperia de campo – Marchand de vin à la campagne – Country grocery store.”
21) “Señoras porteñas, por la mañana – Dames de Buenos Aires, le lever – Buenos
Aires, Ladies’ morning dress.”
22) “Trage de verano (año de 1834) – Costume de été – Summer costume.”
23) “Trage de invierno (año de 1834) – Costume d’hiver – Winter costume.”
24) En los paseos en el campo – A la campagne – In the Country.”

This work is very rare, with only two copies appearing in auction records – both at
Sotheby’s, in 1964 and 1983. OCLC notes only the copy at Harvard. A handsome
set of early lithographed scenes of Buenos Aires, and one of the earliest lithographic
view books produced in Latin America.
$27,500.

